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1

Introduction and Background

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

Colwall is a village and civil parish in eastern Herefordshire, situated on the lower
western slopes of the Malvern Hills, and lying within the Malvern Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

1.1.2

In March 2012, the concept of neighbourhood planning was enshrined in the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Soon afterwards, work on Colwall’s
Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) began, and Colwall Parish Council (CPC)
started considering what evidence-based information would be required to inform and
develop the future NDP and its policies.

1.1.3

The village’s location within the AONB meant that landscape character and visual
amenity were highly important factors to be considered in the NDP process from the
start, especially in matters such as identifying a) potential locations for new
development (mainly residential), b) areas worthy of protection, and c) the most
appropriate line of the future settlement boundary.

1.1.4

One of the first studies that was commissioned, early in 2013, was a landscape and
visual assessment of land on the outskirts of the village. The background to, and
evolution of the assessment is explained in Section 1.2 below.

1.1.5

On 1st February 2018, Colwall’s NDP will begin its six-week Regulation 14
consultation period. In advance of this, CPC commissioned the author of the 2013
and subsequent assessments to fully update the report, plans and schedules, to
reflect the various changes and updates that had taken place between March 2013
and January 2018.

1.1.6

It is important to note that the report has been rewritten to describe the current
(January 2018) situation, and the supporting information has been updated
accordingly. In Section 1.2, all the areas which have undergone changes are listed,
and the key events are summarised in chronological order, but in order not to confuse
the reader, a full explanation of the adjustments is not provided; however, the findings
of the interim assessments and studies that were carried out are available if required.

1.1.7

The LSCA and associated documents will be useful to anyone seeking to understand
the baseline landscape character and visual amenity of the area, and what factors
should be considered in the event of different forms of landscape and environmental
change (planned or unplanned). It should be a key source of reference for prospective
developers and their professional / technical advisors in particular, as well as for local
planning authority and parish council officers, stakeholders, bodies / organisations,
and interested individuals.

1.2

Background to and Evolution of the Landscape Assessment
Stage 1

1.2.1

In February 2013, landscape architect Carly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA was appointed
by the Malvern Hills AONB Partnership (‘the Partnership’) to provide landscape advice
on the future line of Colwall’s settlement boundary.

1.2.2

The purpose of the appraisal was to identify areas outside the current settlement
boundary where future residential development could be sited without giving rise to
unacceptable levels of adverse effects on landscape character and visual amenity.
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The findings would be used to inform and guide the preparation of Colwall’s NDP, in
particular decisions about where to draw the line of the future settlement boundary.
1.2.3

The Partnership’s brief for the commission was as follows:
“Herefordshire Council's forthcoming Local Development Framework (LDF) or Local
Plan will not contain settlement boundaries. Consequently Colwall Parish Council is
minded to include a Settlement Boundary for Colwall within their Neighbourhood
Development Plan, which is currently being prepared. The community, therefore, has
a rare opportunity to determine where future development in the settlement should be
located. In order to assist the community in its deliberations and decision making the
Malvern Hills AONB Unit wishes to commission advice from a Landscape Architect.”

1.2.4

The advice was to be based on a preliminary landscape and visual appraisal of the
existing boundary and its wider landscape context, informed by desktop research and
discussions with representatives from CPC. The findings were to be summarised in
the form of a written, illustrated report and plan.

1.2.5

The appraisal was carried out, and the findings were presented in the report ‘Colwall
Village Neighbourhood Development Plan: Preliminary Assessment of Settlement
Boundary - Landscape Appraisal’, which was published in March 2013 (attached at
Appendix A).

1.2.6

The study identified a number of areas which appeared to have potential for future
residential development, as shown on the accompanying plan, but recommended that
‘in order to establish whether further sites exist that are capable of accepting
development, the assessment of the land in proximity to the existing settlement
boundary is taken to a more detailed, higher level second stage through a projectspecific based on the LSCA [Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment]
model.’

1.2.7

LSCA is an objective, rigorous process which produces a more fine-grained and
meaningful result than that which could be achieved within the parameters of the
preliminary high-level study.
Stage 2

1.2.8

CPC decided to commission the LSCA. The brief included a requirement for a process
which graded the sites’ suitability for development (in landscape and visual terms)
from high to low with ‘split’ categories in between. The LSCA achieved this by giving
a five-point grading of the capacity of sites to accept development as opposed to the
simple ‘yes / no’ approach adopted in the first report.

1.2.9

CPC also felt that the baseline study and assessment findings needed to be recorded
and set out systematically in tabulated form, as well as in a final report and an
accompanying Landscape Capacity Plan. This would ensure that the judgements
arrived at in the LSCA could be interrogated, and any future decisions made in the
light of a robust and transparent evidence-based process. Also, the information could
easily be updated if the baseline changed over time. This requirement formed part of
the LSCA commission.

1.2.10

CPC applied for, and was awarded, grant funding to carry out the LSCA, and in July
2013, Carly Tinkler was appointed to undertake the work. It was agreed that the initial
appraisal would be referred to as “Stage 1” and the LSCA as “Stage 2”.

1.2.11

The LSCA (Colwall Village Neighbourhood Development Plan Assessment of
Settlement Boundary Stage 2: Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment) was
completed in September 2013, and was subsequently published on CPC’s NDP
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website as part of the public consultation process. The assessment process and
findings were also presented and explained to the local community at various
consultation events, and comments on the draft capacity plan were invited.
1.2.12

As the public consultation exercises continued, the LSCA was updated in the light of
certain comments, changes to / additional baseline information, and other relevant
factors. The final version (Revision B) was published on 23rd April 2016 (the Capacity
Plan was then Revision A).

1.2.13

Meanwhile, as the NDP progressed and the pressure to find more sites to
accommodate new residential development increased, the LSCA was being used by
CPC to inform further studies, including a search for sites in the village that could
potentially accommodate a new primary school, with some residential development
(up to 20 houses) alongside.

1.2.14

In September 2015, three potential sites (all of which had been included in the LSCA)
were the subject of a more fine-grained effects assessment, which concluded that
LSCA Area 9A appeared to be the best candidate for a combined school and
residential development in landscape and visual terms, although the number of
houses would have to be considerably reduced.

1.2.15

Eventually, it was agreed to submit an application to build the new school on LSCA
Area 9A, but without any residential development. It was concluded that it was not
feasible to fit both the school and even a small number of new houses onto the Area,
and the adjoining land (LSCA Area 9) was not appropriate for new development,
mainly due to the high levels of adverse landscape and visual effects that would arise
in the good quality open countryside beyond Area 9A.

1.2.16

During the early discussions about the plans for the proposed school, the local
planning authority, Herefordshire Council (HC) asked for the approach to the siting,
layout and design to be ‘landscape-led’ and ‘iterative’. A team of specialists led by
landscape architect Carly Tinkler was commissioned to carry out a combined
Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal (LVIA) and Environmental Colour
Assessment (ECA), which built on the LSCA work, and the design teams were guided
by the results and recommendations.

1.2.17

Planning permission for the new school was granted in August 2017, and it opened
on 8th January 2018.

1.2.18

During 2015, 2016 and early 2017, other landscape and visual effects assessments
were carried out in and around the village.

1.2.19

The purpose of these was either to:
i.

produce landscape parameters plans showing how built form could be
accommodated on sites already identified in the LSCA as having potential for
development, with recommendations for mitigating measures;

ii.

identify new sites and determine their levels of sensitivity and capacity;

iii. respond to new planning applications; and
iv. factor in changes to the baseline situation, especially the new primary school on
Area 9A and recently-approved and / or built developments.
1.2.20

Where necessary, new LSCA Areas were added, for example on land associated with
the ‘Thai restaurant’ on Walwyn Road, close to the new primary school site. New
LSCA Area Assessment Sheets and Summary Sheets were produced in the same
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formats as those used in the 2013 LSCA, although the LSCA report text was not
updated at that point.
1.2.21

The Landscape Capacity Plan went through several iterations at the same time, to
reflect the same factors, especially the construction of the new school, which had a
‘knock-on’ effect on landscape character and visual amenity, levels of sensitivity and
capacity on adjoining land, and the line of the new settlement boundary.

1.2.22

The current ‘final’ version of the Landscape Capacity Plan is dated January 2018, and
is reproduced in this report at the end of Section 3.

1.2.23

The LSCA Areas, boundaries (including sections of the settlement boundary), and /
or descriptions which have been modified since the 2013 LSCA was carried out are:
Area 3A
Areas 7A and 7B
Area 9
Area 10
Area 12
Area 15
Area 19.

1.2.24

LSCA Areas which were assessed in 2013 but which have subsequently been omitted
(due to having been developed or for consistency e.g. already within the settlement
boundary):
Area 9A
Area 10A
Area 15A.

1.2.25

New LSCA Areas (assessed and / or subdivided post-March 2013, all with new Area
Assessment and Summary Sheets) comprise:
Area 3B (adjacent to (south of) Area 3A; was the site of Colwall Primary School before
it moved to its new location on what used to be Area 9A).
Areas 12A and 12B(1) / B(2) (subdivision of Area 12 into areas with different levels of
capacity).
Areas 21A and 21B.

1.2.26

The rest of the LSCA Areas and their baseline summary sheets / descriptions remain
unaltered at the time of writing (January 2018).

1.2.27

LSCA Areas which have been the subject of more in-depth studies (e.g. to establish
density and landscape / design parameters) are:
Area 1A
Areas 3A and 3B
Area 7A
Area 12 (now 12A and 12B(1) / B(2))
Area 19.
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1.2.28

The LSCA report and associated documents will be updated in the future, as and
when circumstances change.

1.2.29

The following section briefly summarises the background to LSCA, and explains the
techniques used and processes followed during the commission.

Carly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA
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2

LSCA and Process

2.1

Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment

2.1.1

LSCA is a systematic process for assessing the sensitivity of landscapes to certain
types of change, and their capacity to ‘accept’ certain types of development. It has
been developed in response to an increasing awareness of the need to understand
the multi-faceted nature of the environment, and to ensure that there is an objective,
impartial and transparent system for assessing the capacity of the landscape to
accommodate social and economic change whilst also retaining the aspects of the
environment that – for a variety of reasons – are valued.

2.1.2

There are published techniques available for LSCA practitioners to follow (Landscape
Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland - Topic Paper 6:
Techniques and criteria for judging sensitivity and capacity (The Countryside Agency
and Scottish Natural Heritage 2002) - attached in Appendix C)1.

2.1.3

The term ‘sensitivity’ in this context means the level of resilience or vulnerability of a
landscape (or town / villagescape) to loss, damage and change. Small changes in an
area of high sensitivity could be very damaging, whereas large changes in an area of
low sensitivity could potentially be acceptable (in planning policy and guidance terms),
albeit subject to a number of other factors. Also, change can be ‘positive’ or ‘negative’,
and temporary or permanent.

2.1.4

In LSCA, ‘Capacity’ refers to the degree to which a particular landscape or area is
able to accommodate change without adverse effects on its character. A landscape
of low sensitivity is likely, but not certain, to have a high capacity to accept change.

2.1.5

It is important to note that the assessment of a landscape’s capacity to accept change
will vary according to the type and nature of change being proposed. The nature of
the proposed form of change should be defined before undertaking the LSCA.

2.1.6

LSCA is often used to inform Local Plans, especially where there is pressure for new
residential development on the edge of existing settlements. It tends to be applied
across relatively large areas which may already have been identified for further
consideration. In Colwall’s case, it was necessary to survey the whole of the
settlement boundary and surrounding land and to divide these areas up into smaller,
individual areas, ‘parcels’ or ‘sites’ (although beyond the scope of the Stage 1
appraisal, this was done anyway as it was necessary).

2.2

LSCA Techniques and Process

2.2.1

The LSCA techniques set out in Topic Paper 6 2002 needed to be adapted and
enlarged upon in order to take account of a) the requirement for the earlier step in the
process described above, b) local landscape and visual value and function (especially
as experienced by the local community), c) the systematic recording of results in
publishable format, d) likely landscape and visual effects arising from development of
a known type and scale on specific parcels of land; and e) site- and / or area-specific
mitigation.

2.2.2

This LSCA therefore also incorporates published guidance on carrying out Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessments (“Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment” (Landscape Institute / Institute of Environmental Assessment) 3rd Edition

1

Topic Paper 6 is in the process of being revised by Natural England with input from the Landscape Institute and
others including the author. A replacement paper is likely to be published by the end of 2018.
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2013), and Landscape Character Assessments (“Landscape Character Assessment
Guidance for England and Scotland” (The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural
Heritage, 2002), and An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment (Natural
England October 2014)).
2.2.3

A system created by the author has also been used to establish landscape and visual
value and function, and to record the findings: this is explained in the section below.
The information is contained on the individual Area Assessment sheets, which are
attached at Appendix B.

2.2.4

To summarise the LSCA process, an assessment is made of the landscape’s
character, its functions, attributes and qualities and how these are perceived, the
presence / absence of distinctive elements and / or features, whether they are rare or
could readily be replaced, and what contribution they make to character, local
distinctiveness and sense of place. Conclusions are reached on whether development
would, overall, have a negative, neutral or positive effect on settlement form and
pattern, landscape character, visual amenity, and the landscape’s value and function.
This is explained in more detail below.

2.2.5

At the outset of the LSCA, it is important to establish robust criteria for each part of
the assessment process. Those used in this study can be found in Appendix C.

2.2.6

Stage 2 was a continuation of Stage 1, and required some of the previous work to be
looked at again in more detail and in accordance with the bespoke LSCA process
developed for Colwall, so a description of the steps taken in both stages is given here
(see also LSCA Flowchart and Step Process in Appendix C).
Stage 1

2.2.7

The first step of the Stage 1 (March 2013) appraisal process was to identify the study
area boundary. For the landscape character studies, this was agreed to be the
existing settlement boundary together with its landscape context / area of influence.
The visual study area coincided with the ‘visual envelope’ (i.e. the areas from which
an area is visible), and included the ridge and slopes of the Malvern Hills to the east
and Oyster Hill to the west, the A449 to the south and the lower-lying hills to the north.
The study area boundary for relevant features of interest such as listed buildings and
nature conservation sites was drawn with consideration given to the area of influence
of the individual feature.

2.2.8

The second step was to gather background material such as maps, published reports
and studies, planning and guidance documents etc. These were reviewed in order to
gain a full understanding of the baseline of the Colwall area, for example the evolution
and history of its development; its landscape character and natural history; national
and / or local landscape designations, strategies and policies; cultural heritage;
settlement and land use patterns; recreation and access; geology, topography and
hydrology. Significant vegetation was identified from aerial photographs. Key visual
baseline information was recorded from published sources which identified key views
in and out of the AONB, the village, and elsewhere.

2.2.9

This information was used to identify preliminary landscape and visual ‘constraints
and opportunities’ throughout the study area.

2.2.10

The third step was to drive and walk around the study area looking at, noting and
photographing distinctive features and elements of the settlement boundary and
adjacent areas, verifying and amplifying the baseline information, making preliminary
and fairly broad judgements about landscape and visual value and sensitivity, and the
landscape’s capacity to absorb / accommodate the type of changes likely to arise from
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new housing development without giving rise to unacceptable levels of adverse
effects.
2.2.11

The visual appraisal covered near-distance views from publicly-accessible points, and
longer-distance views especially from the Hills’ ridge and west-facing slopes, and from
which the landscape is viewed more in plan-form. Although not all potential viewpoints
were visited, particular attention was paid to well-used public rights of way and longdistance trails such as the Geopark Way.

2.2.12

The Stage 1 site visits were made during late February and early to mid-March when
there was little or no screening from deciduous leaf-cover.

2.2.13

The findings of the site appraisal were transferred to map bases and, along with the
other baseline information, were used to build up a preliminary picture of the
landscape on and around the settlement boundary. From this it was possible to make
an initial assessment of areas which, from a landscape perspective, could potentially
accommodate future development. It was also possible to assess where – again, from
a landscape perspective – the combination of factors such as visual and landscape
character quality and the value of the resource (in terms of recreation and public
amenity, for example), suggested that the settlement boundary should not be altered,
or could be redrawn to exclude certain areas.

2.2.14

As set out previously, when considering the possible effects of ‘development’, it is
necessary to have in mind the nature of the development proposed, as different types
of development will give rise to different effects. In this case, the assumption was that
development would be residential, and that it would be of high quality design to reflect
its location in the AONB and the requirements of associated planning policy and
guidance.
Stage 2

2.2.15

The suitability of a site for development in terms of access, proximity to and / or
capacity of public services etc. was not taken into consideration in either Stage 1 or
Stage 2 as it was beyond the scope of the commission.

2.2.16

Also, in LSCA, aspects of landscape character such as biodiversity and archaeology
are usually only considered at a high level, with sites of landscape significance, and /
or with potential for wildlife or archaeological interest, highlighted. Where relevant,
detailed surveys, for example for protected species, would be expected to be carried
out on individual sites if and when a planning application was made.

2.2.17

However, the Stage 1 report recommended that the local wildlife, cultural and public
amenity function and value of potential sites should be considered and added into the
equation, and that the principles of Green Infrastructure must be considered; these
were all factored into the Stage 2 process.

2.2.18

The first step in Stage 2 was therefore to identify and add to the baseline maps
designated sites such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), Regionally
Important Geological Sites (RIGS) and Scheduled Monuments (SMs). Undesignated
but potentially important areas / features, and local Green Infrastructure assets and
functions were noted.

2.2.19

This, along with the information gathered in Stage 1, was then recorded on the
individual Area Assessment Sheets, and the landscape baseline maps were updated.
At this stage (Step 1 on the flowchart in Appendix C), factual information is noted and
analysed, but no value judgements are made.
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2.2.20

Further surveys of each of the individual areas were carried out following the steps
set out in the flowchart. The results were recorded on the Area Assessment Sheets.
During the surveys, an evaluation of a) the quality and condition of the landscape, b)
the sensitivity of local landscape character and c) the sensitivity of the settlement edge
was made. The evaluations are in accordance with criteria established specifically for
LSCAs (see Appendix C). These values are combined to arrive at a value for
Landscape Sensitivity (Step 2).

2.2.21

The surveys also took account of views and visual sensitivity ‘on the ground’, in
summer and in winter, noting how visible the areas were from viewpoints such as the
Hills’ ridges, public rights of way, roads and railway, and private dwellings throughout
the seasons. The extent to which views could be mitigated without the mitigation in
itself forming an uncharacteristic element was also taken into account.

2.2.22

This information was combined with the published baseline information on visual
amenity, and a value of the areas’ Visual Sensitivity was given (Step 3).

2.2.23

Combining an area’s Landscape Sensitivity with its Visual Sensitivity gives its Overall
Sensitivity (Step 4).

2.2.24

An evaluation of Landscape Value (Step 5) was then made based on the factors
identified and levels of value ascribed both during the baseline-gathering and site
survey stages (see Criteria in Appendix C).

2.2.25

The evaluation of an area’s Capacity to accept development is arrived at by combining
the Overall Sensitivity Value with the Landscape Value, using the matrix in Table 5 of
the LSCA Process contained in Appendix C.

2.2.26

In some cases the assessment does not fall squarely in to one of the given categories
and a split level, such as ‘Medium to High’ or ‘Medium to High / Medium’ has been
given. For example, a site with a moderate to high landscape character sensitivity and
moderate visual sensitivity could have an overall landscape sensitivity of either
Moderate or High using the matrix. Thus, a professional judgement has been made,
by testing and comparing the assessment results for other sites, to arrive at the most
appropriate category.

2.2.27

The results are summarised in Tables of Sensitivity and Capacity (see Tables 1A and
1B) and drawn up on the Landscape Capacity Plan (see Figure 1).

2.2.28

It is important to note that the LSCA only indicates the level of the capacity of an area
in landscape terms to accept high quality residential development (see assumptions
above). It does not consider other factors which may need to be taken into account in
order to facilitate development, such as access or servicing for example, and which
could give rise to adverse landscape and visual effects. Nor does it make specific
recommendations for factors such as the density of development, detailed
recommendations for mitigation of potential adverse effects, style, materials, colours,
landscaping etc.

2.2.29

These have already been covered to some extent in documents such as Colwall’s
Village Design Statement and the Malvern Hills AONB Partnership’s ‘Guidance on
Building Design’ (2013) and ‘Guidance on the Selection and Use of Colour in
Development’ (November 2016). However, as explained above, the LSCA has
already been (and will continue to be) used to form the basis of more in-depth, sitespecific studies from which landscape parameters plans and design codes have been
developed.

2.2.30

The final step in the Stage 2 process was writing up the findings in the form of a report.
CPC asked for the LSCA report to be written in clear, non-technical language so that
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it could be easily understood by all. Thus the report is not in the usual LSCA format;
rather, it briefly explains the processes followed, and summarises the analysis,
findings and recommendations of the technical assessments, with more detailed
information provided in the appendices which are attached to the report.
2.2.31

The following section sets out a summary of the baseline information and evaluation
of sensitivity and capacity of each of the individual LSCA Areas identified.

Carly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA
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3

Summary of LSCA Area Assessments

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The location of the LSCA Areas is shown on the Landscape Capacity Plan (Figure 1)
on page 43.

3.1.2

The Individual LSCA Area Assessment Sheets are attached at Appendix B. The
sheets are set up to follow the same structure as that shown on the LSCA Flowchart
and Step Process in Appendix C. They contain all the baseline landscape and visual
information collected and analysed during the assessment, and show the steps by
which judgements about levels of sensitivity, value and capacity were made.

3.1.3

The Summary Sheets below distil the key information set out in the Individual Area
Assessment Sheets, and also contain photographs which help illustrate the Area’s
landscape and visual context.

3.1.4

Certain factors and characteristics apply to all the LSCA Areas, so they are not
repeated in the Area Summaries. The key factors which are common to all Areas are
as follows:
• all are covered by the Malvern Hills AONB designation;
• the overall geology is Raglan Mudstone Formation;
• the soil throughout the area is clayey loam;
• all lie within National Character Area (NCA) 103: Malvern Hills;
• all lie within the Malvern and Abberley Hills Sub-regional Character Area;
• all lie within the Principal Timbered Farmlands Landscape Character Type;
• all lie within several ‘Exceptional’ and / or ‘Special’ view corridors to and from the
Malvern Hills AONB (see the AONB’s ‘Guidance on Identifying and Grading Views
and Viewpoints’ (current version published June 2011)).

3.1.5

References to Areas which are identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out
of the Village’ were taken from Colwall Village Design Statement.

3.1.6

Further information about the landscape and visual resources within the study area,
including its natural and cultural features, designations, landscape character types,
elements and features is widely available elsewhere2, and detailed descriptions of
them have not been included in this report.

2

See for example the LVIA report and figures and the ECA produced for the new Colwall Primary School planning
application (Local Planning Authority (Herefordshire Council) Ref. 161407)
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AREA 1
Location: North-eastern edge of the settlement boundary. Lies on both sides of Walwyn Road and includes land along Broadwood Drive.
General
Description:
Predominantly
residential area with traditional Victorian
character. Often large gardens with mature
ornamental trees many of which are
evergreen. Also traditional orchards with
pasture in good condition.
Key Baseline Features: In Conservation
Area. Traditional orchards are BAP priority
habitat. Locally typical Victorian architecture
and landscape. Several well-used public
footpaths with links to Hills.
Landscape Sensitivity: High quality and Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area is
condition with high overall importance. identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out
Typical of village’s Victorian heritage.
of Village’. Highly visible from main road and
footpaths through village but land behind wellscreened by vegetation. Visible from Hills’
ridges and key element in village setting.

Overall Sensitivity: High overall sensitivity
due to good quality and condition, value of
features to village character, context (setting
esp. from Hills) and function as key gateway
into Colwall.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: This area is within the Conservation Area. It forms an important gateway into the village from the north and
Great Malvern, and is an important part of the setting of village especially in the approach from the north and the Hills. It is an important local
amenity for walking through high quality and diverse landscapes, and is also well-used by visitors walking in the area. It is characterised by
Victorian buildings in extensive gardens with extensive mature ornamental vegetation, much of it coniferous. These tall, imposing trees make a
highly significant contribution both to the village’s character and to the views from, and setting of, the Hills. New development would be very
difficult to integrate beyond the settlement boundary without adverse effects on landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 1A
Location: North-eastern sector of settlement at junction of Walwyn Road and Brockhill Road.
General Description: Triangular area of
land with roads on two sides, relatively flat.
Currently
ornamental
gardens
with
glasshouses and home of National Aster
collection. Residential area with tall, mature
specimen trees surrounding.
Key Baseline Features: In Conservation
Area. Part of character area with Victorian
architecture and landscape but associated
with school to north and is commercial not
traditional Victorian landscape. Public rights
of way linking to Hills.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Change
of use from private Victorian garden to
commercial site has resulted in loss of quality
and condition.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area is
identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out
of Village’. Concealed by mature vegetation.
Possibly some glimpsed views through trees to
upper parts of Hills. Visible from Walwyn Road
and Brockhill Road, and public fp to E. Limited
visual envelope.

Overall
Sensitivity:
Moderate
overall
sensitivity due to limited landscape value
however occupies prominent location, is
gateway site and in a focal point position.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: The capacity of this area to accept development has been judged to be between Medium to High and Medium
i.e. rated above the criteria results of Medium, due to its unique circumstances and location and the opportunity for an iconic building to be sited
there. However it must be noted that built form on this highly visible site would only be acceptable if the design / architecture is of exceptional
quality to reflect the local importance of its location, at the gateway to Colwall from the north and forming a focal point on the corner site between
Walwyn and Brockhill Road. It is also in the Conservation Area.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE
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AREA 2
Location: Land running length of south east side of railway line.
General Description: Flat land with gentle fall NE
to SW; at toe of western Hills’ slopes. Predominantly
arable in south of sector with some woodland and
scrub. North of sector is pasture, orchard, woodland,
scrub. Mature native woodland and scrub along rail
corridor and watercourses. Domestic gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Traditional orchards are
BAP priority habitat. Watercourses. Nature reserve
(undesignated). High wildlife potential. Few buildings
in sector. Site of old racecourse. Public fps including
Geopark Way.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good quality and Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. Settlement in this
condition, intact.
as within sight of several ‘Important Views area would be highly damaging to
In to / Out of Village’. Highly visible from landscape character and visual amenity.
Hills ridges and slopes esp. iconic view
from British Camp. Extensive views along
sector from public fps.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Strong edge to village along railway, high value & importance esp. as buffer zone between village and Hills.
Very separate from village (physically and visually). No settlement influence. Forms strong edge and buffer to east side of settlement with clear
defining line of railway. Also strong buffer between Areas 2 & 3 along watercourse to S. Geopark Way runs through this sector from Broadland
Drive and Station connecting to both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. Important part of setting of
village especially from Hills. Important local amenity for walking through open and diverse landscape. Settlement in this area would be highly
damaging to landscape character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 3
Location: South-eastern edge of settlement east of Colwall Green
General Description: Flat land much of which is
associated with and used by school (including
horse-keeping). Area divided into several small
paddocks intensively grazed; residential & garden
areas on western edge; tree belts.
Key Baseline Features: Important watercourse
to east with strong tree belt. Potential for wildlife.
School = Grade II listed. Distinct boundary to
settlement along residential edge. Broken,
indistinct edge around school, some traditional
characteristics (buildings, old boundaries).
Geopark Way to S. Local network of public fps.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Not
typical of area and in places low quality and
condition - over-grazed fields, fencing / tape
replacing traditional hedged field boundaries;
sports pitches; ornamental garden landscape /
edges. However condition could be improved and
area forms strong edge to village.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is identified as within sight of ‘Important View
In to Village’. Highly visible from Hills ridge
and upper slopes esp. British Camp. Some
screening by trees at lower level – less in
winter. Open mid-distance views to E and S,
enclosed by settlement edge to W.

Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
forms strong edge to village and is highly
visible from Hills. Despite poor condition has
high value. New built form in this location
would be highly damaging to landscape
character.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms strong albeit eroded edge to east side of settlement with clearly defined residential boundary. Important
part of setting of village especially from Hills. Well-used local footpaths. Loss of condition and quality could be reversed through change of use
of land / improved management. New built form in this location would be highly damaging to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW
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AREA 3A
Location: South-eastern edge of settlement east of Colwall Green.
General Description: Small, flat grassed
paddock / field enclosed by vegetation. Area sits
in gap between existing buildings. No public
access to site, and currently limited visibility.
Key
Baseline
Features:
Semi-improved
grassland with relatively recently-planted hedged
/ tree-lined boundaries. Contained within line of
existing settlement – school and residential.
Contemporary character. Memorial features offsite to W.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Moderate to Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Area Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
poor quality and condition, not typical or is identified as within sight of ‘Important View
characteristic of surrounding landscape or Out of Village’. Currently limited visual
settlement edge.
envelope - existing vegetation and buildings
screen near-distance views from W, but
visible from adjacent properties and from
public fp to E. Partially-visibly from Hills’
ridges and upper slopes to NE / E & SE
Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Part of settlement edge but limited function (NB if trees along W boundary removed and area developed, area
lies in setting of Important View which could be affected). No public access. Area is currently well-screened from most near-distance views but
visible from Hills. Potential for sensitive development and improvements, wider recreational / ecological links etc. also in combination with Area
3B adjacent as single site, subject to comments and recommendations in detailed Area 3A Assessment Sheet Rev. A (LSCA Appendix B). (The
combined capacity of Areas 3A and 3B is judged to be Medium to High.)
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 3B (Assessed January 2017)
Location: South-eastern edge of settlement east of Colwall Green.
General Description: Colwall C of E Primary
School (due to close in 2018). Victorian school
building with associated modern buildings. On
edge of settlement. Small scale.
Key Baseline Features: Built form, hardstanding,
play / nature areas. Hedged / tree-lined
boundaries, small young woodland block

Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Visual Sensitivity: Moderate.
Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Moderate to poor quality and condition, not typical Limited visual envelope - visible from road to
or characteristic of surrounding landscape or W, nearby properties and from public fp to E.
settlement edge.
School buildings clearly visibly from Hills’
ridges and upper slopes to NE, E & SE.
Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Part of settlement edge. Area lies in setting of Important View which is a consideration if developed. Limited
visual envelope but visible from Hills. Good potential for development and improvements, wider recreational / ecological links etc. also in
combination with adjacent Area 3A as single site, subject to comments and recommendations in detailed Area 3B Assessment Sheet (LSCA
Appendix B), but note that combined capacity of Areas 3A and 3B is judged to be Medium to High.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE
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OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY
MEDIUM TO
HIGH

HIGH
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AREA 4
Location: Southern edge of settlement south of Evendine Lane.
General Description: Undulating land on
southern edge of village, south of Evendine Lane.
Pasture bounded by mature tree belts (good oak)
with watercourse forming shallow valley to S.
Residential development along lane and open
farmland beyond, associated with Netherpaths.
Key Baseline Features: Land beyond residential
properties is Typical Principal Timbered
Farmland. Historic landscape. Netherpaths =
Grade II listed. Fishponds associated with farm.
Track is ancient trackway (Pilgrim Trail). Public fp
and Geopark Way to N of sector (Evendine Lane).
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Landscape quality Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. New built form in
and condition slightly eroded but with high as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out this location would be highly damaging to
vulnerability to loss.
of Village’. Highly visible from British Camp – landscape character and visual amenity.
within iconic view. Visible from A449 Ledbury
Road W of British Camp. Overlooked by
some properties on Hills, Netherpaths Farm
and residential properties.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Significant contribution to views of village setting from Hills. Important edge. Important in terms of context and
setting from Hills esp. British Camp. Clear, strong edge to village. Historic landscape. Well-used public footpath across field, Geopark Way to N
of sector. Need to maintain setting of Netherpaths Farm and historic landscape. Settlement in this area would be highly damaging to landscape
character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 5
Location: Southern edge of settlement south of Evendine Lane / off B4218.
General Description: Undulating land on
southern edge of village, south of Evendine Lane.
Improved pasture, mature tree belts along
boundaries. Residential development along lane
and open farmland beyond. Adjacent to and
associated with Tanhouse Farm.
Key Baseline Features: Typical Principal
Timbered Farmland. Historic parkland landscape
remnants. Farm buildings and old cottage on
boundary. Diverse range of architectural periods
and styles in adjacent settlement (timber frame,
20th century bungalows etc.).
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Landscape quality and condition slightly eroded is identified as within sight of several Important landscape elements and features
but with high vulnerability to loss.
‘Important Views In to Village’. Visible from which are highly sensitive to change.
Oyster Hill.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Clear, strong edge to village when viewed from high land to south. Historic landscape. Settlement in this area
would be damaging to landscape character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM
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AREA 5A
Location: Southern edge of settlement, off B4218.
General Description: Small, flat area. Tan House
Farm and associated farm buildings; residential
properties including cottage. Old / partially derelict
orchard used for horse-keeping, mature avenue
trees along B4218. Domestic gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Mixed character and
influence of farm and buildings (part derelict, part
restored). Public fp through middle of sector.
Orchard is BAP priority habitat. Cottage is Grade
II listed. On edge of historic parkland.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Landscape quality and condition are moderate to
low as a result of erosion of landscape features
and lack of management.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Limited
is identified as within sight of ‘Important landscape value but certain elements could
Views In to Village’ from road but not visible be restored / improved.
from Hills or Oyster Hill. Limited views from
B4218 but clear views from public fp along
track through centre of sector. Relatively
tight visual envelope with existing vegetation
in place.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Transition from settlement to open countryside. Just beyond actual village gateway (Barton Villas) but situated
at key approach to village thus sensitive treatment of any future development is critical. Well-used public footpath. Note: Currently well-screened
by vegetation - removal of boundary vegetation would increase visibility. Area has limited value and if sensitively developed could result in
localised improvements.
Overall Capacity: Medium / Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 6
Location: South west corner of settlement north of B4218.
General Description: Relatively flat, open
countryside / farmland at edge of village. Arable.
Native hedges and mature trees along
boundaries, mature lime avenue along road.
Key Baseline Features: Watercourse along N
boundary. Limited extent of setting. On boundary
of old historic parkland and Victorian Villas (Grade
II listed) but traditionally unsettled landscape.
Public footpath. Lime avenue is important feature.

Landscape Sensitivity: High. Relatively good Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
quality and condition. Open countryside.
Visible from British Camp, Oyster Hill,
railway and public fp. Also visible from
Barton Court. Vegetation screens in summer
but views will open up in winter including
views from other parts of Hills.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Good quality open
countryside and unsettled landscape. New
built form in this location would be highly
damaging to landscape character.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Gateway to village from west. Start of open countryside (historic parkland setting beyond) at edge of village.
Well-used public footpath to W of Barton Villas and to N along watercourse / tree belt. New built form in this location would be highly damaging
to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 7
Location: South west edge of settlement, west of Walwyn Road (B4218).
General Description: Relatively flat, open
countryside / farmland at edge of village. Arable.
Native hedge and mature tree belt with oak along
SW boundary.
Key Baseline Features: Colwall Green = HC
UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces. Watercourse to S boundary.
Railway strong linear feature to NW. Probably old
historic parkland. Victorian Villas (Grade II listed).
Traditionally unsettled landscape. Public fp (old
pilgrim trail).
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Landscape is in Visual Sensitivity: High: Area is identified
good condition and is high quality.
as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of
Village’. Visible from Oyster Hill and Suckley
Hills, railways, public fps. Likely to be visible
from Hills ridges and slopes in winter when
no leaf cover on trees. Part of Barton Villas,
residential properties to N and E visible.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Good quality open
countryside and unsettled landscape; new
built form would be inappropriate in this
location.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Open countryside at edge of village with historic parkland setting beyond. Allows good, open views from B4218
to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to significant open space (village green). Well-used public footpaths. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting
to both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. New built form in this location would be highly damaging
to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 7A
Location: South west edge of settlement, west of Walwyn Road (B4218) and Village Green.
General Description: Small, linear area of flat,
open countryside / farmland at edge of village.
Arable. Native hedge along Walwyn Road
boundary with lime avenue on roadside. Row of
residential properties to N.
Key Baseline Features: Colwall Green = HC
UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces. Important lime avenue. Public fp
(old pilgrim trail). Limited extent of setting,
bounded by road.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Good Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Limited views Overall Sensitivity: Moderate.
condition and quality but limited contribution to in summer, greater potential in winter –
local landscape character.
possible long-distance views over trees to
NW, Suckley Hills, Malvern Hills. Visible
from railway, public fp, road and surrounding
properties.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218 to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to
significant open space (village green). Well-used public footpath. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both local & wider footpath network
including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. The lime avenue along this area’s frontage is a highly important local landscape element and
characteristic of Colwall Green. Its loss would give rise to a significant adverse effect on local landscape character and visual amenity. It could
be a constraint to development but must be retained. Area’s capacity has been adjusted upwards due to village green being able to ‘accept’ a
new built edge to enclose green without disturbing existing balance or having negative effect on landscape character. Built form and layout should
‘mirror’ existing property and garden opposite, to the east.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 7B
Location: South west edge of settlement, west of Walwyn Road (B4218) and Village Green.
General Description: Small, linear area of flat,
open countryside / farmland at edge of village.
Arable. Native hedge along Walwyn Road
boundary with lime avenue on roadside. Row of
residential properties to N.
Key Baseline Features: Colwall Green = HC
UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces. Important lime avenue. Public fp
(old pilgrim trail) off-site to N. Limited extent of
setting, bounded by road.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Good Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Limited views Overall Sensitivity: Moderate.
condition and quality but limited contribution to in summer, greater potential in winter –
local landscape character.
possible long-distance views over trees to
NW, Suckley Hills, Malvern Hills. Visible
from railway, public fp, road and surrounding
properties.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218 to W and Oyster Hill. At gateway to
significant open space (village green). Has less capacity for built development than 7A to the north but could possibly form part of a garden area
to 7A, mirroring the arrangement opposite, to the east.
Overall Capacity: Medium / Low to Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 8
Location: West side of settlement, west of Walwyn Road and Stowe Lane. Bisected by railway.
General Description: Flat area with recreational
areas / playing fields, farmland & woodland belt
NW of railway corridor. Mature native tree belts &
avenue trees, hedges and ornamental planting on
boundaries. S = residential properties at Colwall
Green. Residential to N and E of cricket ground.
Key Baseline Features: Playing field and cricket
grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4.
Watercourse through centre of sector, high
potential for protected species. Grade II listed
building E side of cricket ground. Brockbury Hall
Grade II listed. Railway. Public fps.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good quality
and condition, very valuable landscape elements
and features. High settlement and edge character
sensitivity.

Visual Sensitivity: High. Within sight of Overall Sensitivity: High. Very high value
‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’. S of and important village-wide function.
sector visible from Oyster Hill. Brockbury Hall
clearly visible. High visibility from B4218,
railway, village green, public fps, some
residential properties. Screened from Hills by
esp. lime avenue in summer. N of sector
clearly visible from Hills ridges and upper
slopes, residential properties and public fps.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Significant open spaces within sector. Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 –
Safeguarding open space and allotments. Important local resource for formal and informal recreation and visual amenity. Very well used public
fps. Extensive setting, fairly wide area of influence. Traditional / historic buildings. Large contribution to village character and setting especially
Colwall Green. Important linear habitats with potential for NC interest esp. protected species along watercourse. Strong buffer vegetation between
Areas 7 and 8 and along railway corridor. Built development would be inappropriate in this area and would have significant adverse effects.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 9
Location: West edge of settlement, north of Mill Lane.
General Description: Flat, open arable land with
slight slope to watercourse to north. Bounded by
mature trees and hedges. New Colwall primary
school, village hall and car park to SE (beyond
Area boundary. Roadside hedge with mature
escaped oak. Mature tree belts, ornamental
hedges. Houses with gardens on S side of Mill
Lane.
Key Baseline Features: Important watercourse
running along N of sector. Setting limited by
vegetation and Hills to N and E. 20th C influences.
Strong edge pattern. Public fps crossing Area.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. High
vulnerability to loss and high landscape character
sensitivity. Some loss of condition and eroded
edges but historic boundary hedge reinstated
2018.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is identified as within sight of ‘Important
Views In to Village’. Visible from Hills ridges
(incl. Beacon) and slopes. Visible from
roads, public fps, residential properties /
school / village hall. Upper Mill Farm visible
to NW.

Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
forms integral part of good quality rural, open
countryside and development here would be
inappropriate.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: At important village gateway on Mill Lane marking clear point where W side of village ends, site forms integral
part of good quality rural, open countryside beyond. Strong tree-lined hedged boundary at W edge settlement (new primary school). Well-used
local public footpaths and visual amenity. [Note that a public footpath is shown S of the village hall in old maps but presumably since diverted to
E?] Development of this area would give rise to significant adverse effects on the character of the village and landscape, and on visual amenity
especially in terms of views from the Malvern Hills. Capacity level decreased to Low to link Low capacity Areas 11 and 8 and reinforce belt along
W side of village.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 10
Location: Central. North of railway in gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone, south of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Small, flat area of natural
grassland / meadow bounded by mature
vegetation along railway, mature native tree belts
and ornamental vegetation / hedges on residential
boundaries. Railway to SE.
Key Baseline Features: Limited extent of setting
and area of influence. Mixture of historic (c. 16th C
Brook House (Grade II* listed and weir) and 20th /
21st C residential. Diverse habitats. High potential
for NC interest esp. pond. Public footpath along W
side of field closed and diverted in 2017.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Highly valuable Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Area is Overall Sensitivity: High. Despite limited
area with locally-significant Green Infrastructure identified as within sight of ‘Important Views visual sensitivity, site is extremely sensitive to
value.
Out of Village’. Visible from Hills’ ridges & development.
upper slopes including Beacon and Wyche /
Upper Colwall. Visible from rear of residential
properties to W and E (upper floors only?).
Glimpse from road and public house at
entrance. However fairly tight visual
envelope at lower levels.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms historic and highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway to
Green from NE and Stone from SW. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Potentially important
habitat for protected species and other wildlife. It makes a significant contribution to local Green Infrastructure. Development here would result in
the physical coalescence between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green, which have historically always been separated. Overall sensitivity should
have been High to Moderate but importance of function & value increases sensitivity to High.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 11
Location: Central western edge of settlement north west of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Large, relatively open and
gently undulating area, sloping to important
watercourse to S. Semi-improved pasture used for
grazing, area of rough grassland, belts of mature
trees on boundaries and along watercourse.
Ornamental species on boundaries, with
occasional mature escaped trees.
Key Baseline Features: Flood Zone 2 / 3? Fairly
extensive setting and influence. Hills form part of
setting. Brook House (Grade II* listed) visible
within setting. 20th C residential on E edge.
Potential for protected species. Public fps.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some erosion of Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. Highly sensitive to
local landscape quality and condition but highly as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of any form of development or change (apart
sensitive to change.
Village’. Visible from Hills ridge incl. British from landscape character improvements).
Camp and Beacon, also Oyster Hill visible
over tree belt. Views from road, public fps
and properties on E side of Colwall Stone.
Visible from Brook House. Extensive mid /
long-distance visual envelope.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms historic, visible and highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway
to Green from NE and Stone from SW. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Key flood plain
function. Well-used public amenity with public footpaths. This site is a good example of one which only scores moderately in terms of landscape
condition and quality as a result of its proximity to the settlement edge with eroded boundaries, but this being outweighed by its landscape value
and function (in terms of GI, as a strategic gap etc.). New built form in this location would be highly damaging to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 12A
Location: West side of settlement at Colwall Stone, south of Old Church Road.
General Description: L-shaped part of larger
open sloping field currently used for grazing
sheep. E boundary tight up against existing
settlement, N boundary = Old Church Road.
Improved grassland, mature & ornamental trees
on boundaries. Good hedge along track to W.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Listed buildings (Grade II) in vicinity. Victorian
industrial heritage buildings / features adjacent
SW and S boundaries (ice works / tramway), ag. /
forestry buildings & coniferous plantation to SW.
Strong influence of Hills to E but local setting
mostly confined to boundaries. Public fp.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Currently relatively low quality and condition with
eroded and broken edges. Whole field highly
sensitive in terms of local landscape character but
E side of field less so. Close association with
highly sensitive historic sector of village to N.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Conservation Area, high visibility, valued local
In to / Out of Village’. Highly visible from Hills’ amenity but no public access to field.
ridges and properties on boundaries. Partly
screened by hedge on E side of public fp in
summer. Partly visible from public fp to S.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Forms part of important green open space to N and W of residential area at Colwall Stone.
Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Part of setting of Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of
old ice works and tramway beyond southern boundary. Grade II listed buildings close to N boundary and close association with historic sector of
village. Well-used public footpath and hedge along track to W forming clear edge to village. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to
Medium but was judged to be Medium / Low to Medium due to low value / function. Residential development potentially acceptable on this Area,
but density, siting, layout and design of built form must respect and reflect the existing local settlement pattern, vernacular and sense of place.
Overall Capacity: Medium / Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREAS 12B(1) & 12B(2)
Location: West side of settlement at Colwall Stone, south of Old Church Road.
General Description: Areas associated with /
part of larger open sloping grassed field (see 12A).
12B(1) includes properties / gardens to N (along
Old Church Rd) and to W; 12B(2) comprises site
of Victorian ice works / tramway, with settlement
edge to S. Some mature native & ornamental
trees. Good hedge along track on W side.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Grade II listed buildings. Victorian industrial
heritage buildings / features (ice works / tramway).
Ag. / forestry buildings & coniferous plantation to
SW. Strong influence of Hills to E but local setting
mostly confined to boundaries. Public fp.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Mixed quality and condition - some eroded and
broken edges but both areas highly sensitive in
terms of local landscape character and existing
edge of settlement. Important local heritage
features, GI assets and vegetation.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is identified as within sight of ‘Important
Views In to / Out of Village’. Highly visible
from Hills’ ridges. Partly screened by hedge
on E side of public fp in summer. Partly
visible from public fp to S.

Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Conservation Area, high visibility, valued local
amenity but currently no public access to
field.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Associated with / part of important green open space to N and W of residential area at
Colwall Stone. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Part of Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage.
12B(2) is site of old ice works and tramway. 12B(1) includes Grade II listed building and closely associated with historic sector of village. Part of
field shown as orchard on old maps. Well-used public footpath along track forming clear edge to village. Important GI assets. Development would
have adverse effects on landscape character / visual amenity / GI - area not recommended for consideration. Levels of quality / value / GI function
could be increased by creating new community green space in field with access from E and W, and restoring / protecting heritage assets.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW
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AREA 13
Location: West side of settlement in northern sector of village, south of Old Church Road, land around Orlin Road / Old Orchard Lane.
General Description: Gently sloping field
between Old Church Rd. and housing at Orlin Rd.
plus land associated with Old Orchard Rd. –
pasture and woodland. Semi-improved grassland,
orchard, hedges, some mature trees / tree belts,
gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area
(Field S of Orlin Road estate). Watercourse to E
of Orlin Road settlement. Large pond in woodland
to N. Public fp along track and around E side of
houses. Limited extent of setting and influence.
Traditional / modern vernacular. Broken edge.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Moderate quality Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
and condition in places but high vulnerability to is identified as within sight of ‘Important
erosion / loss and high overall importance.
Views In to Village’. Views of Orlin Road and
field from Hills ridges and upper slopes but S
part of sector relatively well-screened by
vegetation. Views from road, public fp and
residential properties.

Overall Sensitivity: High.
High overall
sensitivity due to strategic function and
location – development would be highly
inappropriate in this location.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: At gateway to village from W. Field to S of Orlin Road housing estate forms significant gap between historic
character area and Orlin Road. Track between Areas 3 & 14 forms strong edge to village. Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings in historic
part of village. Existing field shown as orchard on old maps. Well-used public footpaths providing access to open countryside. Good potential
habitats to N esp orchards, paddock, woodland and pond. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to Medium / Low but has been reduced
to Low due to strategic function. Development would be highly inappropriate in this location.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 14
Location: West side of settlement, northern sector, north of Old Church Road.
General Description: Traditional orchard /
unimproved pasture; part residential / large
gardens with paddocks. Undulating / sloping area
with watercourse running through site.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area (excl.
orchard). Watercourse. Traditional orchard = BAP
Priority habitat. Public fps including track (on
boundary with Area 13). Setting and influence very
limited. Part of historic landscape of village with
traditional settlement pattern. Strong edge pattern
and character.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Hills’ Overall Sensitivity: High. Valuable function
condition and quality and high importance. Highly ridge visible over trees to NE but otherwise and amenity. Development would be highly
vulnerable to loss.
well-screened in summer. Visible from public inappropriate in this location.
fps and residential properties to E and SE.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Highly valuable public amenity and wildlife habitat. Important part of historic landscape and
setting of village with traditional settlement pattern. Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings. Orchard and footpaths shown on old maps.
Potentially very high probability of protected species in orchard - highly valuable habitat worthy of protection / future management. Development
in this location would have significant adverse effects on landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 15
Location: North-western edge of settlement, land west of houses along Mathon Road.
General Description: Open countryside / gently
undulating farmland on edge of village. Large,
detached residential dwellings on E edge with
specimen ornamental trees. Some mature native
vegetation on boundaries and a few good hedges
but erosion evident.
Key Baseline Features: East edge forms
boundary of Conservation Area. Public fps.
Surrounding landscape contains Victorian
elements (old brick and tile works to W and Hoe
Court to N) but area has rural character. Probably
land always formed N edge of village settlement.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some erosion of
boundaries and loss of hedgerows reduces quality
and condition but high character sensitivity –
important edge.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Visible from public fps. Oyster Hill visible
through gaps in trees. Hills only visible
through gaps in vegetation.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Clear edge with
open countryside beyond. Very low capacity
to accept development without harm to local
landscape character.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Open countryside on W edge of village. Clear edge of settlement even though line itself is
indistinct. Public footpaths provide access to open countryside. Potential for protected species in tree belts and orchards. Complex settlement
boundary edge, with unclear definition between domestic garden curtilages and rural landscape character. Very low capacity to accept
development without harm to local landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM
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AREA 16
Location: Northern edge of settlement, north of Redland Drive, east of Mathon Road.
General Description: Sloping pasture bounded
by mature vegetation and watercourse to north.
Pasture, mature specimen trees historic (19th C)
parkland remnants, mature native trees on
boundaries, ornamental vegetation in gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Small extent of setting and minimal area of
influence. Late 19th and 20th C residential
development (new houses inserted in grounds of
Victorian house). Broken edge pattern, estatestyle fencing and trees give parkland character.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some loss of Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
condition but highly vulnerable to loss and high Visible from Redland Drive and properties
character and edge sensitivity.
along it. Glimpsed view of lower slopes of
Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight
visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Highly sensitive
location
despite
limited
visibility.
Development beyond line of settlement
boundary would be inappropriate.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N). Start of open countryside on N side of village. Clear
edge to northern side of settlement and gateway to village from N. Strong buffer to N (esp. evergreens) and important trees. Historic parkland
remnant probably associated with Victorian Redland Lodge - house and lodge still extant. High potential for protected species in vegetation belts,
mature trees (esp. bats) and watercourse. Development beyond line of settlement boundary would be inappropriate.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM
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AREA 16A
Location: Northern edge of settlement, north of Redland Drive.
General Description: Two very small, flat parcels
of grassland forming indents in settlement
boundary. Pasture, mature specimen trees
adjacent (historic (19th C) parkland remnant.
Ornamental vegetation in adjacent gardens.
Residential properties along Redland Drive.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area. Very
small extent of setting and minimal area of
influence. Broken edge pattern, estate-style
fencing and trees give eroded parkland character.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Limited extent of area and moderate to low quality Visible from Redland Drive and properties
and condition.
along it. Glimpsed view of lower slopes of
Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight
visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Both
areas have potential for appropriate smallscale development without adverse effects on
views / landscape character.

Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Note: The easternmost site was not accessible so information is partly based on assumptions & aerial photos.
Conservation Area. Historic landscape remnant. Enclosure on 3 sides by existing residential development / road means setting and context tight
and limited. Both areas have potential for appropriate small-scale development without adverse effects on views / landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 17
Location: Northern edge of settlement west of Downs School with Brockhill Road in east of sector.
General Description: Markedly sloping /
undulating / terraced land with mixture of grazed
fields and rough grassland and some mature
trees. Pasture, mature tree belts, school playing
fields / pitches. Ancillary school buildings.
Redland Drive to W, Cowl Barn to S, Downs
School to E.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area
(boundary extends to watercourse to N) –
important tributary of Cradley Brook. Miniature
railway. Orchards (adjacent) are BAP priority
habitat. Very high wildlife value. Public fps.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Quality and condition only moderate due to
intensive school and other use esp. horse-keeping
but high to moderate character sensitivity esp due
to location at edge of village and well-used old
trackway (Brockhill Road).

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. No Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
public access to field and visibility inwards Development in this location would be highly
limited esp. in summer. Views from public fps damaging to landscape character.
to N from Brockhill Road. Limited views /
glimpses from Hills ridges, and limited visual
envelope. Visible from school and Brockhill
Road. Potentially visible from residential
properties to S & W of Area 17A.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Forms part of northern edge of settlement and highly important gateway to village from N
(Brockhill Road). Well-used by school and walkers = key E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon Road and good connections to Hills
/ national trails (was once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network. High potential for protected species in vegetation belts and
mature trees (esp. bats). Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines). Limited landscape value due to lack of amenity, GI value and
condition, but location and function mean area is inappropriate for future development.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM
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AREA 17A
Location: Land between the Downs School and Redland Drive, south of Area 17.
General Description: Southern end of field
identified as Area 17. Improved pasture / grazing
surrounded by mature vegetation & built form on
three sides. No access and area not easily
viewed. Gently sloping land, mature native /
coniferous trees along boundaries (open to Area
17 to N).
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Historic (16th C) Grade II listed Cowl Barn to S (in
Area 19) with traditional orchard (BAP priority
habitat) adjacent. High potential for protected
species. Public fp to S.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Moderate Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. No public
quality, condition and landscape character access to site and visibility inwards very
sensitivity.
limited esp. in summer. No public fps on site
but one on S boundary (no summer views in)
and visible from one to N of site on lower
slopes of Brockhill Coppice. Possible views
from Hills ridges, but limited visual envelope.
May be visible from adjacent residential
properties (but not from school in summer?)

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Area could
accept appropriate development with limited
effects on landscape character and visual
amenity.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Enclosure on 3 sides by existing residential development / school / vegetation = limited
setting and context. Area relates to lines of adjacent built form and has limited function apart from public footpath along track to S with strong
boundary vegetation in between (this should be retained as far as possible). Area could accept appropriate development with limited effects on
landscape character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 18
Location: Contained within centre of northern sector of settlement.
General Description: Playing field associated
with school. Flat / gently sloping amenity grass /
pitches. Mature trees on boundaries and within
area; old hedges and garden boundaries.
Residential development to N and S. Mature
specimen trees esp. good veteran oak, lime.
Key Baseline Features: Excluded from, but
encircled by, Conservation Area. HC UDP Policy
RST4. Very limited extent of setting and area of
influence but area is integral to setting of
immediately surrounding area. Eroded boundaries
in places.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some loss of Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Overall Sensitivity: High. Built development
quality and condition but high landscape character Visible from public fp, Mathon Road, in this area would be highly inappropriate.
sensitivity and vulnerability to loss.
residential properties around edge. Not
visible from Hills in summer.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Excluded from, but encircled by, Conservation Area. Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP
Policy RST4 – Safeguarding open space and allotments. Integral to setting of immediately surrounding area. Important local amenity though
public access limited to public footpath around edge. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to Medium / Low but has been reduced to Low
due to local importance recognised in policy protection. Built development in this area would be highly inappropriate due to function and value.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 19
Location: Contained within centre of northern sector of settlement south west of Downs School complex.
General Description: Gently sloping land on either side
of historic track (Cowl Barn Lane) comprising plantation
woodland (some coniferous) and remnant orchard with one
residential property. Mature vegetation including native
hedge / tree belt to N and mixed vegetation to E of orchard.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area. Historic
(16th C) Grade II listed Cowl Barn & track. Watercourse;
orchard is BAP priority habitat; part of woodland W of Cowl
Barn Lane is HPI Deciduous Woodland and several TPOs
(2016). Limited extent of setting and area of influence.
Mixture of settlement types with strong influence of school,
20th and 21st C residential to S and E. Historic properties to
NW.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Currently poor / low
condition / quality and contribution but high to moderate
sensitivity. Remnant orchard could potentially be restored
and new native woodland planted to replace short-lived
plantations but subject to visual screening requirements
from Hills.

Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Visible from public fps / Cowl Barn Lane,
rear of some properties. Very limited
visibility from Hills apart from occasional
glimpse due to plantations, and very tight /
constricted visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Many
factors e.g. current poor condition, limited
wider value, central location (i.e. not on
edge), proximity to surrounding built
development
etc.
indicate
potential
development capacity.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Strong buffer between Areas 18 and 20, and between housing to S and land to N. A tightly squeezed
‘green lung’ within the northern sector of the settlement with public fps including old track along Cowl Barn Lane. Well-used by school and local walkers = key
E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon Road. This is an example of an area which scores poorly in terms of landscape condition due to neglect
and lack of management, but it has high local (rather than any wider) value. Landscape character and visual amenity could potentially be improved through
management / replanting which would in turn increase the value (and GI function) of the area. Very high potential for protected species in orchard (which should
be retained / protected / enhanced), tree belts, woodland and hedgerows. Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines). Note: Loss of trees could
open up views inwards. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Medium but has been increased to Medium to High / Medium due to factors cited here.

Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE
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AREA 20
Location: North-eastern edge of settlement bisected by Brockhill Road.
General Description: Currently Downs School
complex. Variety of educational buildings and facilities
including hard-surfaced games area. Some ornamental
vegetation and part of lime avenue. Good mature trees
on W boundary.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Predominantly late 19th / early 20th / 21st C and adjacent
to new residential development at Covent Garden.
Public fps including Brockhill Road (old trackway).
Originally orchards, possibly associated with Cowlbarn
Farm.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Edges and Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Visible
quality eroded due to development, high level of use, from Hills ridges and upper slopes, lower
loss of natural vegetation and lack of management. end of Brockhill Road and public fps.
Complex and busy.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Area is
already developed therefore has the
capacity to absorb new development in the
future if school was ever to be replaced.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. This site forms a key gateway into the village along Brockhill Road from the north and is
highly sensitive to inappropriate development due to its function, location and setting. If developed, high quality of design and integration with the
wider landscape character is essential. The boundary between this area and Area 17 to the north represents the northernmost limit of any future
development. High potential for protected species on edges - old orchards (BAP Priority habitat) adjacent. Public footpaths provide good
connections to Hills / national trails (was once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network and thus should be sensitively assimilated
if area developed.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 21A
Location: Central western edge of settlement north west of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Small, flat area, relatively
enclosed by vegetation esp. in summer. Important
watercourse to NE. Rough grassland, belt of
mature trees along watercourse. Native hedge /
leylandii along SW boundary. Ornamental spp. hedge
on roadside boundary. Pair of fine, locally-distinctive
Wellingtonia at E corner (covered by TPO).

Key
Baseline
Features:
Trees
along
watercourse. Ridge and furrow in NW sector.
Road frontage. Limited wider influence. Hills form
part of setting. Brook House (Grade II* listed)
visible. 20th C residential on E edge. Potential for
protected species. Public fps adjacent / in vicinity.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Watercourse
and associated vegetation are important elements
in terms of character, views and biodiversity.
Some erosion of local landscape quality and
condition. Apart from watercourse & associated
vegetation area has some tolerance to change.

Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Currently fairly well-screened at lower levels Limited influence in wider landscape means
by vegetation & built form. Visible from Walwyn area is relatively tolerant of change.
Road, public fps and residential properties (partly- Opportunities for landscape / ecological /
screened by vegetation esp. in summer). Open recreational / green infrastructure benefits
views through gaps to SW, and above trees to Hills. and enhancements.

Landscape Value: Moderate
Function / Context / Comment: Area adjacent to, and associated with, buildings currently used as restaurant. Car parking. Small part of larger and
highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone, but separated from main gap by mature tree belt. At gateway to Green
from NE and Stone from SW. Well-used public footpaths adjacent and in vicinity. Currently fairly well-screened by vegetation (more open to Hills)
but risk of loss in future. Ridge and furrow confirmed not constraint to development. Relatively tolerant of change. Area could potentially
accommodate limited new development without large adverse effect on locality subject to detailed surveys esp. hydrology and ecology, and
comments / recommendations. Opportunities for landscape / ecological / recreational / green infrastructure benefits and enhancements (see 21A
Assessment Sheet), especially if adjacent Area 21B became associated public open space (see 21B Assessment Sheet and Summary).
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE
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AREA 21B
Location: Central western edge of settlement north west of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Small, flat area, relatively
well enclosed by vegetation esp. in summer.
Important watercourse to NE and N. Rough
grassland with free-standing oak and pine. Belt of
mature trees / woodland along watercourse.
Native hedge and mature trees along SW
boundary.
Key Baseline Features: Trees / woodland along
watercourse. Ridge and furrow over entire area.
Limited wider influence. Hills form part of setting.
Potential for protected species. Public fps
adjacent / in vicinity.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is in open countryside, although has some
enclosure.
Watercourse
and
associated
vegetation are important elements in terms of
character, views and biodiversity. Majority of
landscape elements of good quality and in good
condition. Area has limited resilience to change.

Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Visible from
Worcs Beacon & British Camp: parts fullyopen to view, others partially-screened.
Glimpsed views through / over vegetation from
public fps and residential properties, visible
from Walwyn Road. Otherwise fairly tight
visual envelope where mature trees screen
(summer), and built form (year-round).

Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Although relatively well-contained by
vegetation in summer, area is more open in
winter and parts are visible from Hills all
year-round. New built form in this rural
location would be damaging to landscape
character and visual amenity.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Open rural countryside beyond edge of settlement / future school and important part of Low capacity buffer west
of village. Well-used public footpaths adjacent and in vicinity. Currently relatively well-contained by vegetation in summer, area is more open in
winter and parts are visible from Hills all year-round (and risk of loss of vegetation in future). Presence of ridge and furrow. Vulnerable to change,
and new built form in this location would be damaging to landscape character and visual amenity. However, if adjacent Area 21A developed, area
could provide opportunities for landscape / ecological / recreational / green infrastructure benefits and enhancements.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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TABLE 1A
Summary of LSCA area sensitivity & capacity in order of assessment
To be read in conjunction with Landscape Capacity Plan (Fig. 1)
AREA REF

OVERALL
SENSITIVITY

OVERALL
CAPACITY

1

HIGH

LOW

1A

MODERATE

2

HIGH
HIGH

MODERATE

3A

MODERATE

LOW

3B

MODERATE

LOW

LOW TO MEDIUM

HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
MEDIUM TO HIGH

HIGH

5

MEDIUM

LOW

3

4

MEDIUM TO HIGH

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM

5A

MODERATE

6

HIGH

LOW

7

HIGH

LOW

7A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

7B

MODERATE

8

HIGH

LOW

9

HIGH

LOW

10

HIGH

LOW

11

HIGH

LOW

12A

MODERATE

12B(1) & 12B(2)

HIGH

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

13

HIGH

LOW

14

HIGH

LOW

15

HIGH

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

16

HIGH

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

16A

MODERATE
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AREA REF

17

OVERALL
SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

OVERALL
CAPACITY
LOW TO MEDIUM

17A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

18

HIGH

LOW

19

MODERATE

20

MODERATE

21A

MODERATE

21B

HIGH
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MEDIUM
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TABLE 1B
Summary of LSCA area sensitivity & capacity in order of capacity (from high to low)
To be read in conjunction with Landscape Capacity Plan (Fig. 1)
AREA REF

OVERALL
SENSITIVITY

OVERALL
CAPACITY

3B

MODERATE

LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH

HIGH

3A

MODERATE

LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH

16A

MODERATE

LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH

1A

MODERATE

MEDIUM TO HIGH

MEDIUM

19

MODERATE

MEDIUM TO HIGH

MEDIUM

21A

MODERATE

MEDIUM TO HIGH

MEDIUM

7A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

17A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

20

MODERATE

MEDIUM

5A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

7B

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

12A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW TO MEDIUM

5

HIGH

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM

17

HIGH

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM

3

HIGH

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

12B(1) & 12B(2)

HIGH

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

15

HIGH

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

16

HIGH

LOW TO MEDIUM

LOW

1

HIGH

LOW

2

HIGH

LOW

4

HIGH

LOW

6

HIGH

LOW

7

HIGH

LOW

8

HIGH

LOW
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AREA REF

OVERALL
SENSITIVITY

OVERALL
CAPACITY

9

HIGH

LOW

10

HIGH

LOW

11

HIGH

LOW

13

HIGH

LOW

14

HIGH

LOW

18

HIGH

LOW

21B

HIGH

LOW
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4

Summary and Recommendations

4.1

Summary

4.1.1

In the UK today there is an urgent requirement for new housing. Every city, town and
village is under pressure to find suitable sites for future housing development, which
often requires looking afresh at their existing settlement boundaries.

4.1.2

A settlement boundary is defined as the dividing line or boundary between areas of
built / urban development (the settlement) and non-urban or rural development (the
countryside).

4.1.3

Boundaries are usually established to encompass the integral area of a settlement,
whether this be a large market town or small village. Typically included within the
settlement boundary are existing employment areas, community facilities and
services and the bulk of a settlement’s housing stock. Land outside a settlement
boundary is defined as ‘open countryside’ and is usually oriented towards agriculture,
tourism or outdoor recreational uses.

4.1.4

In planning terms there is a presumption in favour of built development within the
settlement boundary (although of course subject to feasibility, compliance with
planning policy etc.), whereas beyond the boundary in the open countryside,
development is more tightly controlled.

4.1.5

The purpose of the settlement boundary is to act as a distinct and defensible boundary
between these areas, determining where certain types of development may be
acceptable and where protection of land is required for a wide variety of reasons.
Ideally, a settlement boundary should be drawn along a strong physical line or feature
in the landscape, such as a river, road, woodland or hedgerow.

4.1.6

Landscape character and visual amenity are among the key factors to be considered
in the siting of new development and the lines of settlement boundaries, especially if,
like Colwall, the landscape is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
and highly valued.

4.1.7

The LSCA identified thirty-one individual LSCA Areas around the settlement boundary
(numbered 1 - 21 but with some Areas subdivided where levels of capacity are
different), based on each having similar landscape and settlement edge
characteristics.

4.1.8

Alongside the baseline information gathered in the initial appraisal, detailed site
surveys and assessments were carried out. The findings were recorded on sheets
(see Area Assessment Sheets in Appendix D) and maps. Each area was then
evaluated for its capacity to accept development of the type specified (i.e. high quality
residential) in the light of its landscape and settlement edge sensitivity, visual
sensitivity, landscape function and value.

4.1.9

The results are shown on the Capacity Plan (Figure 1) and the Summary Tables of
Sensitivity and Capacity above, and are summarised below:
• None of the areas has a High overall capacity for development.
• One area has Medium to High / High capacity: 3B.
• Two areas have Medium to High capacity: 3A and 16A.
• Three areas have Medium to High / Medium capacity: 1A, 19 and 21A.
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• Three areas have Medium capacity: 7A, 17A and 20.
• Three areas have Medium / Low to Medium capacity: 5A, 7B and 12A.
• Two areas have Low to Medium capacity: 5 and 17.
• Four areas have Low to Medium / Low capacity: 3, 12B(1) / 12B(2), 15 and 16.
• Thirteen areas have Low capacity: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 18 and 21B.
4.1.10

It is up to the community to decide where to ‘draw the line’ in terms of the grading of
the areas’ capacity for development, and much will depend on future planning
applications and the number of houses built during the plan period. It could be agreed
in principle, for example, that areas with a grading of between Medium to High and
Medium should be considered for development and that areas below the Medium
category (including Medium / Low to Medium) should not.

4.1.11

It must be borne in mind that other factors besides landscape may need to be taken
into consideration before a decision on the future line of the settlement boundary is
reached.

4.2

Recommendations

4.2.1

Recommendations concerning matters such as housing density, the quality of design
and the character of built development, landscaping, materials, colours, landscaping
and so on are not within the scope of this appraisal, but all are highly relevant. They
could be the subject of future area-specific design guides, applying national and local
strategy and guidance.

4.2.2

The scope of this assessment was confined to the consideration of residential
development only; however, the baseline information and findings of the LSCA could
be used as the basis of studies to assess the capacity of the area to accommodate
other forms of development such as employment, commercial or food / energy
production.

4.2.3

Colwall has a very active and informed community which has already set up several
initiatives such as orchard projects and allotments. Other future initiatives could be
identified for the benefit of the local people, such as:
• Village Tree Strategy / Guidance (especially to safeguard the important ornamental
evergreen tree cover which is so characteristic of the village. This could help guide
future planning applications’ landscape proposals);
• Permaculture projects, Food For Life;
• Educational projects (e.g. Learning Through Landscapes http://www.ltl.org.uk);
• AONB advice on land management, conservation and enhancement (especially
where activities such as horse-keeping have eroded natural boundaries);
• Village Gateways (there are several very important gateways into the village which
could merit further attention to detail and ideas for future treatment / improvements,
signage, lighting etc.);
• Local Green Infrastructure Strategy (see Landscape Institute local GI guidance:
http://www.landscapeinstitute.org/PDF/Contribute/LocalGreenInfrastructurewebve
rsion_002.pdf).
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APPENDIX A
Preliminary Assessment of Settlement Boundary:
Landscape Appraisal Report (March 2013)
(available as separate document)
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Colwall is a village and civil parish in Herefordshire situated on the lower western
slopes of the Malvern Hills and lying within the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB).

1.1.2

In February 2013 Carly Tinkler CMLI was appointed by the Malvern Hills AONB
Partnership (‘the Partnership’) to provide landscape advice on the future of
Colwall’s settlement boundary. The advice was to be provided in the form of a
written, illustrated report and map based on a preliminary landscape appraisal of
the existing boundary and its wider landscape context, informed by desktop
research.

1.1.3

Carly Tinkler is a Chartered Landscape Architect and Environmental Consultant
based in Malvern with over 30 years’ experience in undertaking landscape and
environmental assessments.

1.2

Purpose of Appraisal

1.2.1

The purpose of this appraisal is to identify areas where changes to the boundary
may be appropriate. It will also suggest areas of further study where required. The
information may be used in the preparation of Colwall’s Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

1.2.2

The Partnership’s brief for the commission is as follows:
“Herefordshire Council's forthcoming Local Development Framework (LDF) or
Local Plan will not contain settlement boundaries. Consequently Colwall Parish
Council is minded to include a Settlement Boundary for Colwall within their
Neighbourhood Development Plan, which is currently being prepared. The
community, therefore, has a rare opportunity to determine where future
development in the settlement should be located. In order to assist the community
in its deliberations and decision making the Malvern Hills AONB Unit wishes to
commission advice from a Landscape Architect.”

1.3

Purpose of Settlement Boundaries

1.3.1

In simple terms, a settlement boundary is the dividing line or boundary between
areas of built / urban development (the settlement) and non-urban or rural
development – the countryside.

1.3.2

A settlement is where there is usually a variety of residential, commercial /
employment uses and where services are normally provided and expected, the
proportions of each varying depending on the type of settlement. Boundaries are
usually established to encompass the integral area of a settlement, whether this be
a market town or larger / smaller village.

1.3.3

Typically included within the settlement boundary are existing employment areas,
community facilities and services and the bulk of a settlement’s housing stock.
Land outside a settlement boundary is defined as countryside and is usually
oriented towards agriculture, tourism or outdoor recreational uses.

1.3.4

A settlement boundary can serve a number of related but separate purposes. For
instance:
 It can be used to create an edge to existing development thereby encouraging
consolidation;
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 It can help separate adjacent communities and therefore retain their individual
identities;
 It can define the logical boundary between areas with different features and
purposes. For example, the boundary between areas considered sensitive as a
result of environmental or landscape designations and those suitable for
development.
1.3.5

In planning terms there is a presumption in favour of built development within the
settlement boundary whereas, beyond the boundary in the countryside,
development is more tightly controlled. A settlement boundary may not encompass
the total area of the settlement as understood by the local community, as it may
exclude open spaces, gardens and other areas, where development of these may
be harmful. See also Section 2.4 of this report.

1.4

Methodology

1.4.1

The objective of the study, as set out by the Partnership, is: “To advise on the
potential suitability of locations for future development in and around the existing
settlement boundary of Colwall, through reference to the landscape and scenic
beauty of the area.”

1.4.2

The appraisal should:










consider the current settlement boundary;
make significant reference to the character of the current settlement in terms
of its pattern and distribution of development;
consider the significance of the available space within the current settlement,
as well as that outside of it;
consider the extent to which land in proximity to the current settlement
boundary is characteristic of the area;
make reference to the current landscape and conservation merit of areas of
undeveloped land in proximity to the current settlement boundary, and to the
potential for a net 'gain' in natural beauty through development;
make reference to key views into and outside of Colwall and to the desirability
of retaining these views;
comment on the importance of Colwall Parish area relative to the AONB as a
whole.
be objective and transparent at all times through the use of principles and
techniques established and/or endorsed through the Landscape Institute.

1.4.3

The appraisal is based on the methodology in The Landscape Institute / Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment’s “Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Assessment” (2nd Edition) and Scottish Natural Heritage / The Countryside
Agency’s “Landscape Character Assessment, Guidance for England and Scotland”
(2002).

1.4.4

The first stage of the appraisal process was to identify the study area boundary.
This was agreed to be the existing settlement boundary together with its landscape
context. In terms of the visual appraisal, this is what is called the ‘visual envelope’,
i.e. the areas from which the site is visible which generally have an influence on, or
are influenced by, local landscape character. The study area boundary for relevant
features of interest such as listed buildings was drawn more tightly with
consideration given to the area of influence of the individual feature.
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1.4.5

The second stage was to gather background material such as maps, published
reports and studies, guidance and planning policy documents etc. These were
reviewed in order to gain a full understanding of the baseline of the Colwall area,
for example the history of its development; its landscape character and natural
history; national and / or local designations, strategies and policies; cultural
heritage; settlement and land use patterns; public rights of way; recreation; and
topography.

1.4.6

This information was used to identify preliminary ‘constraints and opportunities’
throughout the study area.

1.4.7

The third stage was to drive and walk around the study area looking at, noting and
photographing distinctive features and elements of the settlement boundary and
adjacent areas and assessing a) visibility (views towards and away from the
settlement); b) the quality of the views; and c) the character of the landscape, its
quality, intactness, sensitivity and capacity to absorb / accommodate the type of
changes that are likely to arise from new housing development without adverse
effects on the landscape, both physically and as a resource.

1.4.8

The visual appraisal covered near-distance views from publicly accessible points
as well as longer-distance views especially from the Hills’ ridge and west-facing
slopes. Although not all potential viewpoints were visited, particular attention was
paid to well-used public rights of way and long-distance trails such as the Geopark
Way.

1.4.9

The site visits were made during late February and early to mid-March.
Photographs were taken using a variety of lens lengths rather than the standard
55mm but where zoom lenses were used, this is noted.

1.4.10

The findings of the site appraisal were used to build up a preliminary picture of the
landscape on and around the settlement boundary. From this it was possible to
make an initial assessment of the potential for the boundary to be extended to
accommodate future development. It was also possible to assess where – from a
landscape perspective – the combination of factors such as visual and landscape
character quality and the value of the resource (in terms of recreation and public
amenity, for example), suggest the boundary should not be altered, or redrawn to
exclude certain areas.

1.4.11

When considering the possible effects of ‘development’, it is necessary to have in
mind the nature of the development proposed, as different types of development
will give rise to different effects. In this case, the assumption is that development
will be residential and of high quality design to reflect its location in the AONB.

1.4.12

The suitability of a site for development in terms of access, proximity to and / or
capacity of public services etc. has not been taken into consideration.

1.4.13

The findings were presented in the form of this report accompanied by a handdrawn map (Figure 1 – Sites With Potential for Development) showing the areas
where there was considered to be potential for future development in and around
the existing settlement boundary. The figure only shows the sites which
demonstrated the most obvious potential based on a preliminary, ‘rapid’
assessment. This should not be taken to mean that other sites do not have
potential; rather, a more detailed, in-depth and finer-grained assessment of the
boundary would be required to determine the suitability or otherwise of other sites.

1.4.14

Consultation with representatives of Colwall Parish Council was also carried out
during the appraisal process.
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2

Landscape Appraisal

2.1

Current Settlement Boundary

2.1.1

The aim of this study was to consider the current settlement boundary (especially
the areas of undeveloped land in proximity to it) specifically in terms of local
landscape character, visual amenity and ‘conservation merit’; these factors have
great significance to Colwall as a result of its location in the heart of the Malvern
Hills AONB. Some of the most iconic views in the country are from the high ridges
and slopes of the Hills, and looking west, Colwall is highly visible in the foreground.
Changes to these views, especially in terms of new development, are of national
interest and must therefore be fully justified. In addition, the brief includes the need
to consider whether future development would offer a net ‘gain’ in natural beauty.

2.1.2

The current settlement boundary is drawn around the lower-lying parts of the
village, including Colwall Stone and Colwall Green but excluding Upper Colwall
and the steep approach down Walwyn Road. On the whole it tends to describe the
line of the built up area (mainly rear gardens) and follows physical features such as
the railway, building lines, roads and fences / hedges.
Photo 1: Colwall looking north from the A449 below British Camp

2.2

Pattern and Distribution of Development

2.2.1

The pattern and distribution of the current settlement is intrinsically linked to its
history, which in turn is the result of Colwall’s physical location and natural
features. Documentary evidence shows how the centre and community focus of
the village has shifted over time. The natural springs on the Hills’ slopes, for
example Primeswell at Evendine, were natural places for people to settle in the
Iron Age, and buildings such as churches and hostelries were subsequently built
along the tracks and trails used by pilgrims and travellers to reach them. Some of
these tracks are now public rights of way (see Photo 2 overleaf).
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Photo 2: Ancient pilgrim’s trail now public right of way, leading to Netherpaths

2.2.2

The arrival of the Normans in the 12th century brought changes to the way the land
was used, especially in terms of hunting and agriculture, and the shape of the
village changed as manorial courts and estates were established further west,
especially between Coddington and Colwall in the vicinity of St. James’ Church.

2.2.3

Between the 16th and 18th centuries, following a decline in the population as a
result of the plague, the village expanded east and south again, with the
establishment of The Elms School and public houses such as The Yew Tree Inn,
farmsteads and mills.
Photo 3: The Elms School today
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2.2.4

The 19th and 20th centuries saw the arrival of roads, rail and industry and these
forces for change shaped the settlement boundary into its more north-south ‘linear’
format with a ‘strong’ boundary along the western side of the railway (see Photo 4).
New residential development at the edge of the village followed, infilling fields and
orchards and giving rise to the irregularly shaped edges especially to the north and
north west of the village.
Photo 4: Linear form and eastern settlement boundary visible from Jubilee Drive

2.2.5

The current settlement boundary is now drawn around three different areas
separated by open ground. The largest area comprises the ‘heart’ of the village
which includes Colwall Stone with the station, shops and the bulk of both
residential and light industrial development. The built form is most densely
clustered either side of Walwyn Road, with the larger properties and gardens
forming a more open-textured pattern north of Old Church Road.

2.2.6

To the south, the boundary is drawn around Colwall Green and associated
residential development lying north of the railway, being separated from Colwall
Stone by a narrow but significant gap formed by open land bisected by a small
watercourse.

2.2.7

The third area is a small ‘island’ of 20th century residential development at Orlin
Road, west of the village. It is surrounded by open countryside on all but its
eastern side, this being made up of pasture, orchard and private gardens
associated with older dwellings along the north side of Old Church Road.

2.2.8

The boundary excludes several important amenity areas and open spaces such as
the cricket ground and playing fields west of the Green and adjacent to the Downs
School. These are currently protected through Herefordshire Council’s UDP and
emerging Core Strategy policies. Other locally significant open spaces with public
access and / or providing visual amenity include the field south of Grovesend Farm
at Colwall Stone, and fields east of The Elms School which extend southwards to
Evendine Corner.
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2.3

Settlement Boundary Characteristics

2.3.1

The study considered the extent to which land in proximity to the current
settlement boundary is characteristic of the area and found that on the whole it
related well to the local landscape character. Whilst the scope of the study did not
include for a detailed character assessment of the boundary, the broad conclusion
drawn is that it responds naturally to physical constraints such as the railway and
domestic garden curtilages, with good definition between the built-up area and
open countryside and appropriate boundary treatment in relatively good condition.

2.3.2

There were some exceptions to this, however, in particular the residential areas to
the north and north west of the settlement along Mathon Road, where there is no
natural physical boundary to define the extent of the rear gardens (see Photo 5).
Photo 5: North-western settlement boundary

2.3.3

One of the main objectives of the settlement boundary appraisal is to ensure that if
areas suitable for new development are identified, they have the potential to
provide a net ‘gain’ in natural beauty from development. The findings therefore rely
on the visual appraisal as well as the preliminary character assessment, taking into
account views from the Hills’ ridges and west-facing slopes (some of which are
defined as ‘exceptional’ and ‘special’1) as well as from public rights of way west of
the village (such as Oyster Hill, which also an ‘exceptional’ view). Key views into
and out of the village were identified and referred to when considering
opportunities for, and constraints to, new development.

2.3.4

Some sections of the settlement area are highly visible from key viewpoints, for
example British Camp, whereas other parts of it, especially to the north, are
screened from view by mature, often evergreen, vegetation and intervening
topography (see Photo 6 overleaf).

1

Cooper Partnership, March 2009
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Photo 6: Northern edge of settlement

2.3.5

The areas of the village most sensitive to change in the form of new development
are often those which are most visible, but again, there are exceptions to this. The
northern edge of the settlement is drawn around the boundaries of an old orchard,
for example, which is hidden from view from all but the closest viewpoints (see
Photo 7). It is currently unmanaged, in poor condition, and in landscape terms,
appears to contribute little apart from at a very local level and could be argued to
be a good prospect for development, especially as it backs on to the recentlycompleted houses at ‘Covent Garden’. However, in a wider context it is important
as a traditional orchard and Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) priority habitat. This is
discussed further in Section 4.
Photo 7: Traditional orchard behind ‘Covent Garden’
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2.4

Constraints and Opportunities

2.4.1

In its document “Neighbourhood Planning Guidance Note 20: “A Guide to
Settlement Boundaries” (June 2012), Herefordshire Council (HC) sets out the
advantages and disadvantages of formal settlement boundaries. The
disadvantages include:
 The use of settlement boundaries has led to criticism that they result in
cramming within the village as every available area of land competes for
development resulting in a potential reduction in the landscape quality and
character of that village, unless other policies are in place;
 Settlement boundaries can be crude and inflexible;
 The character of properties and the village, could be altered if development is
allowed within the gardens of these houses within a settlement boundary.

2.4.2

The Guidance Note also advises that:
 Settlement boundaries should include buildings and associated land that make
up the village form. In some edge of village areas, boundaries may need to
include small areas of land and / or buildings which offer the opportunity for
improvements to the entrance of the village or ensure infrastructure
improvements or a general enhancement to the village;
 Where appropriate, settlement boundaries should include new developments
which may have occurred recently; and
 Important amenity areas which form part of the character of the settlement
should be identified, protected by policy and included in the settlement
boundary due to its contribution to built form.

2.4.3

The landscape appraisal takes note of this guidance in its preliminary
recommendations.

2.4.4

The physical and other constraints to potential development which were identified
during the preliminary desktop assessment include the following:
 Internationally / nationally / locally designated sites (including Conservation
Areas and wildlife sites);
 Other sites of landscape interest / importance (e.g. traditional orchards);
 Significant vegetation;
 Significant landscape features and elements;
 Significant landform;
 Water courses / floodplain;
 Visually sensitive areas;
 Buildings / structures;
 Transport corridors;
 Public rights of way;
 Sites of public amenity value (campsites, picnic areas, allotments etc.);
 Unitary Plan Policy sites; and
 Features of archaeological / cultural significance.
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2.4.5

Areas with potential opportunities for future development were selected on the
basis of a rapid assessment of the following:
 Moderate to low landscape quality and condition;
 Moderate to low landscape value;
 Limited (‘acceptable’) effects on views and visibility;
 Moderate to low importance in terms of landscape context and function (for
example, does not form a ‘strategic gap’);
 Any loss of landscape elements and / or features would not adversely affect
landscape character and views, or they could be replaced;
 Presence / absence of physical and other constraints as set out above;
 Moderate to low value in terms of public amenity;
 Development would relate will to its setting;
 Development could make a positive contribution to the landscape and / or views
and visibility; and
 Adverse effects on landscape and views could successfully be mitigated.

2.4.6

It should be noted that the scope of the appraisal did not include for any in-depth
assessment of the features set out in para. 2.4.4 (including features of
archaeological / cultural heritage importance, biodiversity and Green
Infrastructure), and is restricted to an evaluation based on landscape and visual
effects only. This is discussed further in Section 4.

2.4.7

In addition, it is important to note that the whole of the study area is sensitive to
development on the basis of the AONB designation. It has been assumed that this
would be taken into account when planning applications are determined, and the
appraisal has considered the development potential of sites despite their being
located within the AONB.

Carly Tinkler CMLI
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3

Potential for Future Development

3.1

Consideration of Possible Sites

3.1.1

The preliminary appraisal found limited potential for future development in terms of
the likely effects such development would have on landscape character, views and
public amenity.

3.1.2

The possible sites that have been identified for consideration are shown on Figure
1 (last page of this report).

3.1.3

To the north of the settlement, the nature of the current boundary is such that small
pockets of land (sites A, B and C) could be included within it with little or no
adverse impacts. The orchard described in para. 2.3.5 (site D) is a candidate site,
but with the caveat that it needs to be assessed for its wildlife value and its BAP
status taken into account, which could subsequently reduce its potential for
development.
Photo 8: Site B on northern edge of settlement (off Redland Drive)

3.1.4

It should be noted that issues such as design and density are not addressed here,
and ideally, site-specific parameters would be developed in future to cover this.
They should take into account the sites’ setting, context, function etc. For example,
sites A, B and C can probably only accommodate single dwellings, whereas site D
could potentially be more densely developed.

3.1.5

Site E is known as the Picton Garden and Old Court Nurseries, and is currently
home of the Plant Heritage National Collection of Autumn-flowering Asters. It
occupies a plot forming an angle between Walwyn Road and Brockhill Road and
forms an important gateway to the heart of the village (see Photo 9 overleaf).
Whilst development here is considered acceptable, it should also be of very high
quality and be in keeping with the site’s character, context and village setting.
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Photo 9: Site E (Picton Garden)

3.1.6

The railway forms a strong and distinct boundary to the east of the village and the
landscape to the east of this has high landscape character value and is visually
sensitive especially when seen from the Hills (see Photos 10 and 11). This zone
extends south of the railway along the eastern settlement boundary at Colwall
Green. Development is considered to be inappropriate in this zone.
Photo 10: Landscape east of railway (zoom lens from Jubilee Drive)
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Photo 11: Traditional orchard east of railway

3.1.7

Similarly, to the south and west of the village, there are few opportunities to
develop without giving rise to unacceptable effects on landscape character and
visual amenity. The following photographs illustrate the sensitive character of
these parts of the village.
Photo 12: Landscape between southern edge of village and British Camp

Carly Tinkler CMLI
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Photo 13: Remnants of historic parkland near Barton Court

Photo 14: Open countryside to the west of Colwall Green with Oyster Hill beyond
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Photo 15: Cricket pitches on west side of village

Photo 16: Land forming significant gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone
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Photo 17: Field south of Grovesend Farm on west side of village

Photo 18: Traditional orchard on north-western edge of village

3.1.8

Site F, on the southern side of Brookmill Close adjacent to the railway, could
accommodate development of a similar character to the existing houses without
detrimental effects (there is a view towards the site from the viewpoint in Photo 10,
but the site is well-screened from view).
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3.1.9

Site G is a small pocket of land at Colwall Green, very well-screened by vegetation
and not contributing to local landscape value. It may be most appropriate for a
single dwelling. The site is not accessible and has not been photographed.

3.1.10

Site H, lying between Colwall Village Hall and the public house (currently Thai
Rama restaurant), could accommodate some form of development but the
boundary to the west of it would need to be kept in line with the existing boundary
in order to avoid the effect of encroachment into high quality open countryside.
Photo 19: Site H

Carly Tinkler CMLI
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1

Conclusions

4.1.1

The landscape surrounding Colwall’s settlement boundary is highly sensitive to
change as a result of its natural beauty and visibility especially from iconic
viewpoints on the Malvern Hills. Whilst the nature of the existing settlement itself is
what it is, it describes the village’s history and is also highly sensitive to change
from inappropriate development.

4.1.2

The scope of this appraisal was limited to a relatively brief assessment and the
results are based on a preliminary analysis of a wide variety of factors.

4.1.3

Consequently, only a small number of places were identified where the settlement
boundary could be redrawn to include potential development sites. The preliminary
assessment suggests that the siting, density and design of such development will
need to be carefully controlled.

4.1.4

In addition, there are other factors which need to be taken into account before any
decisions are taken: the wildlife and cultural value of potential sites should be
assessed and added into the equation, and the principles of Green Infrastructure
must be considered. Access and serviceability could also change a site’s suitability
for development.

4.1.5

It is possible that further sites could potentially be identified as capable of
accepting development through a more in-depth and multi-layered assessment
along the lines of a Landscape Capacity and Sensitivity Assessment (LSCA). This
is an objective, rigorous, evidence-based process combining several different
methods of assessment and layering them to produce a more fine-grained and
meaningful result; sites could be graded with levels of potential capacity as
opposed to the simple ‘yes / no’ approach adopted here.

4.2

Recommendations

4.2.1

It is recommended that in order to establish whether further sites exist that are
capable of accepting development, the assessment of the land in proximity to the
existing settlement boundary is taken to a more detailed, higher level second stage
through a project-specific methodology based on the LSCA model.

4.2.2

The advantages of this process include:
 A more fine-grained assessment of sites, which is likely to result in a wider
range of sites coming forward for consideration;
 Other relevant topics such as biodiversity, archaeology / cultural heritage, public
amenity and Green Infrastructure (see below) can be added in to the process to
provide a fuller picture of the sites’ sensitivity and capacity for development;
 The possibility of ranking sites so that those with least constraints can be
considered for the early part of the plan and others, which may require further
study, in the second half of the plan period;
 Production of detailed documents and maps setting out the findings of the
assessment which can be ‘interrogated’ as necessary to justify any proposed
revisions to the settlement boundary and / or comment on planning applications;
as it is evidence-based, the full reasons for the choice of sites can therefore be
understood by all;
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 Recording the baseline and assessment information on spreadsheets which
means that it can easily be updated in the future if anything changes (from
policy to physical features);
 Producing digital versions of the maps using a system such as GIS (Geographic
Information System), which allows for layers of information to be superimposed
and analysed. As with the baseline information, this can be modified over time
and can be built on by the local community;
 The findings can contribute to the local educational resource and can be used in
the longer term as a tool for community participation through updating and
modifying the baseline, as set out above (and see below).
4.2.3

Although beyond the scope of the LSCA, in the longer term, the community could
consider developing recommendations for landscape management and
enhancement where local environmental improvements could bring significant
benefits. This would require further study and the application of current and
emerging national and local guidance (building design guides and landscape
management, for example), which in turn could be used to produce site-specific
parameters plans / design guides and village-wide strategies. Other projects and
initiatives could stem from this, which could in turn open doors to other sources of
funding.

4.2.4

Green Infrastructure (GI) is becoming recognised as an important tool in planning
and the European Commission has just adopted a new strategy for encouraging
the use of GI so that ‘the enhancement of natural processes becomes a systematic
part of spatial planning'. The commission's new strategy will focus on promoting GI
in the main policy areas including land use policies. It would be wise to consider GI
at this point in the preparation of Colwall’s NDP, and the LSCA would be the best
tool for delivering its objectives.

4.2.5

If the project is successful in that it meets (or goes beyond) the stated objectives, it
would also be worthwhile considering adapting and developing the settlement
boundary assessment process proposed for Colwall as a standard methodology
which could be used as a ‘best practice’ guide for other areas around the country.
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APPENDIX B
Individual Area Assessment Sheets
(available as separate document)
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DATE: August 2013

North East
Edge

N/A

None noted north of Walwyn Road. Springs / issues / minor watercourse
on south side of road. Possibly ornamental ponds in gardens.

Domestic gardens, orchard, pasture.

Residential with extensive gardens, orchard, pasture.

Significant mature ornamental trees & vegetation associated with Victorian
era. High % of conifers & evergreens. Also areas of Traditional Orchard,
pasture, residential dwellings and gardens.

Few, large Victorian properties and ‘lodges’.

Straddles main access into village from Great Malvern (B4218 Walwyn
Road). Includes part of Broadwood Drive.
Public footpaths.

Principal Wooded Hills.

Upper Colwall Principal Wooded Hills (MH05g).

3: Traditional Orchard and 7: Late 19th / Early 20th century residential with
ornamental vegetation.

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA
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N/A

Toe of Malvern Hills; sloping even gradient; 125 – 130m AOD

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Traditional Orchards = Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) priority habitat.
Potential for protected species and habitats esp. bats in mature trees.

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

Colwall Village Design Statement 2001

Conservation Area

LOCAL POLICIES
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1

Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
Conservation Area

DESIGNATIONS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’1
Area visible from Hills ridge to E but built form concealed by mature
evergreens. Some glimpsed views through trees to upper parts of Hills.
Tight / limited visual envelope along road but linear view along road
corridor.

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

N/A

Residential. Linear development along road – north side few large
residential properties.
Limited area of influence but key gateway into village from north and
Great Malvern.
Predominantly Victorian. Traditional character of area.
Strong edge, high value & importance.

Individual trees.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

N/A

N/A

N/A

Victorian houses and large formal gardens with tall, mature esp.
evergreen & coniferous trees.
Occasional framed views up to Hills.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

N/A

N/A

Scale: Intimate
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Limited
Texture: Mosaic
Form: Flowing
Line: Organic
Colour: Evergreen
Balance: Harmonious
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Organised, formal, dominant, strong

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

Conservation Area.
Forms important gateway into village from north and Great Malvern.
Forms important part of setting of village especially from approach from
north, and Hills.
Forms important local amenity for walking through high quality and diverse
landscape.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Public fps along Broadland Drive
and on east side of Downs School connecting to both local & wider
footpath network including Geopark Way, Malvern Hills. Also pedestrian
use of roadside paths for walking.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Traditional Orchard BAP priority
habitat. Potential for protected species and habitats esp. bats in mature
trees. Access to open countryside, orchards, hills.
Landscape setting and context for development: Significant mature
vegetation makes important contribution to setting of village from Hills and
approach from north.

Public fps along Broadland Drive and on east side of Downs School
connecting to both local & wider footpath network including Geopark Way,
Malvern Hills. Also pedestrian use of roadside paths for walking.
Public visual amenity (mature trees, orchards and pasture).
Apart from traffic, relatively tranquil – low levels of activity.

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Traditional orchards (landuse).
Victorian architecture.

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

4

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity

VIEWS INWARDS

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

Identification of Key Views to and from the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty: A report prepared by the Cooper Partnership for the Malvern Hills AONB Partnership (March 2009)

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY
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2

Malvern Hills AONB
Note: All sites in the study area fall within the categories ‘Exceptional’ and
‘Special’ key views from within the Malvern Hills AONB VPs 24, 26, 48
and 49. See LSCA maps for location in relation to a) 2009 Cooper study of
views to & from AONB2

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

HIGH

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

5

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

6

HIGH

1

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

LOW

This area is within the Conservation Area. It forms important gateway into the village from the north and Great Malvern, and is an important part of the
setting of village especially from the approach from the north and the Hills. It is also an important local amenity for walking through high quality and diverse
landscape, and is also well-used by visitors walking in the area. It is characterised by Victorian buildings in extensive gardens with extensive mature
ornamental vegetation, much of it coniferous. These tall, imposing trees make a highly significant contribution both to the village’s character and to the
views from, and setting of, the Hills. New development would be very difficult to integrate beyond the settlement boundary without potential harm to
landscape value.
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1

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE
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DATE: August 2013

North East
Edge / Gateway

N/A

None noted

Ornamental gardens

Residential / plant nursery / collection with extensive gardens

Significant mature ornamental trees & vegetation associated with Victorian
era. High % of conifers & evergreens. National Aster Collection.

Buildings associated with gardens, glasshouses. Residential properties to
NW and N.

Land lies between Walwyn Road to SE and Brockhill Road to W
Public footpath to E

Principal Wooded Hills.

Upper Colwall Principal Wooded Hills (MH05g).

7: Late 19th / Early 20th century residential with ornamental vegetation.

Scale: Intimate
Enclosure: Exposed
Diversity: Limited
Texture: Mosaic

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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N/A

Toe of Malvern Hills; relatively flat

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 1A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Specimen trees

Key gateway into village from north and Great Malvern.
Predominantly Victorian. Traditional character of area.
Strong edges, high value & importance.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’
Concealed by mature vegetation. Possibly some glimpsed views through
trees to upper parts of Hills.
Visible from Walwyn Road and Brockhill Road, and public footpath to E
Limited visual envelope

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area

Probably limited but poss. opportunities for bats in mature trees

Part of Victorian village character in this sector.

Key gateway site at entrance to village and focal point esp. from SW

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Public footpath linking Brockhill
Road to Walwyn Road behind school and on E side of site. Well-used by
walkers - good connections to Hills / national trails (was once designated
Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Probably limited but poss.
opportunities for bats in mature trees.
Landscape setting and context for development: Significant mature
vegetation makes important contribution to setting of village from Hills and
approach from north. Key gateway site at entrance to village.

Well-used by walkers - good connections to Hills / national trails (was
once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Ornamental gardens

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Angular
Line: Straight
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Active (roads and pedestrians)
Pattern: Random

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

Value = High / Medium / Low

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High
Note: Subject to design / architecture being of exceptional quality to reflect
the unique importance of the site

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

HIGH

HIGH

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

MODERATE

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

LOW

LOW

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High
Note: Subject to design / architecture being of exceptional quality to reflect
the unique importance of the site

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

LOW

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High
Note: Subject to design / architecture being of exceptional quality to reflect
the unique importance of the site

MEDIUM

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Not visible = Low sensitivity

MODERATE

1A

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

This capacity of this area to accept development has been judged to be between Medium to High and Medium i.e. rated above the criteria results of
Medium, due to its unique circumstances and location and the opportunity for an iconic building to be sited there. However it must be noted that built form
on this highly visible site would only be acceptable if the design / architecture is of exceptional quality to reflect the local importance of its location, at the
gateway to Colwall from the north and on a corner site between Walwyn and Brockhill Road. It is also in the Conservation Area.
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1A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

East
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat land with gentle fall NE to SW; at toe of western Hills’ slopes

Springs, issues, drainage ditches and small watercourses in northern and
central section (stream runs along SE side of railway and through nature
reserve to pond). Joins important watercourse arising from above
Evendine and flowing NW under railway – tributary of Cradley Brook.

Predominantly arable in south of sector with woodland and scrub. North of
sector = pasture, traditional orchard, woodland, scrub.

Farm land, orchard, small amount of residential, and nature reserve
(undesignated).

Arable; pasture (semi-improved grassland / grazing). Mature native
woodland and scrub along rail corridor and watercourses. Traditional
orchard. Domestic gardens.

Sector almost completely devoid of buildings / structures apart from two
(?) residential properties on E side of railway and off Broadwood Drive at
N end.

Railway forms western boundary. Access to properties via Albert Road
(track) under railway otherwise no roads. Several public footpaths.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Scale: Medium to large
Enclosure: Open
Diversity: Simple
Texture: Smooth
Form: Strong
Line: Linear
Colour: Green, autumn golds
Balance: Harmonious
Movement: Calm (apart from trains)
Pattern: Organised / regular

Open arable land, grazing / pasture, orchard, woodland belts and
hedgerows.

Mature trees in hedgerows, nature reserve.

Strong edge to village along railway, high value & importance esp. as
buffer zone between village and Hills.
Very separate from village (physically and visually).
No settlement influence.

Area is identified as within sight of several ‘Important Views In to / Out of
Village’
Highly visible from Hills ridges and slopes esp. iconic view from British
Camp. Extensive views along sector from public footpaths.
Visual envelope closed to E by tree belts, open to mid-distance / Hills.
Vegetation on lower slopes screens parts of Hills.

Malvern Hills AONB

None

Traditional Orchards = BAP priority habitat.
Charlie Ballard Nature Reserve [no status in 2013].
High potential for protected species and habitats esp. badgers, bats in
mature trees, dormice, birds, invertebrates and aquatic species in stream,
pond etc.

Traditional orchards (landuse).
Site of old racecourse (built 1902).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Predominantly 16: Semi-improved pasture. Also 2: Native woodland & / or
significant natural vegetation; 3: Traditional Orchard; 17: nature reserve;
and 20: Intensively grazed pasture.

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Geopark Way runs through this
sector. public footpaths from Broadland Drive and Station connecting to
both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local
resource.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Traditional Orchards = BAP
priority habitat. High potential for protected species and habitats esp.
badgers, bats in mature trees, dormice, birds, invertebrates and aquatic
species in stream, pond etc. Charlie Ballard Nature Reserve. Part of wider
footpath network. Good and well-used access to open countryside,
orchards, hills.
Landscape setting and context for development: Railway and land form
clear visual edge to village especially when seen from Hills and land is
important transition zone between Hills and village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Orchards, arable and
pasture for sheep.
Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important
watercourses (tributary of Cradley Brook).

Geopark Way runs through this sector. public footpaths from Broadland
Drive and Station connecting to both local & wider footpath network
including Malvern Hills. Important local resource.
Public visual amenity (diverse landscape features, local historic interest,
mature trees, orchards and pasture).
Apart from railway, relatively high degree of tranquillity.
Area of darkness at night.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Forms strong edge and buffer to east side of settlement with clear defining
line of railway. Also strong buffer between Areas 2 & 3 along watercourse
to S.
Important part of setting of village especially from Hills.
Important local amenity for walking through open and diverse landscape.

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Area is identified as within sight of several ‘Important Views In to / Out of
Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MEDIUM

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

HIGH

2
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2

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF
HIGH

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

South East
Edge

Flat

Important watercourse to east (arising Evendine, tributary of Cradley
Brook)

Improved pasture, amenity grass, tree belts, garden.

School; pitches and playing fields; paddocks with intensive grazing
(horses, cows); residential & garden.

Improved pasture, amenity grassland / sports pitches, rough grassland,
mature, native tree belts along some boundaries (overgrown hedges) and
strong tree belt along watercourse.

School buildings; one residential property at S end of sector.

Railway at N end of sector. Evendine Lane at S end. OH cables (currently
being buried). Public footpaths.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

Scale: Small to medium
Enclosure: Enclosed

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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9: 20 / 21 C residential; 10: Educational; 11: Recreational; 16: Semiimproved pasture; 20: Intensively grazed pasture.

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

st

Clayey loam

SOIL

th

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Distinct boundary to settlement along residential edge. Broken, indistinct
edge around school. Mostly linear and modern character softened by
vegetation. Some traditional characteristics associated with school (old
boundary lines, historic buildings).

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View In to Village’
Highly visible from Hills ridge and upper slopes esp. British Camp. Some
screening by trees at lower level – less in winter. Open mid-distance views
to E and S, some to N, enclosed by settlement edge to W.

Malvern Hills AONB

N/A

Potential habitats for protected species esp. bats, birds etc. along wooded
edges and watercourse. Badger latrine noted.

Grade II listed building (Elms School c. 1620). Area around Colwall Green
established in 1500s.

Forms strong albeit eroded edge to east side of settlement with clearly
defined residential boundary.
Important part of setting of village especially from Hills.
Well-used local footpaths.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Geopark Way to south of sector
(along Evendine Lane). Local network of public footpaths. – well-used
local resource.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Ornamental garden colours; school paraphernalia.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Diversity: Medium to low
Texture: Rough
Form: Linear to organic
Line: Linear
Colour: Green, with reds and golds of ornamental vegetation
Balance: Off-balance
Movement: Calm apart from school activities, pitches when in use, horse
management
Pattern: Disjointed
Over-grazed fields, small, divided parcels, timber stock-proof fencing and
horse tape replacing traditional hedged field boundaries; sports pitches;
ornamental garden landscape / edges; wooded stream course; middistance views to Hills.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

Value = High / Medium / Low

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

If valuable, are they easily replaced?
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Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Geopark Way to south of sector. Local public footpaths. Public visual
amenity of medium value.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited value to wildlife due to
school use, intensive grazing, loss of boundaries etc. but potential habitats
for protected species esp. bats, birds etc. along wooded edges and
watercourse. Badger latrine noted. Well-used local access to open
countryside.
Landscape setting and context for development: Land forms part of visual
edge to village especially when seen from Hills - transition zone between
Hills and village.

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

HIGH
HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

LOW

POOR

POOR

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A
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HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MODERATE

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View In to Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE
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Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE
MODERATE

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Based on factors in Section 1
HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

3

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

LOW TO
MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

Landscape quality (and biodiversity) in Area 3 is low due to high level of loss / erosion of landscape elements due to horse-keeping. Hedges
have been replaced with fencing, boundary vegetation is damaged / lost, grass swards are damaged. Improved management and other
initiatives (such as replacing horses with food production) could reverse this trend.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

DATE: August 2013
COMMENT

South East
Edge (in gap between existing buildings)

Clayey loam

Flat

N/A

Semi-improved pasture

Not known (unmanaged)

Grassed field with hedged / tree-lined boundaries, small young mixed
native / ornamental ‘woodland’ block on W boundary

Buildings on N and S boundaries

Off track adjacent to road. Access track to S side.

Principal Timbered Farmlands (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

16: Semi-improved pasture.

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Low
Texture: Textured
Form: Angular

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

REVISION: January 2017

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 3A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

N/A

Contained within line of existing settlement – school and residential.
Contemporary character.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’. Note:
this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the settlement,
not the built frontage per se, although it makes a key contribution to the
setting of the view. Also note potential for views e.g. from road if
vegetation removed.
Limited visual envelope - existing vegetation and buildings screen neardistance views from W, but visible from adjacent properties and from
public footpath to E.
Partially-visibly from Hills’ ridges and upper slopes to NE / E & SE
(adjacent school buildings are visible) but intervening vegetation filters
views from some of these VPs (in places, tree belts are thin and
vulnerable to loss - visibility from Hills would then increase).

Malvern Hills AONB
TPOs (off-site in gardens along N boundary)
Land adj. to W = MHC, S15 CRoW Act / common land, HC Village Green

N/A

Grassland of limited potential but signs of dormice in tree belt along W
boundary and badgers crossing field to / from Area 3

N/A

Part of settlement edge. Currently very limited function but if trees along
W boundary removed and area developed, would affect Important View.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Not publicly accessible
Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited but potential for
improvement e.g. creation of new GI assets, pedestrian links esp. to
public footpath to E from Walwyn Road, new habitats, and restoration of

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Grassed paddock with hedged / tree-lined boundaries

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Line: Linear
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Calm apart from school activities
Pattern: Regular

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?
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MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

MODERATE

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Currently none but potential for creation of new pedestrian link to public
footpath to E from Walwyn Road

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

wildlife corridors, lost / eroded landscape elements (including eroded
pastures off-site to E) etc.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms small green gap in
settlement edge.
Food production and productive landscapes: Not known
Flood attenuation and water resource management: Not known

LOW

LOW

POOR

LOW

LOW

POOR

POOR

POOR

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High
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MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MODERATE

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

MEDIUM

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’
Note: this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the
settlement, not the built frontage per se, although it makes a key
contribution to the setting of the view.

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernible and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE
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Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

Based on factors in Section 1

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

MODERATE

3A

MODERATE TO LOW

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LOW

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE TO LOW

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

ASSESSMENT UPDATED JANUARY 2017
Took into account evolution of NDP and changes to baseline such as construction of new school on Area 9A.
Area not accessible in 2013 but site visit made Jan 17 and baseline info. and assessment updated (levels of sensitivity and capacity unchanged).
Considered capacity of Area combined with adjacent ‘old school’ site (new Area 3B), i.e. development of a single, undivided site.
Combined capacity of Areas 3A and 3B is judged to be Medium to High.
Area is visible from Hills’ ridges (including British Camp) and upper slopes: new development must integrate with rest of settlement edge. MHAONB’s
Guidance on the Selection and Use of Colour in Development and other guidance should be key references.
• Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’ but this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the settlement, not the
built frontage per se; however, it makes a key contribution to the setting of the view. If trees along W boundary removed and area developed, the
‘Important View’ would be affected so careful consideration should be given to this frontage in particular. NB Existing vegetation on site and on
boundaries of limited value as relatively recent - not necessarily a constraint, subject to surveys (trees & hedges, and ecology - evidence of dormouse
& badger).

•
•
•
•
•
•
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3A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Based on factors in Section 1

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

• If developed, assumed main access would be via old school ‘loop’ and no ‘improvements’ required: if not the case, potential for adverse effects on
landscape character and visual amenity.
• Existing agricultural access at NE corner of field may need to be retained.
• Note memorial features (trees, bench and stone) adjacent W boundary.
• If developed with 3B, new built form to be limited to line shown on Landscape Parameters Plan, with gardens / POS / new planting in area to E. Create
strong settlement edge and boundary (with locally-appropriate native hedgerow and tree planting with some small native woodland blocks).
• If developed potential for improvements / enhancements e.g. creation of new GI assets, new pedestrian links esp. to public footpath to E from Walwyn
Road and POS, new habitats, and restoration of wildlife corridors, lost / eroded landscape elements (esp. off-site erosion of landcover etc. from horsekeeping - suggest reference to MHAONB Guidance on Keeping Horses in the Landscape).
• Potential for creation of Local Green Space (see NPPF).

DATE: January 2017

South East
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

N/A

Buildings, hard surfacing, play areas, amenity grassland, woodland

School

Mixed age & species hedgerows and trees on N, E and S boundaries,
ornamental trees in school grounds, mixed ornamental / native young /
semi-mature ‘woodland’ block esp. along E boundary

Various C19 - C21 school buildings & associated facilities

Access off narrow one-way loop road across grassed common land E of
Walwyn Road

Principal Timbered Farmlands (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

10: Educational

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Low

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 3B

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

N/A

Forms part of existing settlement edge. Contemporary character although
original school building is Victorian.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’. Note:
this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the settlement,
not the built frontage per se, although it makes a key contribution to the
setting of the view.
Limited visual envelope - visible from road to W, nearby properties and
from public footpath to E.
School buildings clearly visibly from Hills’ ridges and upper slopes to NE /
E & SE.

Malvern Hills AONB
Land adj. to W = MHC, S15 CRoW Act / common land, HC Village Green

PPG17 site

Apart from hedge & trees along S boundary, majority of hedges & trees
relatively recent and likely to be of limited value, although they form part of
wider, important wildlife corridors.

Old (Victorian) village school.

Part of settlement edge. Forms part of setting for Important View Out of
Village.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: School use
Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited but school ‘nature areas’ &
potential for improvement.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms part of settlement
edge. Already developed.
Food production and productive landscapes: N/A

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Hedged / tree-lined boundaries, small young woodland block

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Texture: Textured
Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Brown / green
Balance: Discordant
Movement: Busy during school term otherwise calm
Pattern: Irregular

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

School use

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

Value = High / Medium / Low

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Flood attenuation and water resource management: Potential
hydrological issues

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

MODERATE

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

NEGATIVE

LOW

LOW

LOW

POOR

POOR

POOR

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’
Note: this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the
settlement, not the built frontage per se, although it makes a key
contribution to the setting of the view.

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY
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Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH
LOW

LOW

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

LOW

LOW

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

LOW

MODERATE

MEDIUM

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

LOW

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernible and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

VIEWS INWARDS

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

3B

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

MODERATE TO LOW

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

HIGH

OVERALL CAPACITY

FIRST ASSESSMENT CARRIED OUT JANUARY 2017 - area did not form part of original LSCA as school was expected to remain in use.
Took into account evolution of NDP and changes to baseline such as construction of new school on Area 9A.
Considered capacity of Area combined with adjacent field (Area 3A), i.e. development of a single, undivided site.
Capacity of 3B between Medium to High and High due to existing built form / ‘brownfield land’ status.
Combined capacity of Areas 3A and 3B is judged to be Medium to High.
Area is visible from ‘Exceptional VPs on Hills’ ridges (including British Camp) and upper slopes: new development must integrate with rest of
settlement edge. MHAONB’s Guidance on the Selection and Use of Colour in Development and other guidance should be key references.
Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out of Village’ but this view is valued for the panorama of the Hills beyond the settlement, not the
built frontage per se; however, it makes a key contribution to the setting of the view, and careful consideration should be given to this frontage in
particular. NB Existing vegetation on site and on boundaries of limited value as relatively recent - not necessarily a constraint, subject to surveys (trees
& hedges, and ecology).
If developed, assumed main access would be via old school ‘loop’ and no ‘improvements’ required: if not the case, potential for adverse effects on
landscape character and visual amenity.
Whether developed with 3A or not, new built form to be limited to line shown on Landscape Parameters Plan, with gardens / POS / new planting in
area to E. Create strong settlement edge and boundary (with locally-appropriate native hedgerow and tree planting with some small native woodland
blocks).
If developed potential for improvements / enhancements e.g. creation of new GI assets, POS, new habitats, restoration of wildlife corridors, lost /
eroded landscape elements (esp. off-site erosion of landcover etc. from horse-keeping - suggest reference to MHAONB Guidance on Keeping Horses
in the Landscape). Potential for creation of Local Green Space (see NPPF).
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3B

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

DATE: August 2013

South East
Edge

Clayey loam

Gentle slope to stream course to S

Old, currently dry ditch to N. Watercourse to S

Improved pasture, mature tree belts along boundary hedgelines

Grazing / pasture

Improved grassland, mature trees, good mature oak

Netherpaths Farm to S. Residential development along Evendine Lane to
N.

Old track to W (Pilgrim Trail), public footpath, overhead cables

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

14: Principal Timbered Farmland

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Enclosed 3 sides, open views to Hills to E
Diversity: Medium to low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Simple

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’
Highly visible from British Camp – within iconic view. Visible from A449
Ledbury Road W of British Camp. Overlooked by some properties on Hills,
Netherpaths Farm and residential properties.
Visual envelope limited to Hills’ ridge and upper slopes to SE and
woodland belt along track.

Malvern Hills AONB

N/A

Potential habitats limited to edges

Historic landscape. Netherpaths = Grade II listed. Fishponds associated
with farm. Track is ancient trackway (Pilgrim Trail).

Important in terms of context and setting from Hills esp. British Camp.
Clear, strong edge to village. Historic landscape. Public footpath across
field. Need to maintain setting of Netherpaths Farm and landscape.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Fairly well-used public footpath
through field.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Some potential for protected
species and habitats on edges esp. bats in mature trees. Access to open
countryside, hills.
Landscape setting and context for development: Significant contribution to
views of village setting from Hills. Important edge.
Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep / cattle

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Setting limited to gap between site and Hills. Predominantly 20 C
influence to N but old (c. 16th C) farmstead and historic landscape to S
and W

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

th

Mature oak in hedges; o/h cables.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Line: Flowing
Colour: Green
Balance: High balance
Movement: Still
Pattern: Plain
Pasture, mature escaped trees in boundary hedges, timbered farmstead,
iconic Hill views (British Camp)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Fairly well-used public footpath. Highly valuable public visual amenity in
view from Hills. Geopark Way to N of sector (Evendine Lane).

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH

4
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4

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

South
Edge

Clayey loam

Gentle slope to stream course to S

Old, currently dry ditch to N. Watercourse to S

Improved pasture, mature tree belts along boundary hedgelines

Grazing / pasture

Improved grassland, mature trees, good mature oak

Adjacent to Tanhouse Farm and residential development to N along
B4218 / Evendine Lane

Old track to E of area (part public footpath); overhead cables

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

14: Principal Timbered Farmland

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Enclosed 3 sides, open views incl. to Oyster Hill to W
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Simple

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of several ‘Important Views In to Village’
Visible from Oyster Hill

Malvern Hills AONB

N/A

Potential habitats limited to edges

Historic landscape. 16th C buildings adjacent (e.g. Yew Tree Inn)

Clear, strong edge to village when viewed from high land to S. Historic
landscape.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Some potential for protected
species and habitats on edges esp. bats in mature trees.
Landscape setting and context for development: Important edge to village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep / cattle.

Limited value

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

N/A

Diverse range of architectural periods and styles in adjacent settlement
(timber frame, 20th century bungalows etc.).

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mature oak in hedges; o/h cables.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
N/A

Line: Flowing
Colour: Green
Balance: High balance
Movement: Still
Pattern: Plain
Pasture, mature escaped trees in boundary hedges, residential edge.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

MODERATE

MODERATE

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

MODERATE

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Area is identified as within sight of several ‘Important Views In to Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB.
Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW TO
MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW TO MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

South West
Edge (and ‘Gateway’ to village)

N/A

N/A

Farm buildings and hardstanding; domestic gardens; orchard / paddock.

Agricultural / domestic

Rough grass, gappy hedgerows / native and ornamental boundary
vegetation, orchard, mature avenue trees along road

Tan House Farm and associated farm buildings; residential properties
along B4218

B4218. Public footpath through middle of sector

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

9: Early 20th / 21st C residential; 13: Early 15th to late 18th C built
development.

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Low
Texture: Rough

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

N/A

Gently sloping to SW

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 5A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Derelict buildings; old orchard trees

Mixed character and influence of farm and buildings (part derelict, part
restored); traditional residential buildings; edge of village and at (or just
beyond) gateway; transition from settlement to open countryside.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’
Not visible from Hills or Oyster Hill. Limited views from B4218 but clear
views from public footpath along track through centre of sector. Relatively
tight visual envelope with existing vegetation in place.
Note: Removal of vegetation would increase visibility.

Malvern Hills AONB

N/A

Orchard is BAP Habitat. Otherwise NC potential limited to edges. Bats
possible in trees and structures.

Cottage is Grade II listed. Traditional orchard. Historic landscape.

Just beyond actual village gateway (Barton Villas) but situated at key
approach to village thus treatment critical. Public footpath.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Fairly well-used public footpath
along track through centre of sector.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Orchard is BAP Habitat.
Otherwise NC potential limited to edges. Bats possible in trees and
structures.
Landscape setting and context for development: Situated at key approach
to village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Orchard

Fairly well-used public footpath along track through centre of sector.
Important public visual amenity at approach to village.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Form: Regular
Line: Linear
Colour: Multiple
Balance: Unbalanced
Movement: Calm (but influence of road)
Pattern: Haphazard
Agricultural arrangement, orchard, garden hedgerows, roadside trees

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MODERATE

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

NEGATIVE

POOR

POOR

POOR

POOR

POOR

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’

Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

Malvern Hills AONB.

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

LOW

MODERATE

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

LOW

MODERATE

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

LOW

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

LOW TO
MEDIUM

MODERATE

HIGH

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

MODERATE TO LOW

5A

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

LOW TO
MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

This area is situated just before what is the characteristic ‘gateway’ to the village from the west (Barton Villas and half-timbered cottage). It is currently
well-screened by vegetation.
If developed, care would have to be taken to ensure that built form was appropriate to the location and note that visibility would increase significantly if
vegetation was removed.
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5A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

South West
Edge

Clayey loam

Gentle slope to W

Watercourse along N boundary

Arable, mature trees and hedges along boundaries

Farmland

Arable, native hedges along boundaries, mature lime avenue along road

Barton Villas to E

B4218 to S, railway to NW, public footpath to W of Barton Villas and to N
along watercourse / tree belt

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

15: Flat, open arable farmland

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Partly enclosed
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Regular

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Lime avenue; o/h cables

Limited extent of setting. On boundary of historic parkland influence and
Victorian Villas.

Visible from British Camp, Oyster Hill, railway and public footpath. Also
visible from Barton Court. Vegetation screens in summer but views will
open up in winter including views from other parts of Hills.

Malvern Hills AONB

N/A

NC potential probably limited to edges and watercourse.

Historic parkland. Barton Villas is Grade II listed. Public footpath to N is
ancient Pilgrim Trail.

Gateway to village from W.
Start of open countryside (historic parkland setting beyond) at edge of
village.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpath to W of
Barton Villas and to N along watercourse / tree belt
Habitat provision and access to nature: NC potential limited to edges and
watercourse.
Landscape setting and context for development: Start of open countryside
(historic parkland setting beyond) at edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Arable land

Well-used public footpath to W of Barton Villas and to N along
watercourse / tree belt

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Line: Linear
Colour: Green and late summer gold
Balance: Well-balanced
Movement: Still (but influence of road and railway)
Pattern: Plain
Open arable fields, native hedges, mature trees

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Within sight of ‘Exceptional’ and ‘Special’ viewpoints

Malvern Hills AONB.

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH
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6

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

South West
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

Watercourse to S boundary. Pond (spring and issues?) to NW

Arable

Farmland

Arable; native hedge / mature tree belt along SW boundary

Barton Villas to S

B4218. Railway to NW. Public footpaths.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

15: Flat, open arable farmland

Scale: Medium to large
Enclosure: Open
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Regular
Line: Linear

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 7

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Mature oak

Limited extent of setting. Victorian Villas.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’
Visible from Oyster Hill and Suckley Hills, railways, public footpaths. Likely
to be visible from Hills ridges and slopes in winter when no leaf cover on
trees. Part of Barton Villas, residential properties to N and E visible.

Malvern Hills AONB

Colwall Green = HC UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces

Likely potential in tree belts, water courses and pond

On land between two historic properties (Barton Court and Brockbury Hall
(Grade II listed)) so may be historic parkland remnant. Public footpath
through sector is ancient Pilgrim Trail.

Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218
to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to significant open space (village green).

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpaths.
Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both local & wider footpath
network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource.
Habitat provision and access to nature: NC potential for protected species
and habitats in tree belts, stream, pond etc.
Landscape setting and context for development: Start of open countryside
(historic parkland setting beyond) at edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Arable.

Well-used public footpaths. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to
both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local
resource.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Colour: Green and late summer gold
Balance: Well-balanced
Movement: Still (but influence of road and railway)
Pattern: Plain
Flat open arable fields, railway, strong tree belts, open views

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

MEDIUM

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)1

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

HIGH
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

South West
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

N/A

Arable

Farmland

Arable; native hedge and lime avenue along road (B4218) boundary

Row of residential properties along B4218 to N

B4218. Public footpath

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

15: Flat, open arable farmland

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Open
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Regular
Line: Linear

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 7A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Lime avenue along road

Limited extent of setting, bounded by road. Open countryside. Influenced
by Colwall Green to E and row of residential properties to N.

Limited views in summer, greater potential in winter – possible long
distance views over trees to NW, Suckley Hills, Malvern Hills. Visible from
railway and public footpath, road and surrounding properties.

Malvern Hills AONB

Colwall Green = HC UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces

Very limited

Public footpath on N boundary of sector is ancient Pilgrim Trail.

Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218
to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to significant open space (village green).

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpath.
Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both local & wider footpath
network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited NC potential
Landscape setting and context for development: Open countryside at
edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Arable.

Well-used public footpaths. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to
both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local
resource.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Colour: Green and late summer gold
Balance: Well-balanced
Movement: Calm (influence of road)
Pattern: Plain
Flat open arable field, open views to W

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)1

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

MEDIUM

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

LOW

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

LOW

MEDIUM

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MODERATE

7A

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

The lime avenue along this area’s frontage is a highly important local landscape element and characteristic of Colwall Green. Its loss would give rise to a
significant adverse effect on local landscape character and visual amenity. It could be a constraint to development but must be retained.
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7A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

South West
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

N/A

Arable

Farmland

Arable; native hedge and lime avenue along road (B4218) boundary

Row of residential properties along B4218 to N

B4218. Public footpath

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

15: Flat, open arable farmland

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Open
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Regular
Line: Linear

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

DATE: August 2013 (Subdivided from 7A November 2014)

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 7B

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Lime avenue along road

Limited extent of setting, bounded by road. Open countryside. Influenced
by Colwall Green to E and row of residential properties to N.

Limited views in summer, greater potential in winter – possible longdistance views over trees to NW, Suckley Hills, Malvern Hills. Visible from
railway and public footpath, road and surrounding properties.

Malvern Hills AONB

Colwall Green = HC UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces

Very limited

Public footpath on N boundary of sector is ancient Pilgrim Trail.

Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218
to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to significant open space (village green).

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpath.
Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both local & wider footpath
network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited NC potential
Landscape setting and context for development: Open countryside at
edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: Arable.

Well-used public footpaths. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to
both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local
resource.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Colour: Green and late summer gold
Balance: Well-balanced
Movement: Calm (influence of road)
Pattern: Plain
Flat open arable field, open views to W

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MEDIUM

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)1

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

MEDIUM

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

LOW

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

LOW

MEDIUM

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MODERATE

7B

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

LOW TO
MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

This area has less capacity for built development than Site 7A, but it could form part of a garden area to the south of 7A, to mirror the arrangement on the
east side of the road.
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7B

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

South West
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

Watercourse through centre of sector (appears to arise from issue N of
railway).

Amenity grass, tree belts, arable fields

Predominantly recreational, also arable, domestic gardens and rail
corridor

Amenity grassland, mature native tree belts, hedges and ornamental
planting on boundaries. Some rable.

To S of sector = row of residential properties at Colwall Green. In N of
sector = residential properties to N and E of cricket ground

Roads: B4218, Mill Land and Stowe Lane. Railway runs through sector.
Public footpaths.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

11: Public Open Space / Recreational Area; 15: Flat, open arable
farmland

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Medium / partial

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 8

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Railway, individual mature trees (oak, cedar)

Extensive setting, fairly wide area of influence. Traditional / historic
buildings. Important part of village setting especially Colwall Green.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’
S of sector visible from Oyster Hill. Brockbury Hall clearly visible. High
visibility from B4218, railway, village green, public footpaths, some
residential properties. Screened from Hills by vegetation esp. lime avenue
in summer.
N of sector clearly visible from Hills ridges and upper slopes, rear of
residential properties, public footpaths.
Extensive visual envelope in some directions.

Malvern Hills AONB

Colwall Green covered by HC UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open
areas and green spaces
Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 –
Safeguarding open space and allotments

Potential for NC interest esp. protected species along watercourse
(currently dry). Evidence of dormice found.

Grade II listed building on E side of cricket pitches (established 1872).
Brockbury Hall Grade II listed and site of 12th C castle.

Significant open space. Strong buffer vegetation between Areas 7 and 8
and along railway corridor. Major contribution to public open space /
amenity.
Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 –
Safeguarding open space and allotments.
Important resource. Public footpaths very well used. Important linear
habitats.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION
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Diversity: Medium
Texture: Textured
Form: Irregular
Line: Organic with linear elements
Colour: Green, built materials
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Active
Pattern: Mixture of formal and informal
Playing fields / pitches, avenue trees, clear views of Hills in parts

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance
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Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

COMMENT

Well-used public footpaths. Important local resource for formal and
informal recreation, visual amenity, contribution to village character and
setting.

PUBLIC AMENITY

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpaths.
Important local resource for formal and informal recreation and visual
amenity.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Potential for NC interest esp.
protected species along watercourse (currently dry).
Landscape setting and context for development: Large contribution to
village character and setting. Major contribution to public open space /
amenity. Important resource. Public footpaths very well used. Important
linear habitats.
Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important
watercourse (tributary of Cradley Brook).

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

N/A

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

N/A

HIGH

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

8
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8

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

LOW

DATE: August 2013

West (central)
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat with slight slope to watercourse to N

Important watercourse arising from above Evendine and flowing NW
under railway and along northern boundary of sector – tributary of Cradley
Brook (Flood Zone 2 / 3?).

Arable, mature trees along NE boundary, hedges

Farmland

Cereal crop, roadside hedge with mature escaped oak. Mature tree belts,
Ornamental hedges.

Houses along SW side of Mill Lane. Village Hall and car park and
residential development along B4218 (beyond boundary).

B4218 to SE and Mill Lane to SW. Public footpaths.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

15: Flat, open arable farmland

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Medium
Diversity: Medium to low
Texture: Smooth

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 9

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

N/A

Setting limited by vegetation in near to mid-distance with Hills to N and E.
Modern (20th C) influences. Weak edge pattern.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’
Visible from Hills ridges (incl. Beacon) and slopes. Visible from roads and
public footpaths and residential properties / village hall. Upper Mill Farm
visible to NW.

Malvern Hills AONB

HC Assessment of land with housing potential Colwall: “Land with low /
minor constraints”

NC potential probably limited to boundaries and watercourse

Limited

At important village gateway on Mill Lane marking clear point where W
side of village ends (adjacent new primary school 2018). Site forms
integral part of good quality rural, open countryside beyond.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Local public footpaths and visual
amenity.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Potential for NC interest esp.
protected species along tree belt and watercourse to N.
Landscape setting and context for development: Clear point of start of
open countryside at edge of village / rural gateway.
Food production and productive landscapes: Arable land.

Public footpaths.
Note that a public footpath is shown S of the village hall in old maps but
presumably since diverted to E?

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Green, late summer gold, building materials
Balance: Very balanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Simple
Strong tree belt, roadside hedge with mature trees, flat, open arable field

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

HIGH

POSITIVE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the village?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE

9

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

Note: In this area, sensitivity increases / capacity decreases with distance from edge of settlement boundary. The area has been identified as ‘land with
housing potential’ by HC (“land with low / minor constraints”) however the findings of this assessment do not agree with this evaluation especially in terms
of its function as a gateway to the village from the west; the clear point at which open countryside begins is the western edge of the new primary school.
Development of this area would give rise to significant adverse effects on the character of the village and landscape, and on visual amenity especially in
terms of views from the Malvern Hills. Capacity level decreased to Low to link Low capacity Areas 11 and 8 and reinforce belt along W side of village.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

Central
Central

N/A
N/A

Meadow / pasture, mature trees, hedges, house & garden

Pasture, residential, garden

Rough grassland, dense belts and blocks of mature trees on boundaries
and along railway, ornamental hedges along residential boundaries,
gardens.

Brook House (Grade II* listed). Residential properties on W and E
boundaries.

B4218 at NE end with access to sector via track off road. Railway to SE.
Public footpath through field closed 2017 (diverted).

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Medium to high

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

13: 15 to 18 C built development.

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

th

Pond (dry at time of survey).

th

Flat

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 10

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Limited extent of setting and low area of influence. Mixture of historic (c.
16th C Brook House and weir) and 20th / 21st C residential

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’
Visible from Hills’ ridges & upper slopes including Beacon and Wyche /
Upper Colwall. Visible from rear of residential properties to W and E
(upper floors only?). Glimpse from road and public house at entrance.
Fairly tight visual envelope at lower levels.

Malvern Hills AONB

HC Assessment of land with housing potential Colwall: “Land with low /
minor constraints”

Diverse habitats. High potential for NC interest esp. protected species in
tree belts, grassland and in pond (currently dry).

Grade II* listed Brook House and garden, and close to other Grade II
listed buildings.

Forms historic and highly important strategic gap between Colwall
Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway to Green from NE and Stone from
SW.
Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village
Design Statement.
Potentially important habitat for protected species and other wildlife.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Potentially important habitat for
protected species and other wildlife.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms historic and
highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall
Stone.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Pond

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Texture: Mosaic
Form: Organic with linear elements
Line: Varied
Colour: Green, late summer gold, building materials
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Still (but influence of rail and road)
Pattern: Medium
Meadow grassland, mature trees, historic house and gardens, modern
residential / gardens on boundaries

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Well-used local public footpath with high local visual amenity closed 2017
and diverted to run under railway.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernible and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

MODERATE
MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

HIGH

10

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

This area has been identified as ‘land with housing potential’ by HC (“land with low / minor constraints”) however the findings of this assessment do not
agree with this evaluation especially in terms of its function as a strategic gap. It makes a significant contribution to local Green Infrastructure.
Development here would result in the physical coalescence between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green, which have historically always been separated.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

West (central)
Edge

Clayey loam

Gently undulating, sloping to watercourse

Important watercourse arising from above Evendine and flowing NW
under railway - tributary of Cradley Brook (Flood Zone 2 / 3?) – runs
between S boundary of field and grassed area associated with public
house. Also issues / drain (?) to S of main field.

Improved pasture, mature trees, hedges

Pasture (sheep grazing)

Semi-improved pasture, area of rough grassland, belts of mature trees on
boundaries and along watercourse. High % of ornamental species on
residential boundaries esp. leylandii. Occasional mature escaped trees
along garden edges.

Residential properties on E boundary and public house to S

Accessed off B4218. Public footpaths. Services / utilities (main sewer?),
o/h cables.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

11A: Informal open space (campsite associated with public house?); 16:
Semi-improved pasture

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 11

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Watercourse, o/h cables

Fairly extensive setting and influence. Hills form part of setting. Brook
House (Grade II* listed) visible within setting. 20th C residential on E edge.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’
Visible from Hills ridge incl. British Camp and Beacon, also Oyster Hill
visible over tree belt. Views from road, public footpaths and properties on
E side of Colwall Stone. Visible from Brook House. Extensive mid / longdistance visual envelope.

Malvern Hills AONB

None

Potential for protected species along watercourse and bats in mature
trees

Lies south of Victorian light industrial area (gas works, ice works and
tramway). Opposite Grade II* listed Brook House.
Watercourse fed series of mills downstream from as early as 10th C.

Forms historic, visible and highly important strategic gap between
Colwall Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway to Green from NE and Stone
from SW.
Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village
Design Statement.
Key flood plain function.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION
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LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Open to mid / long-distance views
Diversity: Low in grassland but high along watercourse
Texture: Smooth
Form: Organic with linear elements
Line: Flowing
Colour: Green, building materials
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Semi-active (walkers, informal play, road, trains audible)
Pattern: Plain
Undulating green pasture, ornamental vegetation on boundaries, open
views

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance
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2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

COMMENT

Well-used local public footpaths with high local visual amenity. Connects
to wider footpath network in area.

PUBLIC AMENITY

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public amenity with
public footpaths.
Habitat provision and access to nature: Potentially important habitat for
protected species and other wildlife.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms historic, visible
and highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall
Stone.
Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep.
Flood attenuation and water resource management: Key flood plain
function.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Potentially important habitat for protected species and other wildlife. Wellused public amenity with public footpaths.

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

N/A

MODERATE

MODERATE

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

N/A

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

HIGH

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?
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HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE
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Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

11

HIGH

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

This site is a good example of one which only scores moderately in terms of landscape condition and quality as a result of its proximity to the
settlement edge with eroded boundaries, but this being outweighed by its landscape value and function (in terms of GI, as a strategic gap
etc.).
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

LANDSCAPE VALUE

West (central)
Edge

Clayey loam

Sloping, even gradient to SW

Possibly seasonally dry watercourse / ditch beyond S boundary (arising
from spring to E?). Ornamental pond in garden to NW?

Semi-improved pasture

Grazing (sheep)

Improved grassland, some mature trees on boundaries (with ornamental
spp.). Native hedge along track on W side.

Residential properties on NW, N & E boundaries. Agricultural / forestry /
Victorian industrial buildings (some derelict, some new) to SW & S.

Old Church Road to N. Public footpath along track to W.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

16: Semi-improved pasture

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Medium
Diversity: Low
Texture: Rough (clutter)

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 12A DATE: August 2013 (subdivided with 12B(1) & 12B(2) March 2017)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Strong influence of Hills to E but local setting mostly confined to
boundaries. Mixture of styles (Victorian, 20th and 21st C). Eroded and
broken edges.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’
Highly visible from Hills’ ridges and properties on boundaries. Partly
screened by hedge on E side of public footpath in summer. Partly visible
from public footpath to S.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area

Limited opportunities for wildlife

Part of setting of Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of ice works
and tramway along southern boundary. Grade II listed buildings close to N
boundary.

Conservation Area.
Forms part of larger green open space to N and W of residential area at
Colwall Stone. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’
in Village Design Statement.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Public footpath on edge of area.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Agricultural and old Victorian industrial buildings on boundaries,
coniferous plantation to SW.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Energy production and conservation: Wood from plantation adjacent.

Landscape setting and context for development: Part of setting of
Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of ice works and tramway along
southern boundary. Forms part of green open space to N and W of
residential area at Colwall Stone.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited opportunities for wildlife

Pasture, residential, agricultural / forestry use. Mature native and
ornamental trees. Views to Hills.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Green, building materials
Balance: Unbalanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Fragmented

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MEDIUM

HIGH

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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MEDIUM

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

LOW

MEDIUM

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

LOW

LOW

POOR

POOR

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Public footpath along track to W of site but separated by hedge and no
access through field itself.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep.

MEDIUM
HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MODERATE

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

MODERATE

12A

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

LOW TO
MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

Residential development could potentially be considered on this Area but density, siting, layout and design of new built form must respect
and reflect the existing local settlement pattern, vernacular and sense of place.
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12A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

West (central)
Edge

Clayey loam

Sloping, even gradient to SW

Possibly seasonally dry watercourse / ditch along S boundary (arising
from spring to E?). Ornamental pond in garden to N?

Semi-improved pasture

Grazing (sheep)

Improved grassland, some mature trees on boundaries (with ornamental
spp.). Native hedge along track on W side.

Residential properties within area and on E boundary. Agricultural /
forestry buildings (some derelict, some new) to SW.

Old Church Road to N. Public footpath along track to W.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

16: Semi-improved pasture

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Medium
Diversity: Low
Texture: Rough (clutter)

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

DATE: March 2017

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREAS 12B(1) & B(2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Influenced by Hills to E but local setting confined to boundaries and
indistinct separation. Mixture of styles (Victorian, 20th and 21st C). Eroded
and broken edges.

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’
Highly visible from Hills’ ridges and properties on boundaries. Partly
screened by hedge on E side of public footpath in summer. Partly visible
from public footpath to S.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area

Limited opportunities for wildlife

Part of setting of Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of ice works
and tramway along southern boundary. Grade II listed building on N
boundary. West half of field shown as orchard on old maps.

Conservation Area.
Forms green open space to N and W of residential area at Colwall Stone.
Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village
Design Statement.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Public footpath on edge of area.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Agricultural and old Victorian industrial buildings, coniferous plantation to
SW.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Energy production and conservation: Wood from plantation adjacent.

Landscape setting and context for development: Part of setting of
Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of ice works and tramway along
southern boundary. Forms green open space to N and W of residential
area at Colwall Stone.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited opportunities for wildlife

Pasture, residential, agricultural / forestry use. Mature native and
ornamental trees. Views to Hills.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Green, building materials
Balance: Unbalanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Fragmented

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MEDIUM

HIGH

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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MEDIUM

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

LOW

MEDIUM

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

LOW

LOW

POOR

POOR

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Public footpath along track to W of site but separated by hedge and no
access through field itself

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep.

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MEDIUM

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

MODERATE

MEDIUM

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

12B(1)
&
12B(2)

HIGH

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

Development would have adverse effects on landscape character / visual amenity / GI - area not recommended for consideration. Levels of
quality / value / GI function could be increased by creating new community green space in field with access from E and W, and restoring /
protecting heritage assets.
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12B(1) &
12B(2)

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: August 2013

COMMENT

North West
Edge (but note ‘island’ of settlement at Orlin Road

N/A

Gently sloping to W

Watercourse (ditch) to E of Orlin Road settlement. Large pond in
woodland to N

Part pasture part residential

Grazing and residential

Semi-improved grassland, orchard, hedges, some mature trees / tree
belts, gardens

Housing estate at Orlin Road off Old Orchard Lane (within settlement
boundary) and adjacent houses. Single residential dwelling on Old Church
Road (W side of track).

Old Church Road and Old Orchard Lane. Public footpath along track and
around E side of houses.

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

9: 20th / 21st C residential; 16: Semi-improved pasture

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Partly enclosed

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Raglan Mudstone Formation

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 13

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (Field S of Orlin Road estate)

Limited in area to S and around housing estate apart from hedges and
tree belts, but good potential habitats to N esp orchards, paddock,
woodland and pond.

Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings in historic part of village. 19th C
house. Existing field shown as orchard on old maps.

At gateway to village from W. Field to S of Orlin Road estate forms
significant gap between historic character area and Orlin Road. Track
between Areas 3 & 14 forms strong edge to village.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpaths
providing access to open countryside.

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’
Views of Orlin Road and field from Hills ridges and upper slopes but S part
of sector relatively well-screened by vegetation. Views from road, public
footpath and residential properties.

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

Landscape setting and context for development: Field to S of Orlin Road
estate forms important gap between historic character and Orlin Road. At
gateway to village from W.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited in area to S and around
housing estate apart from hedges and tree belts, but good potential
habitats to N esp orchards, paddock, woodland and pond.

N/A

Limited extent of setting and influence. Traditional and modern vernacular.
Broken edge patterns.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

N/A

Native tree belts, hedgerows, pasture, residential, open views to W

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Organic
Line: Flowing
Colour: Green, building materials
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Broken

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Well-used public footpaths providing access to open countryside.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep. Orchard.

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

Area is identified as within sight of ‘Important Views In to Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the village?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)1

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Part Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

LOW

HIGH

13
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North West

N/A

Watercourse (ditch) running through site (arising from issues in Area 19?)

Predominantly orchard / paddock, some gardens

Predominantly orchard / paddock, some gardens

Mature / old orchard trees and traditional pasture, Some mature native
and ornamental trees along property boundaries. Over-mature hedge
grown into leggy trees on N boundary.

Residential properties in SE and W of sector.

Old Church Road to S. Public footpaths including track (on boundary with
Area 13)

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

3: Traditional orchard; 13: 15th / 18th C built development

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Partly enclosed, intimate in parts
Diversity: High

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

N/A

Undulating / sloping to SW

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 14

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Setting and influence very limited. Part of historic landscape of village with
traditional settlement pattern. Strong edge pattern and character.

Hills’ ridge visible over trees to NE but otherwise well-screened in
summer. Visible from public footpaths and residential properties to E and
SE

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (orchard excluded)

Traditional orchard = BAP Priority habitat. Potentially very high probability
of protected species. Highly valuable habitat.

Part of historic landscape of village with traditional settlement pattern.
Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings. Orchard and footpaths shown
on old maps.

Orchard, paddocks and gardens are important part of Colwall’s historic
character area. Highly valuable public amenity and wildlife habitat.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used public footpaths
(probably ancient trackway/s) providing access to open countryside.
Highly valuable public amenity.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Veteran orchard trees

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important local
watercourse – tributary of Cradley Brook.

Food production and productive landscapes: Pasture for sheep. Orchards.

Landscape setting and context for development: Orchard, paddocks and
gardens are important part of Colwall’s historic character area.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Traditional orchard = BAP Priority
habitat. Potentially very high probability of protected species. Highly
valuable habitat.

Orchard, mature vegetation on boundaries

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Texture: Mosaic
Form: Organic and linear in parts
Line: Flowing
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Still
Pattern: Strong

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

POSITIVE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Well-used public footpaths (probably ancient trackway/s) providing access
to open countryside. Highly valuable public amenity.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Part Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

LOW

HIGH

14

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

LANDSCAPE VALUE

Parts of this area were not accessible / visible so some information is based on aerial photos.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North West
Edge

N/A

None evident

Pasture, gardens, orchards

Pasture, gardens, orchards

Semi-improved pasture, orchards, gardens. Some mature native
vegetation on boundaries and a few good hedges but erosion of
boundaries evident.

Large, detached residential dwellings on E edge

Off Mathon Road (to E). Public footpaths, o/h cables

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

3: Traditional Orchard; 9: 20th / 21st C residential; 13: 14: Principal
Timbered Farmland; 16: Semi-improved pasture

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Medium
Diversity: Medium
Texture: Mosaic

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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N/A

Gently undulating / sloping to W

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 15

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Malvern Hills AONB

E edge forms boundary of Conservation Area

Potential for protected species in tree belts and orchards

Surrounding landscape contains Victorian elements (old brick and tile
works to W and Hoe Court to N). Probably land formed N edge of historic
village settlement.

Open countryside on W edge of village. Clear edge of settlement even if
line is indistinct.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Public footpaths provide access
to open countryside.

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

PUBLIC AMENITY

Visible from public footpaths. Oyster Hill visible through gaps in trees. Hills
only visible through gaps in vegetation.

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

Public footpaths through fields and connecting to Mathon Road

Food production and productive landscapes: Grazing for sheep. Orchard.

Landscape setting and context for development: Open countryside on W
edge of village.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Potential for protected species in
tree belts and orchards

N/A

Fairly wide setting but limited area of influence. 20th C development
character, poorly-defined and untypical edge. Eroded boundaries, mixed
edge character.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Specimen ornamental trees in gardens

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

N/A

Orchard, ornamental vegetation, open pasture, hedges

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Linear
Line: Angular
Colour: Green
Balance: Unbalanced
Movement: Still
Pattern: Complex

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

MODERATE

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

HIGH

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the village?

HIGH

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

HIGH

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Part Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

LOW TO
MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

HIGH

15
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North
Edge

Gentle slope to watercourse to N

Watercourse to N – appears to arise in Upper Colwall / Wyche (Willow
Spring / Wyche Spout). Tributary of Cradley Brook.

Pasture, mature trees

Pasture

Semi-improved pasture, mature specimen trees (possible historic (19 C
remnants), mature native trees on boundaries, with ornamental vegetation
associated with adjacent gardens.

Residential properties along Redland Drive

Redland Drive, off Mathon Road

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

2: Native woodland / significant natural vegetation; 12: Historic parkland

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Tight
Diversity: Medium to high

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Clayey loam

SOIL

th

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 16

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Visible from Redland Drive and properties along it. Glimpsed view of lower
slopes of Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight visual envelope.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N)

High potential for protected species in vegetation belts, mature trees (esp.
bats) and watercourse

Historic parkland remnant probably associated with Victorian Redland
Lodge - house and lodge still extant.

Clear edge to northern side of settlement and gateway to village from N.
Strong buffer to N (esp. evergreens).

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: No public footpaths

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

PUBLIC AMENITY

Small extent of setting and minimal area of influence. Late 19 and 20 C
residential development (new houses inserted in grounds of Victorian
house). Broken edge pattern, estate-style fencing and trees give parkland
character.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

th

Historic specimen trees

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

No public footpaths and only fully visible from Redland Drive and
properties along it

Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important
watercourse – tributary of Cradley Brook.

Landscape setting and context for development: Historic landscape
remnant. Start of open countryside on N side of village.

Habitat provision and access to nature: High potential for protected
species in trees and watercourse

th

Historic parkland (remnant) and associated trees, mature boundary
vegetation, watercourse, modern residential edges

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Texture: Mosaic
Form: Strong
Line: Organic to linear
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Still
Pattern: Complex

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

HIGH

POSITIVE

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

LOW TO
MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

LOW

LOW

HIGH

16
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16

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW TO
MEDIUM

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North
Edge

Flat

N/A

Pasture, mature trees

Pasture

Semi-improved pasture, mature specimen trees (possible historic (19 C
remnants), mature native trees on boundaries, with ornamental vegetation
associated with adjacent gardens.

Residential properties along Redland Drive

Redland Drive, off Mathon Road

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

12: Historic parkland

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Tight
Diversity: Medium
Texture: Smooth

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Clayey loam

SOIL

th

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 16A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N)

High potential for protected species in vegetation belts and mature trees
(esp. bats)

Historic parkland remnant probably associated with Victorian Redland
Lodge - house and lodge still extant.

Minimal

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: No public footpaths

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

PUBLIC AMENITY

Visible from Redland Drive and properties along it. Glimpsed view of lower
slopes of Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight visual envelope.

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

No public footpaths and only fully visible from Redland Drive and
properties along it

Landscape setting and context for development: Historic landscape
remnant. Enclosure on 3 sides by existing residential development / road
means setting and context tight and limited.

Habitat provision and access to nature: High potential for protected
species in trees

N/A

Small extent of setting and minimal area of influence. Late 19th and 20th C
residential development (new houses inserted in grounds of Victorian
house). Broken edge pattern, estate-style fencing and trees give parkland
character.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Historic specimen trees

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

N/A

Historic parkland (remnant) and associated trees, mature boundary
vegetation, modern residential edges

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Simple

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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MODERATE

LOW

LOW

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

LOW

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

LOW

LOW

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

GOOD

GOOD

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

MODERATE

LOW

MEDIUM

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

LOW

MEDIUM

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

16A

MODERATE TO LOW

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LOW

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

The easternmost site was not accessible so information is partly based on assumptions
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16A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

MODERATE TO LOW

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM TO HIGH

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North
Edge

Clayey loam

W of area sloping to watercourse to N, central and E area gently sloping /
terraced / flat

Watercourse to N – appears to arise on lower slopes of Hills near S end of
Brockhill Road but also fed from Upper Colwall Springs (Willow, Wyche
Spout). Tributary of Cradley Brook.

Pasture, mature tree belts, school playing fields / pitches

Pasture, educational

Semi-improved pasture, mature tree belts along boundaries, amenity
grass

Ancillary school buildings. Redland Drive to E, Cowl Barn to S, Downs
School to E

No public access to field. Brockhill Road, public footpath

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

10: Educational; 14: Principal Timbered Farmland

Scale: Small to medium

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 17

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Open countryside to W and unsettled Hill slopes to N and E. Downs
School and associated development to SE.

No public access to field and visibility inwards very limited esp. in summer.
Views from public footpath to N of area from Brockhill Road running NE on
lower slopes of Brockhill Coppice. Limited views / glimpses from Hills
ridges, and limited visual envelope. Visible from school and Brockhill
Road. Potentially visible from residential properties to S and W of Area
17A but not verified.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N)

High potential for protected species in vegetation belts and mature trees
(esp. bats). Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines).

Probably once orchard

Forms part of northern edge of settlement and gateway to village from N
(Brockhill Road). Well-used by walkers.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used by school and walkers
= key E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon Road and good
connections to Hills / national trails (was once designated Worcestershire
Way) / wider footpath network.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Miniature railway; single specimen tree in field to W

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Habitat provision and access to nature: Orchards (adjacent) are BAP
priority habitat. Very high wildlife value. High potential for protected
species in orchard, tree belts, woodland and hedgerows. Significant
badger activity noted in area (several latrines).

Pasture, mature native tree belts, playing fields / pitches

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Medium
Texture: Rough
Form: Angular
Line: Linear
Colour: Green
Balance: Fairly well-balanced
Movement: Calm in field, active around school
Pattern: Simple in field, complex around school

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?
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MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

No public footpaths but may be visible from some VPs

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important
watercourse – tributary of Cradley Brook.

Landscape setting and context for development: Forms part of northern
edge of settlement and gateway to village from N (Brockhill Road). Edges
and quality eroded due to new development, high level of use, loss of
natural vegetation and lack of management.

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

HIGH

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

HIGH
MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

HIGH

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

MODERATE

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

VIEWS INWARDS

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE

17
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17

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW TO MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

LOW TO
MEDIUM

DATE: August 2013

North
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat / gently sloping

Ditch to E (offsite?)

Pasture, mature tree belts

Pasture

Semi-improved pasture, mature tree belts along boundaries

Redland Drive to E, Cowl Barn to S, Downs School to E

No public access

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

14: Principal Timbered Farmland

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed
Diversity: Medium to low
Texture: Rough
Form: Angular

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 17A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Enclosed on 3 sides by built form and vegetation: E end of Redland Road
(20th C) to W; historic (16th C) Grade II listed Cowl Barn to S with
traditional orchard adjacent; Downs School and associated development
to E.

No public access to site and visibility inwards very limited esp. in summer.
No public footpaths on site but one on S boundary (no summer views in)
and visible from one to N of site on lower slopes of Brockhill Coppice.
Possible views from Hills ridges, but limited visual envelope. May be
visible from adjacent residential properties (but not from school in
summer?)

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N)

High potential for protected species in vegetation belts and mature trees
(esp. bats). Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines)

Probably once orchard

Minimal

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: No public footpaths on site

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

PUBLIC AMENITY

N/A

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

No public footpaths on site but visible from some VPs

Landscape setting and context for development: Enclosure on 3 sides by
existing residential development / school / vegetation = limited setting and
context

Habitat provision and access to nature: High potential for protected
species in vegetation belts and mature trees (esp. bats). Significant
badger activity noted in area (several latrines)

Pasture, mature native / coniferous tree belts to S

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Line: Linear
Colour: Green
Balance: Fairly well-balanced
Movement: Calm
Pattern: Simple

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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MODERATE

MODERATE

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

MODERATE

MODERATE

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MODERATE

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (Conservation Area)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

17A
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17A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North
Enclosed within settlement

Clayey loam

Flat / gently sloping to SW

Watercourse on S boundary arising from issues in Area 19?

Grassed sports pitches

Sports pitches

Amenity grass, mature trees on boundaries and within area; old hedges
and garden boundaries

Residential development to N and S

Mathon Road to W; public footpath along N boundary

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

11: Public open space / recreational area

Scale: Small / intimate
Enclosure: Strongly enclosed
Diversity: Low
Texture: Smooth
Form: Flowing

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 18

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Very limited extent of setting and area of influence but area is integral to
setting of immediately surrounding area. Mixture of 16th – 20th C
residential buildings, rear gardens, eroded boundaries in places.
Area has retained same shape of field extant on old maps.

Visible from public footpath, Mathon Road, residential properties around
edge. Not visible from Hills in summer.

Malvern Hills AONB

Excluded from, but encircled by, Conservation Area
Covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 – Safeguarding open space and
allotments

Limited potential apart from mature trees and boundary vegetation

Land probably originally associated with Cowlbarn Farm

Significant open space. Integral to setting of immediately surrounding
area. Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 –
Safeguarding open space and allotments. Important local amenity though
public access limited to public footpath around edge.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Safeguarded in local policy as
open space. Important local amenity though public access limited to public
footpath around edge.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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PUBLIC AMENITY

Mature specimen trees esp. veteran oak, lime

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Important local amenity though public access limited to public footpath
around edge.

Landscape setting and context for development: Integral to setting of
immediately surrounding area.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Limited potential apart from
mature trees and boundary vegetation

Playing fields / sports pitches, mature boundary vegetation, residential
setting, enclosure

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Line: Rounded
Colour: Green
Balance: Well-balanced
Movement: Active (calm when not in use)
Pattern: Complex

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

MODERATE

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MODERATE

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 (although excluded, forms
part of setting of Conservation Area and safeguarded open space)

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

MODERATE
MODERATE

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

SETTING

Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

LOW

HIGH

18
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18

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

HIGH TO MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

DATE: August 2013

North
Enclosed within settlement

Clayey loam

Gently sloping NE to SW

Ditch along Cowl Barn Lane and S of wood (running) – shown as issue on
E side of present-day orchard on old map. Tributary of Cradley Brook.

Mixed woodland / plantation, orchard, dwelling, garden

Woodland, orchard, residential, garden

W of Cowl Barn Lane = stand of plantation woodland (associated with
property to N?) – etiolated, semi-mature predominantly mixed native trees,
beech, rough understorey. E of Cowl Barn Lane = predominantly
coniferous with beech. Old / over-mature orchard. Mature native hedge /
tree belt to N and mixed vegetation to E of orchard.

Single residential property to NW but backs on to school, and rear of new
21st C development (Covent Garden), to E. Residential along Cowl Barn
Lane to S

Cowl Barn Lane (public footpath and probably ancient track), public
footpath along N boundary connecting Brockhill Road to Mathon Road
and used by school for access to playing fields (Area 18)

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 19

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Scale: Small / intimate
Enclosure: Strongly enclosed
Diversity: High
Texture: Rough
Form: Obscured
Line: Unclear
Colour: Green, dark green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Active (calm when not in use)
Pattern: Complex

Mixed woodland / plantation, orchard, hedges, school grounds and
buildings, residential edges

Veteran orchard trees, old track

Limited extent of setting and area of influence. Mixture of settlement types
with strong influence of school, 20th and 21st C residential to S and E.
Historic properties to NW

Visible from public footpaths / Cowl Barn Lane, rear of some properties.
Not visible from Hills apart from occasional glimpse.
Very tight / constricted visual envelope.
Note: Loss of trees could open up views inwards.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area

Orchard is BAP priority habitat. Very high wildlife value. Very high
potential for protected species in orchard, tree belts, woodland and
hedgerows. Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines).

Land probably associated with Cowlbarn Farm (orchard / pasture). Cowl
Barn Lane is probably ancient track. Existing orchard only shown on more
recent (c. 1884) maps.

Strong buffer between Areas 18 and 20, and between housing to S and
land to N. A tightly squeezed ‘green lung’ within the northern sector of the
settlement with public footpaths including historic track (Cowl Barn Lane).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION
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2A: Native woodland with conifers / 4: Plantation; 3: Traditional Orchard

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance
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Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Well-used by school and local walkers esp. key E to W footpath link from
Brockhill Road to Mathon Road.

Flood attenuation and water resource management: Important local
watercourse – tributary of Cradley Brook.

Food production and productive landscapes: Orchard.

Energy production and conservation: Wood from woodland / plantation (?)

Landscape setting and context for development: A tightly squeezed and
enclosed ‘green lung’ within the northern sector of the settlement with
public footpaths including probably ancient track along Cowl Barn Lane.
Edges and quality eroded due to high level of use, loss of natural
vegetation and lack of management.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Orchard is BAP priority habitat.
Very high wildlife value. Very high potential for protected species in
orchard, tree belts, woodland and hedgerows. Significant badger activity
noted in area (several latrines).

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used by school and local
walkers esp. key E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon
Road.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Well-used by school and local walkers esp. key E to W footpath link from
Brockhill Road to Mathon Road.

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

N/A

MEDIUM

GOOD

GOOD

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

N/A

LOW

POOR

POOR

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

N/A

MEDIUM

MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH

HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?

LOW

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?
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LOW

MEDIUM

NEGATIVE

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

NEUTRAL

MODERATE

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE
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Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

MODERATE

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 Conservation Area

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

MODERATE

19

MODERATE TO LOW

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

This area is not highly visible due in part to screening by vegetation - any loss of trees could open up views inwards. It is another example of an area
which scores badly in terms of condition due to lack of management, but it has high local (rather than any wider) value. Landscape character, visual
amenity and opportunities for biodiversity could potentially be improved which would in turn increase the value (and GI function) of the area.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

DATE: August 2013

North East
Edge

N/A

N/A
N/A

Ditch to W on boundary with 17A

Surfaced courts, school and residential buildings

Educational / residential

Mature ornamental associated with school and gardens, good mature
native tree belt on W boundary and avenue trees along Brockhill Road

Predominantly associated with school (late 19th / early 20th / 21st C) and
adjacent to new residential development at Covent Garden

Brockhill Road, public footpath to E of school buildings

Principal Timbered Farmland (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC)

MH09c

9: 20th / 21st C residential; 10: Educational

Scale: Medium
Enclosure: Enclosed apart from open view to NE and Hills ridge
Diversity: Medium
Texture: Rough

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:
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N/A

Flat with some artificial embankments taking up slope to N

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Clayey loam

SOIL

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 20

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Extent of setting and area of influence limited except to N. Mixture of
settlement types and uses but mainly 20th / 21st C. Educational / modern
residential character, broken and partly eroded edge character and
pattern, complex and busy.

Visible from Hills ridges and upper slopes, lower end of Brockhill Road
and public footpaths.

Malvern Hills AONB

Conservation Area

High potential for protected species on edges - old orchards (BAP Priority
habitat) adjacent

History closely associated with development of school. Originally
orchards, possibly associated with Cowlbarn Farm. Brockhill Way possibly
old trackway.

Forms part of northern edge of settlement and gateway to village from N
(Brockhill Road). Well-used by walkers.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: Well-used by school and
walkers, good connections to Hills / national trails (was once designated
Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network.

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Carly Tinkler CMLI carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk

School paraphernalia and clutter

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

Landscape setting and context for development: Forms part of northern
edge of settlement and gateway to village from N (Brockhill Road). Edges
and quality eroded due to development, high level of use, loss of natural
vegetation and lack of management.

Habitat provision and access to nature: Orchards (adjacent) are BAP
priority habitat. Probably limited potential for protected species within
school area but significant badger activity noted along boundary with 17A
(several latrines).

School complex, pitches, open views to Hills and foothills

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Form: Complex
Line: Angular
Colour: Multi-coloured
Balance: Unbalanced
Movement: Busy (less so when not in use)
Pattern: Complex

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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LOW

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

NEGATIVE

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

COMMENT

Well-used by school and walkers, good connections to Hills / national
trails (was once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network.

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

PUBLIC AMENITY

MEDIUM

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

MEDIUM

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

POSITIVE

MODERATE

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

MEDIUM

MODERATE

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Note: Key gateway along Brockhill Road from N so high quality of design
and integration with landscape character essential

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernable and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4 Conservation Area

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
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5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

20

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

MEDIUM

This site forms a key gateway into the village along Brockhill Road from the north and is highly sensitive in terms of its location and setting to inappropriate
development. If developed, high quality of design and integration with the wider landscape character is essential. The boundary between this area and
Area 17 to the north represents the northernmost limit of any future development.
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SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

DATE: October 2016

West (central)
Edge

Flat

Important watercourse arising from above Evendine and flowing NW
under railway - tributary of Cradley Brook (Flood Zone 2 / 3?) – runs along
NE boundary. Flood Zone 3 confined to watercourse; rest of area
anecdotally subject to standing surface water.

Improved (possibly semi-improved) pasture / rough grassland,
hardstanding, mature trees, hedges

Private amenity garden / grassland / informal campsite? Car parking.

Improved (possibly semi-improved) pasture, belt of mature trees along
watercourse, native hedge / leylandii along SW boundary. Ornamental
species hedge on roadside boundary esp. leylandii. Pair of fine, locallydistinctive Wellingtonia at E corner (covered by TPO).

Restaurant / property and associated buildings (C19) adj. S boundary.
Residential properties opposite, and to S and E - mixture of traditional /

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES
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Clayey loam

SOIL

Future school and grounds to SW.

historic incl. c. 16th C Brook House Grade II* listed and weir, and
20th / 21st C residential.

Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 21A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Principal Timbered Farmlands (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC).
Property & curtilage are Urban in MHAONB’s guidance.

MH09c

11A: Informal open space (campsite associated with former public
house?). On urban fringe.

Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed by vegetation but more open in winter, and open
vistas to parts of Hills above trees
Diversity: Moderate to low in grassland but high along watercourse
Texture: Textured
Form: Organic with linear elements
Line: Flowing
Colour: Green, building materials
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Semi-active (walkers, informal play, road, trains audible)
Pattern: Random
Grassland, mature tree belts and woodland, watercourse, hedgerow,
ornamental vegetation on boundaries.

Mature Wellingtonia trees.

Semi-rural / domesticated character within area and on SW boundary.
Urban influences (road, houses) to E and S, and future school to SW.
Mature trees and woodland along watercourse provide strong rural
character to NW and N. Hills’ ridges & upper slopes form part of setting,
but mature vegetation & built form to E enclose area at lower levels.

Area lies within view corridors from MHAONB ‘Exceptional’ VPs 27, 34,
40, & 47 - 50; and from ‘Special’ VPs 16, 22 - 26, & 45.
Routes of public footpaths adj. to SW and close to NW & N boundaries
are identified as ‘Important Views Out of Village’.
Visible from Hills’ ridges and upper / mid-slopes. Views from Worcs
Beacon partially-screened by trees along watercourse in summer, filtered
in winter but tree belt is thin and gappy. Currently screened from British
Camp by dense tree cover even in winter.
Visible from Walwyn Road, public footpaths, and residential properties to
N, NE and E (partially-screened by vegetation esp. in summer). Fairly tight

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY
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LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Accessed off B4218. Public footpaths adj. SW boundary and in vicinity.

COMMUNICATIONS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

None

Potential for protected species along watercourse, and esp. bats in mature
trees and buildings

Ridge and furrow present in NW part of area.
Lies south of Victorian light industrial area (gas works, ice works and
tramway). Opposite Grade II* listed Brook House and barn, and Grade II
listed cottage.
Watercourse fed series of mills downstream from as early as 10th C.

Forms part of rural, well-wooded context & setting of W edge of village.
Lies at gateway to Green from NE and Stone from SW.
Potentially important habitat for protected species and other wildlife in
woodland / watercourse on boundaries and grassland.

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: No public access but has been
used as private campsite?
Habitat provision and access to nature: Potentially important habitats for
protected species and other wildlife.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms part of rural, wellwooded context & setting of W edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: N/A
Flood attenuation and water resource management: N/A

Well-used public footpaths on boundaries, which connect to wider footpath
network and Hills.

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY
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Malvern Hills AONB
TPO

DESIGNATIONS

visual envelope in most directions where mature trees screen in summer
& built form year-round, but open views through gaps to SW, and open
views above trees to Hills.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

Importance = High / Medium / Low
Note: Level excludes watercourse & associated vegetation incl.
Wellingtonia trees on boundaries which are of higher value than rest

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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MODERATE

MEDIUM

Value = High / Medium / Low
Note: Level excludes watercourse & associated vegetation incl.
Wellingtonia trees on boundaries which are of higher value than rest

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

NEUTRAL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

FAIR

FAIR

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative
Note: Level excludes watercourse & associated vegetation incl.
Wellingtonia trees on boundaries make higher contribution than rest

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

COMMENT

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION
VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

Area lies within view corridors from MHAONB ‘Exceptional’ VPs 27, 34,
40, & 47 - 50; and from ‘Special’ VPs 16, 22 - 26, & 45. However, not
visible from most, and only partially-visible from British Camp.
Routes of public footpaths adj. to SW and close to N are identified as
‘Important Views Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS
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Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH
HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MEDIUM

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

MODERATE

MEDIUM

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

LOW

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernible and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

Based on factors in Section 1

Based on factors in Section 1

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE

HIGH

HIGH
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6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB
TPO

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

VIEWS OUTWARDS

MEDIUM

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MODERATE

21A

MODERATE TO LOW

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MEDIUM
TO HIGH

If area developed, opportunity for adjacent Area 21B to become open space for informal recreation, and to create important new pedestrian
/ cycle / green infrastructure links between the S part of the village and village hall & future school site via public footpaths to the S / SW / SE,
and parts of the village lying N and NE, via public footpaths to the N.

Any future road frontage treatment should retain locally-distinctive character & screening qualities of tightly-clipped, evergreen hedges and
stone / brick walls.

Currently views to site from SW through gaps in hedge: recommend removal of leylandii and gapping up / long-term management of hedge
for screening & biodiversity. Establish hedge RPA.

Retain existing trees & establish their root protection areas (RPAs) esp. along watercourse & Wellingtonia. Note that current limited visibility
of area is mainly due to existing vegetation: however, only single line of trees along watercourse with gaps. Species include alder which are
at risk of loss from Phytophthora disease: this would increase visibility of area esp. from Hills. Additional locally-appropriate tree planting
along watercourse may be required.

Note that area includes existing restaurant car park: consider implications of loss on establishment, and whether could lead to on-street
parking.

If area to be developed, detailed landscape, colour, ecological and hydrological assessments will need to be carried out to inform scheme.

MEDIUM

OVERALL CAPACITY

Since the assessment was carried out, HC’s archaeologist has advised that the presence of ridge and furrow is not a constraint to
development.
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21A

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

DATE: October 2016

West (central)
Edge

Clayey loam

Flat

Important watercourse arising from above Evendine and flowing NW
under railway - tributary of Cradley Brook (Flood Zone 2 / 3?) – runs along
NE and N / NW boundaries. Flood Zone 3 confined to watercourse; rest of
area anecdotally subject to standing surface water.

Improved (possibly semi-improved) pasture, mature trees, hedges

Private amenity grassland / informal campsite?

Improved (possibly semi-improved) pasture, belt of mature trees /
woodland along watercourse, native hedge & mature trees along SW
boundary. Good free-standing mature Scots pine & oak.

Restaurant / property and associated buildings to SE. Future school &
grounds to S.

No direct access from road (B4218). Several public footpaths adjacent.

Principal Timbered Farmlands (HC) / Principal Settled Farmlands (WCC).
Property & curtilage are Urban in MHAONB’s guidance.

MH09c

11A: Informal open space (campsite associated with former public
house?). In open countryside.

SOIL

LANDFORM / TOPOGRAPHY

HYDROLOGY

LANDCOVER

LANDUSE

VEGETATION

BUILDINGS / STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

LDP / LCP

LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
AREA
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Raglan Mudstone Formation

COMMENT

GEOLOGY

STEP 1: BASELINE LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

LOCATION: REF
North / South / East / West
Edge / Central etc.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

[Note: For definition of criteria see LSCA Methodology & Criteria]

AREA ASSESSMENT SHEET: AREA 21B

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(N/A Stage 1)

PROJECT TITLE: Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan LSCA: Landscape Appraisal of Settlement Boundary

Grassland, mature tree belts and woodland, watercourse, hedgerow.

Mature free-standing Scots pine & oak.

In open countryside, beyond edge of settlement and limited association
with it. Semi-rural / domesticated character within area. Mature trees and
woodland along watercourse provide strong rural character to NW and N.
Hills’ ridges & upper slopes form part of setting, but mature vegetation &
built form to E enclose area at lower levels.

Area lies within view corridors from MHAONB ‘Exceptional’ VPs 27, 34,
40, & 47 - 50; and from ‘Special’ VPs 16, 22 - 26, & 45.
Routes of public footpaths adj. to SW and close to NW & N boundaries
are identified as ‘Important Views Out of Village’.
Visible from Hills’ ridges and upper / mid-slopes including from Worcs
Beacon & British Camp: parts of area fully-open to view, others partiallyscreened by trees esp. along watercourse in summer, filtered in winter.
Tree belt along watercourse is thin and gappy.
Glimpsed open views through or over vegetation from public footpaths
and residential properties, visible from Walwyn Road across car park.
Fairly tight visual envelope in most directions where mature trees screen
in summer & built form year-round, but open views through gaps to SW,
and open views above trees to Hills.

Malvern Hills AONB

None

Potential for protected species along watercourse, and esp. bats in mature
trees and buildings

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FEATURES

SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS

VIEWS AND VISIBILITY

DESIGNATIONS

LOCAL POLICIES

NATURE CONSERVATION /
BIODIVERSITY
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Scale: Small
Enclosure: Enclosed by vegetation but more open in winter, and open
vistas to parts of Hills above trees
Diversity: Moderate to low in grassland but high along watercourse
Texture: Textured
Form: Organic with linear elements
Line: Flowing
Colour: Green
Balance: Balanced
Movement: Still. Relatively tranquil.
Pattern: Random

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
DESCRIPTIONS:

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Access, recreation, movement & leisure: No public access but has been
used as private campsite?
Habitat provision and access to nature: Potentially important habitats for
protected species and other wildlife.
Landscape setting and context for development: Forms part of rural, wellwooded context & setting of W edge of village.
Food production and productive landscapes: N/A
Flood attenuation and water resource management: N/A

Well-used public footpaths on boundaries, which connect to wider footpath
network and Hills.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PUBLIC AMENITY

High / Medium / Low

Good / Fair / Poor

Good / Fair / Poor

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

High / Medium / Low

Typicalness

Intactness

Condition

Quality

Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

Overall importance
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2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

Incorporate Baseline Landscape Information Step 1

OVERALL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

STEP 2A LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION

COMMENT

Forms part of rural, well-wooded context & setting of W edge of village.
Potentially important habitat for protected species and other wildlife in
woodland / watercourse on boundaries and grassland.

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT / FUNCTION

AREA OF CONSIDERATION

Ridge and furrow covers entire area.
Lies south of Victorian light industrial area (gas works, ice works and
tramway). Opposite Grade II* listed Brook House and barn, and Grade II
listed cottage.
Watercourse fed series of mills downstream from as early as 10th C.

HISTORIC / CULTURAL

MEDIUM
MODERATE

HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

VALUE
(Medium/Fair/
Neutral)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

VALUE
(High/Good/
Positive)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VALUE
(Low/Poor/
Negative)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HIGH
HIGH

Importance = High / Medium / Low

If loss = Positive then value = Low
If loss = Neutral then value = Medium
If loss = Negative then value = High

Is landscape context / function important
and / or valuable?

Would loss result in positive / neutral /
negative contribution to the landscape?
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HIGH

HIGH

If appropriate = Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If inappropriate = Negative then value = High

Would new development in this location
represent an appropriate extension to
the settlement?

2D LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY - 2A, 2B & 2C COMBINED (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

If Positive then value = Low
If Neutral then value = Medium
If Negative then value = High

Would new development have a positive
/ neutral / negative effect on existing
settlement form and pattern?

HIGH

HIGH

Value / Importance / Relevance = High / Medium / Low

Does settlement edge relate well to its
landscape setting?

2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

HIGH

High / Medium / Low
Good / Fair / Poor
Good / Fair / Poor
High / Medium / Low
High / Medium / Low

OVERALL SETTLEMENT & EDGE
CHARACTER
Typicalness
Intactness
Condition
Quality
Vulnerability [to erosion / loss]

STEP 2C SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

Yes = Low / In part = Medium / No = High

If valuable, are they easily replaced?

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH

Value = High / Medium / Low

Are landscape elements / features
‘valuable’?

2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contribution = Positive / Neutral / Negative

Do landscape elements and features
make a positive / neutral / negative
contribution to the landscape?

STEP 2B LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Area lies within view corridors from MHAONB ‘Exceptional’ VPs 27, 34,
40, & 47 - 50; and from ‘Special’ VPs 16, 22 - 26, & 45. However, not
visible from most, and only partially-visible from British Camp.
Routes of public footpaths adj. to SW and close to N are identified as
‘Important Views Out of Village’

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible = Low sensitivity

Highly visible / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Visible but can be mitigated / Partly visible = Medium sensitivity
Not visible / not important = Low sensitivity

Important / highly conspicuous / cannot be mitigated = High sensitivity
Fairly important / conspicuous but can be assimilated / mitigated =
Medium sensitivity
Not discernible and / or would enhance visual amenity = Low sensitivity

LOCAL NATURAL / SCENIC BEAUTY

VIEWS INWARDS

VIEWS OUTWARDS

SETTING

Malvern Hills AONB

Based on Baseline Landscape Information in Step 1

Based on Value in 2A

Based on value in 2B & using criteria in Table 4

DESIGNATED SCENIC VALUE

LOCAL SCENIC VALUE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER VALUE

LANDSCAPE VALUE
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Malvern Hills AONB

LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

STEP 5 LANDSCAPE VALUE

4. OVERALL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

STEP 4 OVERALL SENSITIVITY = LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY

3. VISUAL SENSITIVITY (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Malvern Hills AONB

DESIGNATED NATURAL / SCENIC
BEAUTY

STEP 3 VIEWS AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Based on factors in Section 1

PUBLIC AMENITY VALUE
HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

21B

MODERATE

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
HIGH

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

LOW

LOW

LOW

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

The ridge and furrow is of historical interest; it should be retained and protected, and if area becomes POS, there could be interpretation
boards describing this and other heritage / ecological features.

If adjacent Area 21A developed, there is an opportunity for 21B to become open space for informal recreation (and an educational resource
for the new school and other parts of the community). Important new pedestrian / cycle / green infrastructure links between the village hall &
the future school site should be created, via public footpaths to the S, and the parts of the village lying N and NE, via public footpaths to the N.

Note that overall capacity was judged to be Low (rather than Low to Medium / Low) due to the fact that the future school will create a
strongly-defined edge to the west side of the settlement, beyond which capacity is judged to be Low. Area 21B forms an integral part of this
land and its function, and it should also therefore be classified as Low.
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21B

SITE REF

STEP 8 COMMENTS

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

SITE
REF

SITE SUMMARY TABLE

STEP 7 SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6. CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT (HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW)

STEP 6 CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT = OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE

5. LANDSCAPE VALUE (HIGH / MODERATE / LOW)

Based on factors in Section 1

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNCTION / VALUE

Colwall Neighbourhood Plan Settlement Boundary Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment January 2018

APPENDIX C
LSCA Process & Criteria
(available as separate document)
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Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan: Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Assessment

LSCA Flow Chart & Process

1
LANDSCAPE
BASELINE

2A
LANDSCAPE
QUALITY &
CONDITION

2B
LANDSCAPE
CHARACTER
SENSITIVITY

2C
SETTLEMENT &
EDGE CHARACTER
SENSITIVITY

2D
LANDSCAPE
SENSITIVITY

5
LANDSCAPE
VALUE

3
VISUAL
SENSITIVITY

4
OVERALL
SENSITIVITY

6
CAPACITY TO
ACCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

Step Process for Judging Landscape Capacity
STEP 1: ESTABLISH LANDSCAPE BASELINE
•
•
•
•
•

Establish LANDSCAPE BASELINE of study area (factual only: no judgement or value)
Produce baseline maps and layers (refer to LCA Checklist Sheets as required)
Desktop study and research followed by site survey / preliminary assessment
Define distinct zones [sections, areas and / or ‘character zones’] of study
Record findings a) on Baseline Map layers and b) on Area Summary Sheet (Step 1 section only)

STEP 2: EVALUATE LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-site assessment: refer to LCA Checklist Sheets as required
STEP 2A: Establish LANDSCAPE QUALITY & CONDITION and set value
STEP 2B: Establish LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY and set value
STEP 2C: Establish SETTLEMENT & EDGE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY and set value
Record findings on Area Summary Sheet Steps 2A – C.
STEP 2D: Combine 2A, 2B and 2C and use criteria to give LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

STEP 3: EVALUATE VISUAL SENSITIVITY
• Desktop study and on-site assessment: refer to LCA Checklist Sheets as required
• Establish VISUAL SENSITIVITY using criteria to set value: record on Area Summary Sheet Step 3

STEP 4: EVALUATE OVERALL SENSITIVITY
• LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY + VISUAL SENSITIVITY = OVERALL SENSITIVITY
• Evaluate OVERALL SENSITIVITY using matrix: record on Area Summary Sheet Step 4

STEP 5: EVALUATE LANDSCAPE VALUE
Evaluate LANDSCAPE VALUE using criteria: record on Area Summary Sheet Step 5

STEP 6: EVALUATION OF CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT
OVERALL SENSITIVITY + LANDSCAPE VALUE = CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Evaluate CAPACITY TO ACCEPT DEVELOPMENT using matrix: record on Area Summary Sheet
Step 6

STEP 7: SITE SUMMARY
Use TABLE 6 to summarise findings and record on Area Summary Sheet Step 7

STEP 8: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: MITIGATION / ENHANCEMENT / LANDSCAPE
GUIDELINES / MANAGEMENT ETC. [OPTIONAL / IF REQUIRED]
Record additional notes on Area Summary Sheet Step 8

STEP 9: PRODUCE REPORT & OVERALL SENSITIVITY & CAPACITY MAPS

Carly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA
Environmental, Landscape and Colour Consultancy
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Tables of Criteria and Matrices for Landscape
and Visual Assessment (LVIA & LSCA)

Landscape
Table 1: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Quality
Table 2: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Value
Table 3: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Susceptibility to Change
Table 4: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Landscape Sensitivity
Table 5: Criteria for Judging Levels of Magnitude of Effect (Landscape Character)
Table 6: Matrix for Evaluating Overall Level of Landscape Effects
Visual
Table 7: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Value
Table 8: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Susceptibility to Change
Table 9: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Receptors’ Susceptibility to Change
Table 10: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Visual and Visual Receptor Sensitivity
Table 11: Criteria for Judging Levels of Magnitude of Effect (Views and Visual Amenity)
Table 12: Matrix for Determining Overall Levels of Visual Effects
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Table 1: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Quality
Level of
Quality

Definition

Very High

• Landscapes of an ‘awe-inspiring’ or ‘sublime’ nature and which are important and valued
on an international and national level (DMRB)
• Unspoilt areas comprising a strong, clear and highly aesthetically-pleasing composition
of highly characteristic landscape elements and features in excellent condition, intact
and distinctive
• Excellent representation of the landscape area / type
• Very high level of management, or care, or pristine natural / semi-natural environment
• Exceptional scenic integrity
• Very strong sense of place
• Negligible or no atypical or incongruous features or detractors

High

• Very attractive landscapes which are of high value nationally and can be defined as
highly scenic (DMRB)
• Areas with components combined in an aesthetically pleasing composition, in very good
condition
• Very good representation of the landscape area / type
• High level of management, or care, or natural / semi-natural environment in very good
form and health
• Very good scenic integrity
• Strong sense of place
• Few atypical or incongruous features or detractors

Moderate

• Good landscape containing areas that, although still attractive, have less significant and
more common landscape features (DMRB)
• Areas of some value for their landscapes, components combined in an aesthetically
pleasing composition but showing signs of erosion and loss, in good to fair condition
• Good to fair representation of the landscape area / type
• Good to fair level of management, environment in good to fair form and health
• Good to fair scenic integrity
• Some loss of, or change to, intrinsic sense of place
• Some atypical or incongruous features or detractors

Low

• Ordinary landscape containing areas that have only common landscape features and
some intrusive elements such as conspicuous infrastructure with scope for improvement
in management (DMRB)
• Areas of limited landscape value, disturbed and lacking coherence and structure.
Limited aesthetically-pleasing composition. Signs of urbanisation and / or erosion,
characteristic landscape elements and features degraded and / or lost
• Limited representation of the landscape area / type
• Limited management, or care, environment in fair to poor form and health
• Poor scenic integrity
• Little if any sense of place
• Several atypical or incongruous features or detractors
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Level of
Quality

Definition

Very Low

• Poor landscape with areas that contain frequent detracting aspects and/or lack of
management which results in a degraded landscape with very few valued features
(DMRB)
• Areas with few or no valued landscape components or comprising degraded and / or
lost characteristic elements and features, making negative contribution to aesthetic
composition
• Poor or no representation of the landscape area / type
• Little or no management, or care, environment in very poor form and health
• Little or no scenic integrity
• Negative sense of place
• Widespread atypical or incongruous features or detractors
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Table 2: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Value
Level of
Value

Definition

Very High

• ‘Outstanding’ landscapes (ELC)
• Internationally and / or nationally-designated landscapes e.g. World Heritage Sites,
National Parks, AONBs
• Presence of internationally and / or nationally-designated areas / features of
landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other
importance e.g. SACs, SSSIs, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I and / or II* listed
buildings, Registered Historic Parks and Gardens, Local Geodiversity Sites
• Significant wider landscape / visual function e.g. Green Belt, context / setting of
heritage asset, contribution to character of settlement of international or national
importance
• Landscapes in excellent condition and / or of very high quality as defined by
appropriate criteria
• Significant cultural associations
• Exceptional representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and / or rare
• Exceptional aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. significant scenic
beauty, iconic views, very distinctive sense of place, very high degree of wildness /
remoteness, tranquillity
• No detractors present
• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are likely to be the primary
purpose of the visit
• Significant contribution to wider public amenity, access and recreation e.g. national
trails, Open Access Land
• Significant Green Infrastructure assets

High

• Landscapes between ‘Outstanding’ and ‘Everyday’ (ELC)
• Regionally / locally-designated landscapes e.g. Areas of Great Landscape Value
(AGLV) which may be subject of strategy and / or guidance
• Presence of regionally / countywide-level designated areas / features of landscape,
nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other importance e.g.
Country Parks, TPOs, National Forest Inventory, Priority Habitat Inventory sites, Local
Wildlife Sites / Local Nature Reserves, Grade II Listed Buildings, Conservation Areas,
Unregistered Historic Parks and Gardens, SMR / HER. Also National Trust land
• Important wider, or significant local, landscape / visual function e.g. context / setting of
heritage asset, contribution to character of settlement of regional importance, green
gap, buffer zone etc.
• Landscapes in very good condition and / or of high quality as defined by appropriate
criteria
• Important cultural associations
• Very good representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and / or uncommon
• Very good aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. high degree of scenic
beauty, fine / key views, distinctive sense of place, high degree of wildness /
remoteness, tranquillity
• Negligible / few detractors present
• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are likely to be one of the
main reasons for the visit
• Important contribution to wider public amenity, access and recreation e.g. longdistance / themed trails, well-used public rights of way, Heritage Coast, Public Open
Space / Local Green Space. May be protected by / subject of planning policy
• Important wider, or significant local Green Infrastructure assets
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Level of
Value

Definition

Moderate

• ‘Everyday’ landscapes (ELC)
• Undesignated landscapes although may be subject of strategy and / or guidance
• Presence of undesignated, ‘informally’ designated and / or locally-important areas /
features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and /
or other interest
• Important local landscape / visual function e.g. context / setting of heritage asset,
contribution to character of settlement, green gap, buffer zone etc.
• Landscapes in good to fair condition and / or of moderate quality as defined by
appropriate criteria but good potential for improvement
• Important local cultural associations
• Good to fair representation of landscape area / type / characteristics but common
• Good to fair aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. moderate degree of
scenic beauty, local key views, moderate sense of place, moderate degree of wildness
/ remoteness, tranquillity
• Some detractors present
• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are unlikely to be one of
the main reasons for the visit, but make a positive contribution to the experience
• Important contribution to local public amenity, access and recreation e.g. well-used
public rights of way, green open spaces, common land
• Good local Green Infrastructure assets

Low

• Landscapes between ‘Everyday’ and ‘Degraded’ (ELC)
• Undesignated landscapes unlikely to be subject of strategy and / or guidance (unless
for restoration)
• Few if any areas / features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic,
geological and / or other interest
• Little or no local landscape / visual function
• Landscapes in fair to poor condition and / or of low quality as defined by appropriate
criteria but some potential for improvement
• Few if any cultural associations
• Fair to poor representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and common
• Few if any aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities: little sense of place, little
or no sense of wildness / remoteness, tranquillity
• Several detractors present
• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are unlikely to be a reason
for visiting
• Little or no contribution to public amenity, access and recreation
• Few Green Infrastructure assets
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Level of
Value

Definition

Very Low

• ‘Degraded’ landscapes (ELC)
• Undesignated landscapes, and not subject of strategy and / or guidance (unless for
restoration)
• No areas / features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic,
geological and / or other interest
• Negligible or no landscape / visual function
• Landscapes in very poor condition and / or of very low quality as defined by appropriate
criteria – may be contaminated land. Situation likely to be permanent, and very little if
any potential for improvement
• No cultural associations
• Poor representation of landscape area / type / characteristics
• Negative aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities: no sense of place, high
levels of landscape and visual disturbance
• Widespread detractors present / dominant
• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape may discourage people
from visiting
• No contribution to public amenity, access and recreation
• Very few or no Green Infrastructure assets
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Table 3: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Susceptibility to Change
Level of
Susceptibility

Definition

Very High

• The landscape is of a very large scale and / or there is a negligible level of
containment, resulting in a significant degree of interaction between landform,
topography, vegetation cover, field pattern and built form
• There is no existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of change
/ development proposed
• Detracting features are not present in the area
• The majority of the existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of value
(e.g. ancient woodland, mature / veteran trees, traditional orchards etc.) could not be
replaced / substituted and their loss could not be compensated for
• Very limited or no opportunities for mitigation
• The landscape receptor has a very low level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of
change / development proposed: permanent serious negative consequences in
terms of the maintenance of the baseline situation
• The proposed change / development would not comply with relevant national
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies

High

• The landscape is of a large scale and / or there is a low level of containment, resulting
in a high degree of interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover, field
pattern and built form
• There is very limited existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of
change / development proposed
• Few detracting features in the area and where present, these have little influence on
the character and experience of the landscape
• Many of the existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of value would
not be easy to replace or substitute, and it is unlikely that loss could be compensated
for
• Some potential for mitigation and enhancement
• The landscape receptor has a low level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of
change / development proposed: long-term / permanent consequences of concern
in terms of the maintenance of the baseline situation
• The proposed change / development is unlikely to comply with relevant national
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies

Moderate

• The landscape is of a medium scale and / or there is a moderate level of containment,
resulting in a moderate degree of interaction between landform, topography,
vegetation cover, field pattern and built form
• There is some existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of
change / development proposed
• Some detracting features and / or major infrastructure are present in the area, and
these have a noticeable influence on the character and experience of the landscape
• Existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of limited value and could
potentially be replaced / substituted, and / or loss satisfactorily compensated for
• Good potential for mitigation and enhancement
• The landscape receptor has a moderate level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale
of change / development proposed: some concern in terms of the maintenance of
the baseline situation without mitigation
• The proposed change / development may be in conflict with some relevant national
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies, but may comply with others
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Level of
Susceptibility

Definition

Low

• The landscape is small scale and / or has a high level of containment, resulting in
only a slight degree of interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover,
field pattern and built form
• There are many existing references within the landscape to the type of development
/ change proposed
• Several detractors present which have a negative influence on the character and / or
experience of the landscape
• Few / no landscape characteristics / elements / features of value are present or,
where they are present, they can easily be replaced / substituted and / or loss could
be satisfactorily compensated for
• The landscape receptor has a high level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of
change / development proposed: limited concern in terms of the maintenance of the
baseline situation
• Very good opportunities for mitigation and enhancement
• The proposed change / development is unlikely to be in conflict with relevant national
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies. The site may be allocated for the
type of development proposed

Very Low

• The landscape is of such a small scale and / or has such a high level of containment,
that there is little or no interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover,
field pattern and built form
• The landscape displays the characteristics of the type of development / change
proposed
• Widespread detractors present which negatively influence the character and / or
experience of the landscape
• No landscape characteristics / elements / features of value are present
• The landscape receptor has a very high level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale
of change / development proposed: no concern in terms of the maintenance of the
baseline situation
• Change / development could result in noticeable improvements to the area
• The proposed change / development is likely to comply with relevant national
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies. The site may be allocated for the
type of development proposed or for restoration
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Table 4: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Landscape Sensitivity
Level of Landscape Susceptibility to Change

Very High

Level of Landscape Value

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Updated January 2018

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very High

High to Very
High

High

Medium to
High

Medium

High to Very
High

High

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

High

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Very Low to
Low

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Very Low to
Low

Very Low
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Table 5: Criteria for Judging Levels of Magnitude of Effect (Landscape Character)
Level of
Magnitude

Definition
• Major alteration to, or complete loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of change is considered very large due
to the extent and proportion of loss of, or change to, existing landscape components

Very Large
Adverse

• Effects likely to be experienced at a very large scale, influencing several character
areas or types
• Major alteration to, or complete loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition, and / or the addition of highly uncharacteristic,
conspicuous elements, features and / activities, would result in major alteration to,
or complete loss of, aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• The duration of effect would be considered permanent and is likely to be irreversible
• Noticeable alteration to, or significant loss of, key elements, features,
characteristics and functions of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of change is considered large due to
the extent and proportion of loss of, or change to, existing landscape components

Large Adverse

• Effects likely to be experienced at a large scale, influencing the character area and
/ or type within which the change is proposed
• Noticeable alteration to, or loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition, and / or the addition of uncharacteristic,
conspicuous elements, features and / activities, would result in noticeable alteration
to, or loss of, aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• The duration of effect would be considered long-term / permanent and would be
very difficult to reverse in practical terms
• Partial alteration to, or loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and functions
of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of change is considered medium due
to the extent and proportion of loss of, or change to, existing landscape components

Moderate
Adverse

• Effects likely to be experienced at a moderate scale, influencing the character type
within which the change is proposed but at a local level
• Partial alteration to, or loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and functions
of the baseline condition, and / or the addition of elements, features and / activities
which are not uncharacteristic in the area, would result in partial alteration to, or
loss of, aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• The duration of effect would be considered long-term / permanent but is potentially
reversible
• Minor alteration to key elements, features, characteristics and functions of the
baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of change is considered small due to
the extent and proportion of loss of, or change to, existing landscape components

Small Adverse

• Effects likely to be experienced at a small scale, influencing the landscape within
which the change is proposed at a local level
• Minor alteration to, or loss of, key elements, features, characteristics and functions
of the baseline condition, and / or the addition of elements, features and / activities
which are characteristic in the area, would result in minor alteration to aesthetic and
/ or perceptual qualities
• The duration of effect may be considered long-term / permanent but is easily
reversible; or, the duration may be medium-term

Updated January 2018
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Level of
Magnitude

Definition
• Barely discernible alterations to key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of change is considered very small due
to the extent and proportion of loss of, or change to, existing landscape components

Negligible
Adverse

• Effects likely to be experienced at a very small scale, with no influence beyond the
site and its immediate surroundings on the landscape within which the change is
proposed
• Barely discernible alterations to key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition, and / or the addition of elements, features and
/ activities which are entirely characteristic in the area, would result in barely
discernible alteration to aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• The duration of effect may be considered temporary (i.e. short- or medium-term); if
long-term, effects are easily reversible and this is likely to happen

Neutral

• No change to the baseline condition
• Barely discernible improvements to key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of improvement is considered very
small due to the extent and proportion of new landscape components

Negligible
Beneficial

• Beneficial effects likely to be experienced at a very small scale, with no influence
beyond the site and its immediate surroundings on the landscape within which the
improvement is proposed
• Barely discernible improvements to existing, or addition of new, key elements,
features, characteristics and functions of the baseline condition would result in
barely discernible improvements in aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• Improvements are temporary (i.e. short- or medium-term)
• Small but noticeable improvements to key elements, features, characteristics and
functions of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of improvement is considered small
due to the extent and proportion of new landscape components

Small Beneficial

• Beneficial effects likely to be experienced at a small scale, influencing the local
landscape
• Small but noticeable improvements to existing, or addition of new, key elements,
features, characteristics and functions of the baseline condition would result in
discernible improvements in aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• Improvements are medium- to long-term
• Noticeable improvements to key elements, features, characteristics and functions
of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of improvement is considered medium
due to the extent and proportion of new landscape components

Moderate
Beneficial

• Beneficial effects likely to be experienced at a moderate scale, influencing the
character type within which the change is proposed but at a local level
• Noticeable improvements to existing, or addition of new, key elements, features,
characteristics and functions of the baseline condition would result in noticeable
improvements in aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• Improvements are long-term / permanent

Updated January 2018
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Level of
Magnitude

Definition
• Major improvements to key elements, features, characteristics and functions of the
baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of improvement is considered large
due to the extent and proportion of new landscape components

Large Beneficial

• Beneficial effects likely to be experienced at a large scale, influencing the character
area and / or type within which the change is proposed
• Major improvements to existing, or addition of new, key elements, features,
characteristics and functions of the baseline condition would result in considerable
improvements in aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• Improvements are long-term / permanent
• Substantial improvements to key elements, features, characteristics and functions
of the baseline condition
• The size, scale and / or geographical extent of improvement is considered very
large due to the extent and proportion of new landscape components

Very Large
Beneficial

• Beneficial effects likely to be experienced at a very large scale, influencing several
character areas or types
• Substantial improvements to existing, or addition of new, key elements, features,
characteristics and functions of the baseline condition would result in substantial
improvements in aesthetic and / or perceptual qualities
• Improvements are permanent

Updated January 2018
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Table 6: Matrix for Evaluating Overall Levels of Landscape Effects
NOTE 1: The level of Magnitude of Effect can be expressed as Adverse or Beneficial, and the overall Level
of Effect can be expressed as Negative or Positive.
NOTE 2: If the Magnitude of Effect is Neutral (i.e. ‘No Change’), all effects will be Neutral
Sensitivity of Receptor
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Very Low

Substantial

Major

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Major

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Small

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Negligible to
Minor

Negligible

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible to
Minor

Negligible

Very Large

Level of Magnitude of Effect

Large

Moderate
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Table 7: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Value
Level of
Visual Value

Criteria
• Views from, or towards, designated landscapes and / or features of international
and national importance e.g. World Heritage Sites, National Parks, AONBs,
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I or II*
Listed Buildings etc.) especially where contributing to the significance of an asset /
feature
• View is of outstanding scenic beauty

Very High

• View makes a highly important contribution to understanding of landscape function
/ contribution
• Likely to be the subject of planning policy and / or guidance / protected views
• Views from landscapes / viewpoints within highly popular visitor attractions / tourist
destinations, and / or from national trails, used by very large numbers of people
• Views with social / cultural / historic associations (e.g. in art and literature, or an
historically-important vista over a battlefield) of international / national importance
• Views from within, or towards, designated landscapes and / or features of regional
or countywide importance e.g. Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), Country
Parks, Conservation Areas, Grade II listed buildings, National Trust land etc.,
especially where contributing to the significance of an asset / feature
• View is of high scenic beauty

High

• View makes an important contribution to understanding of landscape function /
contribution
• Views from well-used and popular visitor attractions / tourist destinations, including
long-distance / themed trails, Heritage Coasts, Public Open Spaces / Local Green
Spaces, used by relatively large numbers of people
• Views with social / cultural / historic associations of countywide importance
• Views in which receptors have a proprietary interest, including people living in
residential properties
• Views from within, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of local
importance
• View is of moderate scenic beauty

Moderate

• View makes a moderate contribution to understanding of landscape function /
contribution
• Views from locally-popular recreation areas / green open spaces / public rights of
way, but not used by many visitors
• Views with social / cultural / historic associations of local importance
• Views from within, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of sitewide importance
• View is of low scenic beauty

Low

• View makes a very limited contribution to understanding of landscape function /
contribution
• Views from landscapes / viewpoints which are not particularly popular or
recognised as being destinations in their own right, including infrequently used
rights of way
• Views with no social / cultural / historic associations

Very Low

• Views from, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of no
importance
• View is of no scenic beauty - landscape may be permanently degraded

Updated January 2018
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Table 8: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Susceptibility to Change
Level of
Visual
Sensitivity
Very High

Definition

• Highly visible in wider area
• Forms part of exceptional / iconic / very highly valued views
• Internationally / nationally important visual function (context, setting, gateway, gap,
screen, buffer, transition zone, skyline, panorama, vista, focal point, cultural
association etc.)
• Very open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are
significant
• Development would create unacceptable visual intrusion into the wider landscape
that could almost certainly not be mitigated

High

• Visible in wider area
• Highly visible in local area
• Forms part of wider important / highly valued views
• Forms part of views of significant local value
• Important wider visual function
• Significant local visual function
• Very open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are of
wider importance
• Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous in the wider area and
mitigation unlikely to reduce adverse effects
• Development would create unacceptable visual intrusion into the local landscape
that almost certainly could not be mitigated

Moderate

Low

•

Not visible from wider area or of no influence

•

Locally visible but limited influence

•

Views are of some wider importance but there is scope for mitigating potential
adverse visual effects

•

Locally highly-valued views

•

Limited wider visual function

•

Important local visual function

•

Partially open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are
of wider importance

•

Open to views public or private views of the countryside or open space which are
of local importance

•

Development likely to be perceptible in the wider area but would not significantly
alter the balance of features or elements within the existing view

•

Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous in the local area and
mitigation unlikely to reduce adverse effects

• Not visible from wider area
• Limited local visibility
• Views of limited importance
• Development could be integrated into the land- / town- / villagescape although
possibly only with mitigation
• Site is fairly well-screened from public and private views

Updated January 2018
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Level of
Visual
Sensitivity

Definition

• Development may be discernible in the wider area but would not result in loss of,
or change to, important views or wider visual amenity
• Development likely to be perceptible in the local area but would not significantly
alter the balance of features or elements within the existing view
Very Low

• Not visible from wider area
• Little or no local visibility
• Views of little or no importance
• Development would not lead to unacceptable visual intrusion into the landscape, or
adverse effects on the settlement, with or without mitigation
• Site is very well-screened from public and private views
• Development would not be discernible or would enhance views or existing visual
amenity

Updated January 2018
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Table 9: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Receptors’ Susceptibility to Change
Level of
Susceptibility

Very High

Criteria
• Receptors (tourists / visitors) within, or looking towards, internationally- or
nationally- designated landscapes, areas and features such as World Heritage
Sites, National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Registered Historic
Parks and Gardens, Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Grade I and II* listed
buildings and other places where the landscape / feature is the main reason for the
visit
• People using national trails and other designated routes where the view is likely to
be the focus of attention
• Communities living in areas where the landscape setting makes a highly important
contribution to visual amenity
• Receptors (tourists / visitors) within, or looking towards, landscapes, areas and
features with regional / countywide designations e.g. Areas of Great Landscape
Value (AGLV), Country Parks, Conservation Areas, Grade II listed buildings,
National Trust land etc. and other places where the landscape / feature is part of
the reason for the visit

High

• People engaged in outdoor recreation e.g. walkers, riders, cyclists, boat users,
motorists, whose attention may be focused on the landscape and / or particular
views, and / or for whom the view is a factor in the enjoyment of the activity
• People travelling through the landscape on roads, rail or other routes on
recognised scenic routes or where there is a distinct awareness of views of their
surroundings and their visual amenity
• People living in residential properties
• Receptors within, or looking towards, undesignated landscapes, areas and
features of local importance, and in places where the landscape / feature is not
necessarily part of the reason for the visit

Moderate

• People engaged in outdoor recreation whose attention is unlikely to be focused on
the landscape and / or particular views, and / or for whom the view is not
necessarily a factor in the enjoyment of the activity
• People staying in hotels and healthcare institutions who are likely to appreciate
and / or benefit from views of their surroundings
• People working in premises where the views are likely to make an important
contribution to the setting, and / or to the quality of working life

Low

Very Low

Updated January 2018

• Receptors in commercial and industrial premises, schools, playing fields etc. where
the view is not central to the use
• People using main roads, rail corridors, infrequently used / inaccessible public
rights of way and likely to be travelling for a purpose other than to enjoy the view
• People moving past the view often at high speed (e.g. on motorways and main line
railways) and with little or no focus on or interest in the landscape through which
they are travelling
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Table 10: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Visual Receptor Sensitivity
Level of Visual Susceptibility to Change

Very High

Level of Visual Value

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low
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Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very High

High to Very
High

High

Medium to
High

Medium

High to Very
High

High

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

High

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Medium to
High

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Very Low to
Low

Medium

Low to
Medium

Low

Very Low to
Low

Very Low
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Table 11: Criteria for Judging Levels of Magnitude of Effect (Views & Visual Amenity)
Level of
Magnitude

Definition

Very Large
Adverse

• Significant and substantial deterioration in, or a significant and substantial
change to, a very large proportion of the existing view
• Complete loss of, or substantial change to, site’s visual function / contribution
• The change may be noticeable over a large geographical area, or substantial
over a more limited area
• Development, or a large part of it, would be a dominant new component and /
or focus in the view, and would have a strongly-defining influence on it
• The duration of effect is considered permanent and is likely to be irreversible

Large Adverse

• Development would cause a highly noticeable deterioration in, or a highly
noticeable change to, a large proportion of the existing view, or significant
deterioration in or a significant change to a smaller proportion of the existing
view
• Noticeable loss of, or change to, site’s visual function / contribution
• Development, or a large part of it, would be a significant new component and /
or focus in the view, and would have a defining influence on it
• The duration of effect would be considered long-term / permanent and would
be very difficult to reverse in practical terms

Moderate Adverse

• Development would cause a visible deterioration in, or change to, a large
proportion of the existing view, or highly noticeable deterioration in, or change
to, a smaller proportion of the existing view
• Partial loss of, or change to, site’s visual function / contribution
• Development appears at odds with local landscape character and would form
an apparent element within local views
• The duration of effect would be considered long-term / permanent but is
potentially reversible

Small Adverse

• Development would cause a small deterioration in, or change to, a large
proportion of the existing view, or a visible deterioration in, or change to, a
smaller proportion of the existing view
• Small change to site’s visual function / contribution
• Development would form a minor constituent of the view, being partiallyvisible, or at a sufficient distance to be a limited component of a view
• The duration of effect may be considered long-term / permanent but is easily
reversible; or, the duration may be medium-term

Negligible
Adverse

• Development would cause a barely-perceptible deterioration in, or change to,
the existing view
• Barely-perceptible change to site’s visual function / contribution
• The duration of effect may be considered temporary (i.e. short- or mediumterm); if long-term, effects are easily reversible and this is likely to happen

Neutral

• No change to the existing view

Negligible
Beneficial

• Development would result in a barely-discernible improvement in the existing
view
• Improvements are temporary (i.e. short- or medium-term)

Small Beneficial

• Development would result in a small improvement in the existing view
• Improvements are medium- to long-term

Updated January 2018
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Level of
Magnitude

Definition

Moderate
Beneficial

• Development would result in a noticeable improvement to a large proportion of
the existing view, or locally-important improvement to a smaller proportion of
the existing view
• Improvements are long-term / permanent

Large Beneficial

• Development would result in an important improvement to a large proportion of
the existing view, or significant improvement to a smaller proportion of the
existing view
• Improvements are long-term / permanent

Very Large
Beneficial

• Development would result in a significant improvement to a large proportion of
the existing view
• Improvements are permanent

Updated January 2018
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Table 12: Matrix for Determining Overall Levels of Visual Effects
NOTE 1: The level of Magnitude of Effect can be expressed as Adverse or Beneficial, and the overall Level
of Effect can be expressed as Negative or Positive.
NOTE 2: If the Magnitude of Effect is Neutral (i.e. ‘No Change’), all effects will be Neutral
Sensitivity of Receptor
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Very Low

Substantial

Major

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Major

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Moderate to
Major

Moderate

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Small

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Negligible to
Minor

Negligible

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible to
Minor

Negligible

Very Large

Level of Magnitude of Effect

Large

Moderate
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Topic paper 6

Techniques and criteria for judging capacity and sensitivity

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Countryside Agency has recently published a report [1] that looks forward to the way that the countryside might evolve up to the year 2020. It makes it clear that change in English rural landscapes is inevitable in the
next 20 years, as a result of a variety of social and economic forces, including food production, housing needs, transport issues, and energy requirements. At the same time the Agency published the results of a public opinion survey
suggesting that 91% of English people want to keep the countryside exactly as it is today. Clearly the two are not
compatible and hard decisions are inevitably required about how the many different demands that society makes on
the land can be accommodated while also retaining the aspects of the environment that we place such high value on.
Although there have been no exactly parallel studies of future landscapes in Scotland and of attitudes to them, the
recent report on change in Scotland's rural environment [2] shows that similar issues also arise there. Indeed
Scotland has been at the forefront of efforts to consider the capacity of Scotland's landscapes to accommodate
change of various types.
1.2 In both England and Scotland, Landscape Character Assessment is being widely employed as a tool to help guide
decisions about the allocation and management of land for different types of development. It is being used particularly to contribute to sensitivity or capacity studies dealing with the ability of the landscape to accommodate new
housing, wind turbines and other forms of renewable energy, and new woodlands and forests, as well as locally significant types of development such as, for example, aquaculture schemes in Scotland. Work of this type inevitably
involves consideration of the sensitivity of different types and areas of landscape and of their capacity to accommodate change and development of particular types. If carried out effectively, Landscape Character Assessment can, in
these circumstances, make an important contribution to finding solutions that allow essential development to take
place while at the same time helping to maintain the diverse character and valued qualities of the countryside.
Making decisions based on sensitivity and capacity is a difficult and challenging area of work and also one that is
developing rapidly as more and more studies of this type are carried out. The terms themselves are difficult to define
accurately in a way that would be widely accepted.
1.3 This Topic Paper provides an overview of current thinking about landscape sensitivity and landscape capacity in
terms of both the concepts involved and the practical techniques that are being used. It is not intended to provide a
definitive method for assessing sensitivity and capacity but rather to help those involved in such work by setting out
some of the key principles, clarifying some of the issues, helping with definitions of key terms and providing examples
of the approaches that are currently being used. In this way the intention is to encourage greater transparency in the
thinking applied to these issues and to promote consistency and rigour in such work. The content of the paper is
based on a workshop involving a small group of practitioners involved in work of this type and review of a small
selection of recent studies. It was not the intention, and nor were the resources available, to carry out a comprehensive review of published reports or work in progress in this area, or a wide ranging consultation exercise.

2. WHAT EXISTING GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS SAY ABOUT SENSITIVITY AND
CAPACITY
2.1 The topic of landscape sensitivity and capacity proved one of the most difficult to deal with in the main
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) guidance. This was due to both the new and rapidly developing nature of
much of this work and also to the great variation in the approaches being applied and the terminology being used. In
addition there were some concerns about the need for compatibility with the definitions of sensitivity being developed in the separate 'Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment' [3] which was due to be published at
the same time. As a result the published version of the LCA guidance omitted specific reference to landscape sensitivity and instead contained only a few short paragraphs on the topic of landscape capacity on the basis that the
issues would be dealt with more fully in a later Topic Paper. For convenience, the current wording of the LCA
guidance is summarised in Box 1.
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Box 1: What the existing guidance says about capacity
"Landscape capacity refers to the degree to which a particular landscape character type or area is able to
accommodate change without significant effects on its character, or overall change of landscape character type.
Capacity is likely to vary according to the type and nature of change being proposed"
"Many Landscape Character Assessments will be used to help in decisions about the ability of an area to accommodate change, either as a result of new development or some other form of land use change, such as the
introduction of new features, or major change in land cover such as new woodland planting. In these circumstances judgement must be based on an understanding of the ability of the landscape to accommodate change
without significant effects on its character. Criteria for what constitutes significant change need to be identified
in planning policies or landscape strategies, and will usually be informed by potential effects on character and/or
particular features and elements"
Carys Swanwick and Land Use Consultants. Landscape Character Assessment Guidance. Countryside Agency and
Scottish Natural Heritage. 2002.

2.2 The published Guidelines on Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment [3] tackle the subject of sensitivity at
some length, but do not deal specifically with the topic of landscape capacity. It is, however, clear that there is much
common ground between the thinking that is emerging on landscape sensitivity and capacity in Landscape Character
Assessment work and the approach that is taken in Britain to Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. It is therefore particularly important to understand the links between the two and to try, as far as possible, to achieve
consistency in the approaches used and particularly in the terms and definitions used. On the other hand it must
also be recognised that LCA and LVIA are not the same processes and there must also be clarity about the differences between them.

3. CONCEPTS OF SENSITIVITY AND CAPACITY
3.1 The terms sensitivity and capacity are often used more or less interchangeably. Others treat them as
opposites, in the sense that low sensitivity is taken to mean high capacity and vice versa. Indeed the earlier versions
of the Landscape Character Assessment guidance used the term sensitivity in the definition given above but this was
changed to capacity in the published version to avoid confusion with the guidance on landscape and visual impact
assessment. However, as experience of the issues involved has developed, it has become clearer that the two are
not the same and are not necessarily directly related. A clearer distinction therefore needs to be drawn between
them. Definitions vary among those actively engaged in this work and opinions vary about the acceptability and
utility of different definitions. The box below contains just two examples of current ideas of sensitivity, in the words
of the authors.

Box 2 : Examples of definitions of landscape sensitivity in current use
"Landscape sensitivity... relates to the stability of character, the degree to which that character is robust enough
to continue and to be able to recuperate from loss or damage. A landscape with a character of high sensitivity
is one that, once lost, would be difficult to restore; a character that, if valued, must be afforded particular care
and consideration in order for it to survive."
The model for analysing landscape character sensitivity is based on the following assumptions:
i)
Within each landscape type certain attributes may play a more significant role than others in defining
the character of that landscape.
ii)
Within each landscape type, certain attributes may be more vulnerable to change than others.
iii) Within each landscape type, the degree to which different attributes are replaceable, or may be
restored, may vary.
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The condition of the landscape - the degree to which the described character of a particular landscape
type is actually present 'on the ground' - will vary within a given area of that landscape type.

By being able to appreciate and assess the significance, vulnerability and replaceability of different attributes, the
relative stability or resilience of the various attributes within given landscape types can be assessed. Then,
taking into account condition, or representation of character, the sensitivity of a particular area of landscape can
be determined.
Chris Bray. Worcestershire County Council. Unpublished paper on a County Wide Assessment of Landscape Sensitivity.
2003.

Landscape sensitivity... is a property of a thing that can be described and assessed. It signifies something about
the behaviour of a system subjected to pressures or stimuli. One system, when stimulated might be robust and
insensitive to the pressure, whilst another may be easily perturbed. The system might also be thought of in a
dynamic way - the pressure could send the system off into a new state or the system might be resilient and
bounce back rapidly and be relatively insensitive to disturbance. Sensitivity is related here to landscape character and how vulnerable this is to change. In this project change relates to wind energy development and any
findings on landscape sensitivity are restricted to this (landscapes may have different sensitivities to other forms
of change or development). Landscapes which are highly sensitive are at risk of having their key characteristics
fundamentally altered by development, leading to a change to a different landscape character i.e. one with a
different set of key characteristics. Sensitivity is assessed by considering the physical characteristics and the
perceptual characteristics of landscapes in the light of particular forms of development.
John Benson et al. University of Newcastle. Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy Development in the Western Isles.
Report commissioned by Scottish Natural Heritage for the Western Isles Alternative Renewable Energy Project. 2003

3.2 These two examples highlight one of the main debates about landscape sensitivity, namely whether it is realistic
to consider landscapes to be inherently sensitive or whether they can only be sensitive to a specific external
pressure. This paper argues that both are valid and useful in different circumstances. Looking at the way that the
word sensitivity is used in other contexts, for example in describing the character of people, it is common and seems
quite acceptable to describe someone as 'a sensitive person', without necessarily specifying what they are sensitive to.
Landscape can quite reasonably be treated in the same way.
3.3 There is a greater degree of agreement about definitions of capacity with broad acceptance that it is concerned
with the amount of change or pressure that can be accommodated. There is therefore a quantitative dimension to it
and it needs to reflect the idea of the limits to acceptable change. The main debate here is about whether aspects of
landscape value should or should not be incorporated into considerations of capacity. In general there appears to be
some acceptance that it should, although some argue that this is a retrograde step and could lead to an over reliance
on existing designations, which is widely recognised as an overly simplistic approach. There is also some disagreement about where visual aspects should be considered, whether as a component of landscape sensitivity, or wholly as
a contributor to landscape capacity, or both.
3.4 In this paper an attempt has been made to weigh up the different arguments and as a result it is suggested that
three terms can usefully be adopted as shown below. Further details of the definition and use of these terms are in
the later sections of this paper.
i)

Overall landscape sensitivity:This term should be used to refer primarily to the inherent sensitivity of the
landscape itself, irrespective of the type of change that may be under consideration. It is likely to be most
relevant in work at the strategic level, for example in preparation of regional and sub-regional spatial strategies.
3
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Relating it to the definitions used in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, landscape sensitivity can be
defined as embracing a combination of:
• the sensitivity of the landscape resource (in terms of both its character as a whole and the individual
elements contributing to character);
• the visual sensitivity of the landscape, assessed in terms of a combination of factors such as views, visibility,
the number and nature of people perceiving the landscape and the scope to mitigate visual impact.
ii)

Landscape sensitivity to a specific type of change:This term should be used where it is necessary to
assess the sensitivity of the landscape to a particular type of change or development. It should be defined in
terms of the interactions between the landscape itself, the way that it is perceived and the particular nature of
the type of change or development in question.

iii)

Landscape capacity:This term should be used to describe the ability of a landscape to accommodate
different amounts of change or development of a specific type. This should reflect:
• the inherent sensitivity of the landscape itself, but more specifically its sensitivity to the particular type of
development in question, as in (i) and (ii). This means that capacity will reflect both the sensitivity of the
landscape resource and its visual sensitivity;
• the value attached to the landscape or to specific elements in it.

The meanings of these terms and the types of factors that need to be considered in each case are summarised in
Figure 1 (a) and (b).

Landscape Character Sensitivity

Overall
Landscape
Sensitivity

Used in strategic
applications and
does not deal
with particular
types of change or
development.

=

Based on judgements about sensitivity of:
Natural Factors
Vegetations types
Tree cover type/pattern
Extent and pattern of semi-natural habitat
Cultural Factors
Land use
Settlement pattern
Field boundaries
Enclosure pattern
Time depth
Landscape Quality/Condition
Intactness
Representation of typical Character
State of repair of individual elements
Aesthetic Factors
Scale
Enclosure
Diversity
Texture
Pattern
Colour
Form/Line
Balance
Movement
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Visual Sensitivity
General visibility
Land form influences
Tree and woodland cover

+

Population
Numbers and types of
residents
Numbers and types of
visitors
Mitigation Potential
Scope for mitigating
potential visual impacts

Figure 1(a): Summary of
factors to consider in judging
overall landscape sensitivity
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Landscape
Character
Sensitivity
Landscape
Capacity to
accommodate
specific type of
change

Need to specify key
aspects of the specific
change or development
that are likely to have an
impact on the landscape.
e.g. For turbines:
Tall structures
Moving structures
Clusters from 1-3 to 10-50
Access roads and
low level structures
Potential intervisibility

=

Based on judgements
about sensitivity of
aspects most likely to
be affected e.g.

Visual
Sensitivity

+

Natural Factors
Extent and pattern of
semi-natural habitat
Cultural Factors
Land use
Enclosure pattern

Based on nature of
change and interaction with visual
aspects of landscape
e.g.
General visibility
Land form influences
Tree and woodland
cover
Population
Numbers and types of
residents
Numbers and types of
visitors

Landscape
Quality/Condition
Representation of typical Character

Landscape
Value

+

Designations
National
Local
Other Criteria
indicating value
Tranquillity
Remoteness
Wildness
Scenic Beauty
Cultural Associations
Conservation
interests
Consensus on value

Mitigation Potential
Scope for mitigating
potential visual
impacts

Aesthetic Factors
Scale
Enclosure
Pattern
Form/Line
Movement

Figure 1(b): Summary of factors to consider
in judging landscape capacity for a particular
type of change.

3.5 The implication of this is that capacity studies must be specific to a particular type of change or development.
At a strategic level, for example in work relating to regional and sub-regional spatial strategies, this means that it
might be appropriate to produce a single map of general landscape sensitivity. Maps of landscape capacity, however,
need to be specific so that, for example, a map showing an assessment of wind turbine capacity could be produced
but would almost certainly be different from a map showing capacity for housing development or for new woodland
and forestry planting. Some capacity studies are very specific in their purpose, seeking for example to assess capacity
to accommodate a 1000 home settlement at a particular density of development.

4. JUDGING OVERALL LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
4.1 In making judgements about the overall landscape sensitivity of different landscape types or areas, without reference to any specific change or type of development (for example in work relating to regional and sub-regional spatial
strategies), careful consideration needs to be given to two aspects:
•

•

Judging the sensitivity of the landscape as a whole, in terms of its overall character, its quality and condition, the
aesthetic aspects of its character, and also the sensitivity of individual elements contributing to the landscape.
This can be usefully referred to as landscape character sensitivity;
Judging the visual sensitivity of the landscape, in terms of its general visibility and the potential scope to
mitigate the visual effects of any change that might take place. Visibility will be a function particularly of the
landform of a particular type of landscape and of the presence of potentially screening land cover, especially
trees and woodland. It will also be a reflection of the numbers of people who are likely to perceive the
landscape and any changes that occur in it, whether they are residents or visitors.

Landscape character sensitivity
4.2 Judging landscape character sensitivity requires professional judgement about the degree to which the landscape
in question is robust, in that it is able to accommodate change without adverse impacts on character. This means
5
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making decisions about whether or not significant characteristic elements of the landscape will be liable to loss
through disturbance, whether or not they could easily be restored, and whether important aesthetic aspects of
character will be liable to change. Equally, consideration must be given to the addition of new elements, which may
also have a significant influence on character. These decisions need clear and consistent thought about three factors:
•
•

the individual elements that contribute to character, their significance and their vulnerability to change;
the overall quality and condition of the landscape in terms of its intactness, representation of typical character
and condition or state of repair of individual elements contributing to character;
the aesthetic aspects of landscape character, noting that in Scotland these are usually referred to as the
'landscape experience' or the 'scenic qualities' of the landscape. As indicated in the LCA Guidance, aesthetic
factors/scenic qualities can still be "recorded in a rational, rigorous and standardised, if not wholly objective
way". They include for example the scale, level of enclosure, diversity, colour, form, line, pattern and texture of
the landscape. All of these aesthetic dimensions of landscape character may have significance for judgements
about sensitivity. They are also distinct from the perceptual aspects of landscape character, which are much
more subjective and where responses to them will be more personal and coloured by the experience and the
preferences of the individual. These are also important dimensions of character and influence the ability of
landscapes to accommodate change but they are best dealt with as part of the consideration of value to be
incorporated in the final step of assessing capacity, as discussed in Section 7.

•

4.3 Different methods have been used to judge landscape character sensitivity in recent work. Each has its merits
and it is not the role of this topic paper to advocate one approach or another. There is also much common ground
between them and they are not therefore alternatives but rather different explorations of a similar approach. A
common feature of these approaches in England is the analysis of landscape character in terms of firstly the natural
and ecological, and secondly the cultural attributes of the landscape. Landscape sensitivity is in these cases equated
broadly with ideas of ecological and cultural sensitivity and deliberately does not embrace either aesthetic aspects of
character or visual sensitivity. Three recent examples illustrating this approach are summarised in Boxes 3 and 4.
4.4 There are few if any examples of studies of overall landscape sensitivity that incorporate assessment of the
aesthetic dimensions of landscape character, although it would be technically possible to do this. Such considerations
are more likely to be found in studies of sensitivity to particular forms of change or development and are discussed
in Section 5.

Box 3: An approach based on ecological and cultural sensitivity
The Countryside Agency's work on traffic impacts on the landscape required a desk based rather than a field
assessment using Staffordshire as the test area. The main concern was with the impact of the road network on
landscape character. The Countryside Agency's National Landscape Character Types, and the Land Description
Units (LDUs) on which they are based, both derived from the National Landscape Typology, were used as
reporting units. The attribute maps from the national typology also provided much of the source data for the
analysis. In this work landscape sensitivity is defined as the degree to which the character of the landscape is
likely to be adversely affected or changed by traffic levels and network use. It is considered to consist of a
combination of ecological sensitivity and cultural sensitivity where:
•

•

ecological sensitivity is based on identification of areas where there are ecologically significant habitats
likely to be at risk, reflecting combinations of agricultural potential, related to ground type, together with
agricultural use and woodland pattern;
cultural sensitivity is based on identification of areas where culturally significant elements of the
landscape will be at risk, reflecting a combination of settlement pattern, land cover and the origins of the
landscape in terms of whether it is 'planned' or 'organic'.

These two aspects of sensitivity are mapped using GIS and combined into an overall sensitivity matrix. Data on
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the road hierarchy and road 'windy-ness' was then combined with the sensitivity classes to give an overall
assessment. This desk study proves successful in highlighting areas of concern that could then be examined in
more detail if required.
Babtie Group and Mark Diacono. Assessing Traffic Impacts on the Countryside. Unpublished Report to the Countryside
Agency. 2003.

Box 4 : Approaches based on vulnerability, tolerance and resilience to change
Work carried out recently for structure plan purposes by Herefordshire and Worcestershire County Councils
working in partnership, focuses on landscape character sensitivity rather than visual sensitivity. The work is at
the detailed level of Land Description Units (the constituent parts or building blocks of Landscape Character
Types and Areas). These studies also focus on individual landscape indicators and attributes - meaning the
factors that contribute to character, grouped together under the headings of ground vegetation, land use, field
boundaries, tree cover character, tree cover pattern, enclosure pattern, settlement pattern, spatial character and
additional characteristic features, such as parkland or rivers.
These studies use a combination of several different aspects of the character of the landscape to reach an
assessment of overall sensitivity, based on analysis of these attributes. The definitions of the component parts
can be summarised as follows:
Vulnerability: This is a measure of the significance of the attributes that define character, in relation to the
likelihood of their loss or demise. This combines assessment of the significance of an attribute with assessment
of its functionality and of the likelihood of future change based on apparent trends.
Tolerance: This can be defined as the degree to which change is likely to cause irreparable damage to the
essential components that contribute to landscape character. It is a measure of the impacts on character of the
loss of attributes, reflecting the timescale needed for their contribution to character to be restored. This
combines assessment of the replaceability of individual attributes with their overall significance in the landscape
and also takes account of the potential for future change based on apparent trends.
Resilience: This combines tolerance with vulnerability to change. It is a measure of the endurance of
landscape character, representing the likelihood of change in relation to the degree to which the landscape is
able to tolerate that change.
Sensitivity: Relates to the resilience of a particular area of landscape to its condition.
Each of these aspects of sensitivity is assessed from a combination of desk and fieldwork. The assessments of
each factor are then progressively combined in pairs using matrices, until the final assessment of individual areas
emerges. In general three point numerical scores are used to combine the various aspects in pairs.
The published Herefordshire work focuses on landscape resilience , which is mapped for landscape types and
forms the key summary map in the published Supplementary Planning Guidance document, leaving a final assessment of sensitivity to a more detailed stage based on individual land cover parcels, which is the fine grain at
which condition has been assessed in this work. The Worcestershire work is not yet published but will take a
similar approach once the County survey of condition has been completed.
Worcestershire County Council. Unpublished paper on a County Wide Assessment of Landscape Sensitivity. 2003.
Herefordshire Council. Landscape Character Assessment. Supplementary Planning Guidance. 2002.
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Visual sensitivity
4.5 In a comprehensive study of landscape sensitivity account would ideally also be taken of the visual sensitivity of
the landscape. This requires careful thinking about the way that people see the landscape. This depends on:
•

the probability of change in the landscape being highly visible, based particularly on the nature of the landform
and the extent of tree cover both of which have a major bearing on visibility;
the numbers of people likely to perceive any changes and their reasons for being in the landscape, for example
as residents, as residents staying in the area, as travellers passing through, as visitors engaged in recreation or as
people working there;
the likelihood that change could be mitigated, without the mitigation measures in themselves having an adverse
effect (for example, planting trees to screen development in an open, upland landscape could have as great an
effect as the development itself).

•

•

4.6 In practice visual sensitivity can be difficult to judge without reference to a specific form of change or development and that is no doubt why there are few examples of strategic assessments that incorporate this dimension.
Herefordshire and Worcestershire initially intended to incorporate such considerations into their strategic work but
abandoned the attempt on the basis that it was more realistically considered for specific proposed developments or
change. Work by Staffordshire County Council does, however, provide a working example of an approach that
combines judgements about landscape character sensitivity (as outlined above) with consideration of the issue of
visual sensitivity. It is summarised in Box 5.

Box 5: Staffordshire County - An approach that combines landscape character sensitivity
and visual sensitivity
Work carried out by Staffordshire County Council, published as Supplementary Planning Guidance to the
Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent Structure Plan , approaches landscape sensitivity by working at the Land
Description Unit level and addressing the three aspects of landscape character listed below. In this work the
first stage in addressing landscape sensitivity is to consider the quality (as defined in the LCA guidance, meaning
condition and expression of typical character in specific areas) of individual areas of landscape in relation to
their character. This is achieved by asking a series of questions about the three aspects of character:
•

•

•

Visual aspects, dealing with the spatial distribution, pattern and condition of landscape elements. The
questions cover: the presence of characteristic features for the landscape type; the absence of incongruous
features for the type; and the visual and functional condition of the elements contributing to character of
that particular type.
Cultural aspects, which are determined by the history of human activity and are reflected in the
patterns of settlement, land use, field enclosure and communications. The questions cover: demonstration
of a clear and consistent pattern of landscape elements resulting from a particular course of historical
development contributing to character; and the extent to which the area exhibits chronological continuity
or 'time depth' in the landscape.
Ecological aspects, relating to the pattern and extent of survival of the typical semi-natural vegetation
and related fauna. The questions cover the presence and frequency of semi-natural vegetation characteristic of the landscape type; and the degree of fragmentation and the pattern of the semi-natural habitats.

The Staffordshire approach notes the strong relationship between the quality and sensitivity of the landscape in
that one of the effects of disturbance can be the removal of characteristic landscape features. In dealing with
the potential impacts of change on landscape character it asks how likely it is that significant features or characteristics of the landscape that contribute to its quality will be lost through disturbance. It also asks whether
perception of landscape quality will be adversely affected.
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Landscape
sensitivity
Potential for mitigation
of effects on landscape
character

Tranquillity

Potential for mitigation of
visual effects

General
landscape
visibility

Landscape
condition

Strength of visual
expression of character

Visibility as
controlled by
landcover

Visibility as
controlled by
landform

The Staffordshire example is one of the few cases where landscape character sensitivity and visual sensitivity
have been combined in an integrated approach. In terms of visual impact this work asks two questions:
•
•

How likely is it that the effects of a given amount of disturbance will be visible?
What is the potential for negating or minimising adverse visual impacts of disturbance through mitigation
and compensation measures?

The idea of general visibility is used and is defined in terms of the likelihood that a given feature, randomly
located, will be visible from a given viewpoint, also randomly located. It was determined in this case by theoretical and field based analysis of landform and tree and woodland cover and the way that they interact.
All these different factors, relating to both landscape character sensitivity and visual sensitivity are then
combined by judging each on a 5 level scale and combining them sequentially, in map form, through the use of
GIS, to produce a final map of landscape sensitivity.
Staffordshire County Council 1999. Planning for Landscape Change. Supplementary Planning Guidance to the Stoke on
Trent and Staffordshire Structure Plan. 1996-2011

5.

JUDGING LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY TO A SPECIFIC TYPE OF CHANGE

5.1 In many studies judgements must be made about the ability of the landscape to accommodate particular types
of change or development. This is where sensitivity and capacity are most often used interchangeably but it is
suggested that, in line with the definitions set out above, sensitivity is the most appropriate word to use. When
judging how sensitive a landscape is to some specified type of change it is essential to think in an integrated way
about:
•
•

The exact form and nature of the change that is proposed to take place;
The particular aspects of the landscape likely to be affected by the change, including aspects of both landscape
character sensitivity and visual sensitivity, as described in Section 4.

5.2 Understanding the nature of the agent of change is like specifying or describing the development project in an
Environmental Impact Assessment, except that it is a generic rather than a project-specific form of change. The focus
must be on identifying key aspects of the change that are likely to affect the landscape.
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5.3 Defining the particular aspects of the character of the landscape that are likely to be affected by a particular
type of change (landscape character sensitivity) means careful analysis of the potential interactions. These might
include: impacts upon particular aspects of landscape character including landform, land cover, enclosure and settlement pattern; and impacts on aesthetic aspects such as the scale, pattern, movement and complexity of the
landscape. In Scotland, for example, the wide range of capacity studies that have been carried out , although varying
in their approach, usually incorporate consideration of the key physical, natural and cultural characteristics of the
landscape, but also take into account the aesthetic/scenic dimensions of the landscape in judgements about the ability
of different landscapes to accommodate change. So, for example, the Stirling Landscape Character Assessment,
which includes consideration of a locational strategy for new development, includes criteria related to the 'landscape
experience'. It considers that scale, openness, diversity, form and or line, and pattern are the most relevant aspects
for this task (see Box 6 in Section 7 for fuller examples).
5.4 Similarly the visual sensitivity of the landscape with respect to the specific type of change or development needs
to be assessed. This means that the potential visibility of the development must be considered, together with the
number of people of different types who are likely to see it and the scope to modify visual impacts by various appropriate forms of mitigation measures.
5.5 An overall assessment of sensitivity to the specific form of change or development requires that the four sets
of considerations summarised above should be brought together so that the sensitivity of individual types or areas of
landscape to that particular form of development can be judged and mapped. They are:
•

impacts upon particular aspects of landscape character including landform, land cover, enclosure and settlement
pattern;
impacts on aesthetic aspects such as the scale, pattern, movement and complexity of the landscape;
potential visibility of the development and the number of people of different types who are likely to see it;
scope to modify visual impacts by various appropriate forms of mitigation measures.

•
•
•

In most cases, this is likely to be a precursor to further judgements about capacity. Studies specifically of sensitivity
to a particular type of development, without proceeding to an assessment of capacity, are not likely to be common.
5.6 The outcome of a study of landscape sensitivity to a specific type of change or development would usually be a
map of different categories of sensitivity, usually with either three (for example low, medium and high) or five (for
example very low, low, medium, high, very high) categories of sensitivity. Such a map provides an overview of areas
where there is relatively low sensitivity to the particular type of change or development but does not indicate
whether and to what extent such change or development would be acceptable in these areas. This requires consideration of other factors and is best tackled through a landscape capacity study.

BOX 5: South West Region Renewable Energy Strategy - an example of using landscape
sensitivity to forms of renewable energy development to inform draft targets
This is a consultant's study, carried out by Land Use Consultants for the Government Office for the South West.
It focussed on providing information on the sensitivity of different landscape character areas to wind turbines
but also assessed whether a similar approach could be used for biomass crops. Key features of this work, which
is still in progress, are:
•

•

It is a strategic study of landscape sensitivity to a specific type of change/development. The Countryside
Character Area framework is adopted as suited to the needs of regional scale work, though there has also
been subsequent discussion of the scope to use the new National Landscape Typology to provide a more
refined level of assessment.
A range of attributes contributing to landscape character are identified as likely to indicate suitability to
accommodate wind turbines. Scale and form of the landscape, landscape pattern, settlement pattern and
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transport network relate to the elements and attributes giving character to the landscape; skylines and
inter-visibility relate to the visual sensitivity of the landscape; sense of enclosure, sense of tranquillity and
remoteness relate to perceptual aspects and value; while sensitive/rare landscape features relates to
aspects of landscape value. These distinctions are not referred to in the study where all are referred to
simply as 'landscape attributes'.
A shorter list of attributes is considered to indicate suitability of a landscape to accommodate biomass
crops. They are: landscape pattern, land cover/land use, sense of enclosure and settlement pattern/
transport network.
Using these attributes, a series of sensitivity classes are defined in relation to both wind turbines and
biomass crops. In each case a five level verbal scale of sensitivity is used - low, moderate/low, moderate,
moderate/high and high.
For each level of sensitivity the influence of the landscape attributes in relation to that type of develop
ment is summarised. For example, landscapes judged to be of low sensitivity to wind turbines are "likely
to have strong landform, a strong sense of enclosure that reduces visual sensitivity, to be already affected
by man made features, to have reduced tranquillity, little inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes and a low
density of sensitive landscape features. Similarly, for biomass crops, areas of high sensitivity are defined as
those where monocultures of biomass crops would prejudice landscape pattern, where transport infra
structure is dominated by narrow rural lanes (or is absent), and where buildings are uncharacteristic of the
landscape (e.g. moorland). The scale of possible wind turbine development is considered, predominantly in
relation to landform scale, though it is acknowledged that at more detailed levels of assessment other
factors such as landscape pattern and enclosure will also be relevant.

Overall the assessment of landscape sensitivity is considered to provide just one 'layer' of information relevant
to the process of regional target setting. The study is clearly based on professional judgement within a clear and
reasonably transparent framework. There is no explicit scoring or use of matrices but rather a common sense
approach to combining the nature of the landscape with the nature of the development to derive sensitivity
classes.

Land Use Consultants. South West Renewable Energy Strategy: Using Landscape Sensitivity to set Draft Targets for Wind
Energy. Unpublished report to the Government Office for the South West. 2003.
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JUDGING LANDSCAPE CAPACITY

6.1 Turning a sensitivity study into an assessment of capacity to accommodate a particular type of change means
taking a further step. The assessment of the sensitivity of different types or areas of landscape to the type of change
in question must be combined with an assessment of the more subjective, experiential or perceptual aspects of the
landscape and of the value attached to the landscape. There are, perhaps inevitably, some reservations amongst
practitioners about the incorporation of value in work on landscape sensitivity and capacity because this is seen as
the return to the now largely discredited thinking about landscape evaluation. It cannot be denied, however, that
society does value certain landscapes for a variety of different reasons and this has, in some way, to be reflected in
decision making about capacity to accept change.
6.2 As the Landscape Character Assessment guidance indicates (Paragraph 9.5), value may be formally recognised
through the application of some form of national landscape designation. Where this is the case the implications of
the designation need to be taken into account. This means, in particular, understanding what aspects of the landscape
led to its designation and how these might be affected by the proposed change. The consultation draft of Planning
Policy Statement 7, which is due to replace Planning Policy Guidance Note 7, requires that Local Planning Authorities
no longer refer to local landscape designations in Development Plans. Local landscape designations are proposed to
be replaced by criteria-based policies, underpinned by robust Landscape Character Assessments.
6.3 The absence of designation does not mean that landscapes are not valued by different communities of interest.
This means that in such cases other indicators of value will need to be considered to help in thinking about capacity.
Judgements about value in such cases may be based on two main approaches. One is to address value by means of
the Quality of Life Assessment approach, seeking to address the question of 'What Matters and Why?' (see Topic
Paper 2 - 'Links to Other Sustainability Tools'). In this approach value will be judged in an integrated way, with
considerations of landscape and sense of place set alongside other matters such as biodiversity, historic and cultural
aspects, access and broader social, economic and environmental benefits.
6.4 Alternatively judgements can be made in terms of the relative value attached to different landscapes by a range
of different communities of interest. This can be based on the range of criteria set out in the Landscape Character
Assessment guidance (Paragraphs 7.8 and 7.22). These include landscape quality and condition; perceptual aspects
such as scenic beauty, tranquillity, rurality, remoteness or wildness; special cultural associations; the presence and influence of other conservation interests. There may also be a long established consensus about the importance of
particular areas. Weighing up all these factors may allow the relative value of particular landscapes to be assessed as
an input to judgements about capacity.
6.5 Reaching conclusions about capacity means making a judgement about the amount of change of a particular
type that can be accommodated without having unacceptable adverse effects on the character of the landscape, or
the way that it is perceived, and without compromising the values attached to it. This step must clearly recognise
that a valued landscape, whether nationally designated or not, does not automatically, and by definition, have high
sensitivity. Similarly and as already argued in Section 3, landscapes with high sensitivity do not automatically have no,
or low capacity to accommodate change, and landscapes of low sensitivity do not automatically have high capacity to
accept change. Capacity is all a question of the interaction between the sensitivity of the landscape, the type and
amount of change, and the way that the landscape is valued.
6.6 It is entirely possible for a valued landscape to be relatively insensitive to the particular type of development in
question because of both the characteristics of the landscape itself and the nature of the development. It may also
be the case that the reasons why value is attached to the landscape are not compromised by the particular form of
change. Such a landscape may therefore have some capacity to accommodate change, especially if the appropriate,
and hopefully standard, steps are taken in terms of siting, layout and design of the change or development in question.
For example, a capacity study may show that a certain specified amount of appropriately located and well-designed
housing may be quite acceptable even in a highly valued and moderately sensitive landscape. This is why capacity is
such a complex issue and why most capacity studies need to be accompanied by guidelines about the ways in which
certain types of change or development can best be accommodated without unacceptable adverse effects.
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6.7 Clearly at this stage of making judgements about capacity there can be considerable benefit in involving a wide
range of stakeholders in the discussions since there is likely to be a strong political dimension to such judgements.
On the other hand clear and transparent arguments are vital if decisions are to be well founded and this is where
well constructed professional judgements about both sensitivity and capacity are extremely important.
6.8 In Scotland a wide range of capacity studies have been carried out to look at the ability of different areas to
accept development of different types. They have covered housing and built development in general, as well as wind
turbines and aquaculture. The detailed approach taken varies as the studies have been carried out by different
individuals or consultancies working to different briefs for different clients. Box 6 contains a summary of the
approach taken in a recent example.

BOX 6 : Stirling Landscape Capacity Assessment for Housing and Small-scale Industrial, Retail and
Business Development
Carried out by David Tyldesley Associates for Scottish Natural Heritage and Stirling Council in 1999, this study
seeks to ensure that development around Stirling is directed towards those landscapes which can best accommodate it. The work developed an approach pioneered at St Andrews in 1996 and also ran in parallel with a
settlement capacity evaluation in the neighbouring area of Clackmannanshire. The Stirling study assessed 15
specific locations of settlements and their settings and three larger general areas of search. The purpose of the
study was to define: settlements and areas of high landscape sensitivity judged to have little capacity to accommodate growth; settlements and areas judged to be able to accommodate minor growth and settlements or
areas judged to be suitable for major settlement expansion or new settlement. The work assumed that the
buildings in question would be well-designed and would use traditional building techniques and materials. It also
assumed that it would include a strong framework of structural landscape treatment including ground modelling
where appropriate and tree planting of appropriate scale, area, design and species composition to ensure that
the development achieves a good fit in the landscape. This study embraces both sensitivity and capacity, as
defined in this Topic Paper, although they are not separately considered. The assessment is clearly made with
respect to particular specified forms of development. The assessment is based on five criteria which are applied
to the landscape types previously identified in a Landscape Character Assessment. The five criteria address
aspects of Landscape Character Sensitivity,Visual Sensitivity and Landscape Value, as discussed in this topic paper.
The criteria are derived from the key characteristics and features of the landscape character types and can be
grouped as follows in relation to the structure of this Topic paper:

Related to Landscape Character Sensitivity
Effects on the Landscape Resource: examines the effects of development on the key physical features and
characteristics and judges whether that development of the kind described could be accommodated and
whether the character of the landscape would be sustained, enhanced or diminished. Only the important
characteristics relevant to the type of development are assessed.
Effects on the landscape experience: assesses the potential effects of development on aspects of landscape
experience relating to scale, openness, diversity, form and/or line and pattern and makes an overall assessment
of whether these aspects would be affected positively or negatively.

Related to Visual Sensitivity
Visual effects: considers possible visual effects of the forms of development on: views and approaches to the
settlements from the principal approach roads; possible effects on strategically significant outward views from
the settlements; potential effects on distinctive skylines; and potential effects on visually conspicuous locations
such as open, flat ground or open, high or rising ground.
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Mitigation: considers whether the development would require long-term mitigation to reduce the effects of
the development. It also considers how feasible any desirable mitigation would be and whether the mitigation
itself would be appropriate.

Related to Landscape Value
Other Important Effects: considers whether the development would affect the integrity of an important
designed landscape or its setting and whether the development would affect the amenity of other important
cultural or historical elements or features of the landscape, including their settings.
The criteria under these five categories are applied systematically to each settlement and area of search in
terms of the different landscape character types that occur. Professional judgments are made and for each criteria a three point graphical scale is used to express the findings. An overview is taken of the judgments for each
of the criteria for each landscape type, and an overview assessment is made of the whole. The three point scale
applied to each criteria covers: no impact or positive enhancement; neutral or average effect; and significant
negative effect or diminishing of landscape character. An overall judgment is then made based on the profile of
the area/settlements and relevant landscape type based on a table of judgments under each criteria.
David Tyldesley Associates. Stirling Landscape Character Assessment. Report for Scottish Natural Heritage and Stirling
Council. 1999

7.

RECORDING AND PRESENTING INFORMATION

7.1 Approaches to judging sensitivity and capacity can be made at different levels of detail. Much depends on the
time and resources available and on the problem to be addressed. For example, capacity studies for housing may
need a finer grain of assessment because of the particular nature of the development. Where time and resources are
limited quick assessments are needed and it is likely that overall judgements will need to be made about the whole of
a landscape type or area without necessarily making individual assessments of the constituent aspects of sensitivity or
capacity. Consultants working to tight timescales and with limited budgets often carry out short sharp studies of this
type. In such cases it is rarely possible to assess each of the relevant factors individually in great detail and the
emphasis is often on overall judgement of sensitivity. It is nevertheless still extremely important that the thinking
that underpins these judgements is clear and consistent, that records of the field judgements are kept in a consistent
form and that the decisions reached can be explained easily to an audience of non-experts.
7.2 Local authorities carrying out such work in house are likely to work in a different way and may sometimes have
longer periods of time for desk study, survey and analysis. Permanent staff can be more fully involved in such studies
and have a greater opportunity to become familiar with and to understand their landscapes and to develop real
ownership of the work. In these cases it may be possible to take a much more detailed and transparent step-by-step
approach to assembling the judgements that ultimately leads to an overall assessment of landscape sensitivity or
capacity. The Staffordshire,Worcestershire and Herefordshire studies, for example, provide demonstrations of what
can be achieved by officers working on assessing their own areas, often over a reasonably long period of time.
7.3 Whoever carries them out, all assessments of sensitivity and capacity inevitably rely primarily on professional
judgements, although wherever practically possible they should also include input from stakeholders. The temptation
to suggest objectivity in such professional judgements, by resorting to quantitative methods of recording them is
generally to be avoided. Nevertheless dealing with such a wide range of factors, as outlined in the paragraphs above,
does usually require some sort of codification of the judgements that are made at each stage as well as a way of
combining layers of judgements together to arrive at a final conclusion.
7.4 The first step is to decide on the factors or criteria that are to be used in making the judgement and to
prepare a clear summary of what they are and what they mean. The second step is to design record sheets that
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allow the different judgements that need to be made to be recorded clearly, whether they are to be based on desk
study or field survey. The time and resources available will influence the level of detail of this record sheet and the
level of detail required of the work. Ideally separate records should be made of each component aspect of the final
judgement. So for example in the case of a comprehensive capacity study for a particular type of change or development, a record should be made of the judgements made about:
i)
the Landscape Character Sensitivity of each landscape type or area to that type of change, which will
reflect the sensitivity of individual aspects of landscape character including landform, land cover, enclosure form and
pattern, tree cover, settlement form and pattern, and other characteristic elements, and the aesthetic aspects of
landscape character, including for example, its scale, complexity, and diversity;
ii)
the Visual Sensitivity to that type of change, which will reflect, for each landscape type or area; general
visibility, influenced by landform and tree and woodland cover, the presence and size of populations of different types,
and potential for mitigation of visual impacts, without the mitigation in itself causing unacceptable effects.
iii)

the Value attached to each landscape, which will reflect:

•
•

national designations based on landscape value;
other judgements about value based either on a 'Quality of Life Assessment', or on consideration of a range of
appropriate criteria relating to landscape value.

7.5 These different aspects need to be judged on a simple verbal scale, either of three points - high, medium or
low, or of five points - for example very high, high, medium/average, low and very low, or equivalents. A three point
scale is much easier to use but a five point scale allows greater differentiation between areas. These scales can easily
be translated into shades or colours for graphic display and are well suited to use as layers within a GIS of the type
now widely employed in landscape character work.
7.6 The question remains of how layers of information can then be combined to arrive at a final assessment of
either sensitivity or capacity, depending on which is required. There are three possible methods: firstly the construction of an overall profile combined into an overall assessment of sensitivity and capacity; secondly the cumulative
assessment of sensitivity and capacity by sequential combination of judgements; and thirdly a scoring approach. They
are briefly outlined below.

An overall profile
7.7 In the first approach individual assessments are made of the constituent aspects of sensitivity or capacity using a
three or five point verbal scale, as outlined above. The amount of detailed assessment that goes into the judgements
of each of these factors will depend on the time and resources available and the overall approach taken. These
assessments are arranged in a table or matrix to provide a profile of that particular landscape type or area. An
overview is then taken of the distribution of the assessments of each aspect and this is used to make an informed
judgement about the overall assessment of sensitivity or capacity. Figure 2 gives a hypothetical example:

Figure 2: Building up the overall profile
Landscape
Type/Area

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
etc

Landscape
Character
Sensitivity

Sensitivity of
Individual
Elements

Sensitivity of
Aesthetic
Aspects

Visual
Sensitivity

LANDSCAPE
SENSITIVITY

Value of
Landscape

LANDSCAPE
CAPACITY

High
Low
High

Medium
Medium
High

Medium
Low
High

High
Low
Medium

HIGH
LOW
HIGH

Low
Low
High

MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
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Cumulative assessment
7.8 In the second approach individual assessments are similarly made but in this case the more detailed lower-level
assessments are combined in pairs sequentially until an overall assessment is reached. The number of layers
combined in this way depends upon the level of detailed information collected in the survey. This must of course be
done for each landscape type or area being assessed. Based on the framework and definitions set out in this paper
some simplified and purely illustrative possible combinations (and there are of course others) might be:
•
•
•
•
•

Sensitivity of ecological components + Sensitivity of cultural components = Landscape character sensitivity
General visibility (related to land form and land cover) + Level and significance of populations = Visual
sensitivity
Landscape character sensitivity + Visual sensitivity = Overall landscape sensitivity
Presence of designations + Overall assessment of value against criteria = Landscape value
Overall landscape sensitivity + Landscape value = Landscape capacity

High

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Medium

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

Low

Landscape Character Sensitivity

7.9 The difficulties with this approach are that it may be somewhat cumbersome and time consuming to apply,
especially for large areas, and that decisions must be made about how the individual assessments are to be combined.
So, for example, while two HIGHS clearly give a HIGH in the matrix, what about a HIGH and a MEDIUM? Is the
highest level used in which case the answer is also HIGH, or is a judgement made on the combinations? There is no
single answer but again the emphasis must be on transparency. Figure 3 illustrates this process for two hypothetical
combinations. Both could also be shown with a five point scale, as discussed above, to give a more refined assessment.

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Low

Medium

High

Figure 3(a): Combining
Landscape Character
Sensitivity and Visual
Sensitivity to give overall
Landscape Sensitivity

High

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Medium

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

Low

Landscape Sensitivity

Visual Sensitivity

HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Low

Medium

High

Landscape Value
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Scoring
7.10 In this type of approach the word scales must be combined in a consistent way with appropriate rules applied
as to how the combined layers are further classified. This may require that they are converted into numerical equivalents for ease of manipulation. Shown graphically, these 'scores' will take the form of different colours or shades,
which is generally preferable to presenting the numerical figures themselves. There are certainly examples of work
that do take a scoring approach to the layers of information in the assessment, although they may not appear in the
final published material.
7.11 While scoring overcomes the difficulty of how individual assessments of each aspect are combined (for example
by multiplication within matrices and by adding different matrices) and makes the process transparent, it does lead to
a greater emphasis on quantitative aspects of such work. If overemphasised as an end in itself rather than as a means
to an end, numerical representation may run the risk of generating adverse reactions because it suggests something
other than professional judgement and can suggest a spurious scientific rigour in the process. It was, after all, the
overly quantitative nature of landscape evaluation in the 1970s that led to a move away from that approach.

The role of Geographic Information Systems
7.12 Today most sensitivity and capacity studies, whichever approach they take, are likely to rely on Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to manipulate the layers of information. This brings several advantages and notably:
•
•
•

8.

Consistency of approach, in that appropriate matrices or algorithms can be defined once and then applied
consistently throughout a study;
Transparency, in that it is easy to interrogate the base datasets used and also to visualise and communicate
intermediate stages of the process if required;
Efficiency and effectiveness in the handling of data, allowing explorations of the information and alternative
approaches to combining it which would simply not be achievable in a manual paper based exercise.

CURRENT PRACTICE AND ISSUES IN ASSESSING SENSITIVITY AND CAPACITY

8.1 There is a wide range of work, either in progress or completed, which tackles the issues of landscape sensitivity
and capacity. Most of it is quite complex and difficult to summarise meaningfully in a short paper like this and there
are few if any examples as yet which demonstrate all the principles set out here. Where possible examples have
been included in the boxes in the text to illustrate particular aspects of such work, including examples of overall
landscape sensitivity studies carried out by local authorities, studies to assess sensitivity to particular types of change
or development and capacity studies aimed, for example, at exploring wind turbines or housing, among other types of
development. It is hoped that more examples may be available in future and may be included on the Countryside
Character Network website (www.ccnetwork.org.uk).

Transparency and Presentation
8.2 It is clear from examination of the strategic studies of overall landscape sensitivity, such as those conducted by
Herefordshire,Worcestershire and Staffordshire, that they are enormously detailed and very transparent in describing
the approach to analysis and judgements. It is also apparent that they are very detailed and demanding of time and
resources, and also quite complex because of the desire to explain each step in the process. However, even experienced practitioners who have not been involved in this work may struggle to understand fully the terminology used,
the subtleties of the definitions and the judgements that are made at every level of the assessment, as well as the way
that the different factors are combined. They may also disagree with some of those definitions - replaceability, for
example, is in itself a very complex term open to different interpretations, especially when used in relation to ecological habitats. A lay audience could well be completely baffled by the complexity of the whole process. So although
the arguments are logical, consistent and fully explained this can in itself open up potentially important areas of
misunderstanding or debate.
8.3 On the other hand some of the consultants' studies of sensitivity and capacity are often short on transparency
and rely on professional judgements, the basis of which is often not clear. It could be argued that there has to be a
trade-off between complete transparency in the methods used and the accessibility of the findings to a non-specialist
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audience. Reasoning must always be documented as clearly as possible and the reader of any document should be
able to see where and how decisions have been made. Different content and presentation techniques may be
needed to tailor the findings of studies for particular audiences. Officers of Worcestershire County Council, for
example, intend ultimately to produce the findings of their overall sensitivity analysis in a more accessible form for a
wider audience. The complexities in the full explanation of the method are considered necessary to provide the
essential degree of transparency and justification but it is recognised that this is only likely to be suited to a specialist
audience.

Continuing debates and questions
8.4 Whatever the approach adopted there are likely to be continuing debates on several questions. The main ones
that require further exploration as experience grows are:
a)
b)

c)
d)

Is it reasonable to make assessments of overall landscape sensitivity without considering sensitivity to a specific
type of change? In what circumstances will this approach work?
To what extent should considerations of 'value', as discussed in Section 6 of this paper, be taken into account in
landscape capacity studies? This paper argues that they should be, provided that these considerations are clearly
thought through and appropriately incorporated in the judgements that are made. Simply relying on designa
tions is to be avoided as this is an oversimplification of complex issues but the issue remains of whether there
is agreement about the way that value can be defined. At present it seems that this approach to defining capac
ity, by combining sensitivity and aspects of value, is reasonably well accepted in Scotland, particularly in recent
wind farm capacity studies, but less so in England.
How can transparency about the approach to making judgements be achieved without the explanations
becoming unnecessarily complex and inaccessible?
To what extent is quantification of assessments of sensitivity or capacity either necessary or desirable, as
discussed in Paragraph 7.11? Both quantification and consideration of value suffer from the spectre of the 1970s
approaches to landscape evaluation which hangs over them. This needs to be recognised when deciding on and
presenting an appropriate approach, in order to avoid unnecessary arguments about its suitability.

Future developments
8.6 This Topic Paper is not intended to be a definitive statement about issues of landscape sensitivity and capacity.
Nor is it the intention to recommend or promote a single method. This is a rapidly developing field in which practitioners are actively exploring different approaches in different circumstances. The Topic Paper may be amended in
future as experience accumulates and the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches become more apparent
as they are applied in practice. In the meantime comments on the content of the Topic Paper are invited to assist in
this evolutionary process. The discussion forum on the Countryside Character Network website should be used for
this purpose if you want to share your views with the wider practitioner community. Alternatively you can send your
views by post to the coordinators of the network. Web site address and network contact details are provided in the
'Further Information' section.
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